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There is a theory whi h states that if ever anyone dis overs exa tly what the Universe
is for and why it is here, it will instantly disappear and be repla ed by something
even more bizarre and inexpli able.
There is another theory whi h states that this has already happened.

Douglas Adams

(1952  2001)
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Deuts he Zusammenfassung
Mit Fokus auf gewa hsenes, biologis hes Gewebe ist es das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit,
eine numeris he Methodologie für die Simulation von S hädigungen in Mehrphasenmaterialien zu entwi keln. Dabei wird ein konsistentes numeris hes Verfahren vorgestellt, wel hes
diskontinuierli he Randwertprobleme (RWP) in einer ni ht-linearen dreidimensionalen
Umgebung simulieren kann. Repräsentative Beispiele aus dem Berei h biome hanis her
Problemstellungen belegen die numeris hen Mögli hkeiten des vorgestellten Verfahrens.
Glei hzeitig erfüllt dieses Verfahren die Anforderung der zukünftigen Erweiterbarkeit hin
zu einer virtuellen, numeris hen Laborumgebung. In einer sol hen numeris hen Laborumgebung können lebensbedrohli he Umstände bereits vor ihrem tatsä hli hen Eintreten
prognostiziert werden. Aufgrund der Allgemeingültigkeit der in dieser Arbeit verwendeten Methoden kann die daraus entwi kelte Methodologie au h in völlig anderen Anwendungsberei hen angewandt werden, z. B. in der Bodenme hanik. In diesem Kontext sind
S hädigungsme hanismen und -strukturen in letzter Zeit zu einer wi htigen Fragestellung
im Berei h der CO2 -Sequestrierung geworden.
Die vorliegende Arbeit ist in vier Hauptkapitel untergliedert. Einleitung und Zusammenfassung rahmen die Arbeit ein.

Kapitel 1 führt die Motivation dieser Arbeit ein und

gibt einen Überbli k über den aktuellen Stand der Te hnik zu den hier behandelten Themengebieten. Zahlrei he Quellenangaben unterstützen den interessierten Leser bei einer
begleitenden Literaturre her he. Drei Anhänge liefern abs hlieÿend weitere Einbli ke der
zugrunde liegenden mathematis hen, me hanis hen und numeris hen Details.
Die Grundlagen der Kontinuumsme hanik werden kurz in

Kapitel 2

diskutiert. Darin

werden im Rahmen der Theorie Poröser Medien (TPM) grundlegende kontinuumsme hanis he Prinzipe vorgestellt und ein thermodynamis h konsistentes Zweiphasen-Materialmodell entwi kelt. Die hier zugrunde gelegten kontinuumsme hanis hen Prinzipe haben
ihren Ursprung in den klassis hen Feldtheorien deformierbarer Körper. Im Allgemeinen
wird jedo h davon ausgegangen, daÿ ein sol her Körper ledigli h aus einem einzelnen, homogen verteilten Material bzw. einer Phase besteht. Die Annahme eines einphasigen Materials ist jedo h für viele Anwendungen ni ht ausrei hend. Nahezu alle Materialien sind 
mehr oder minder  porös. Vor allem gewa hsenes, biologis hes Gewebe, dessen Bes hreibung mit ein S hwerpunkt dieser Arbeit ist, muÿ als Mehrphasen-Material bes hrieben
werden. Biologis hes Gewebe ist per se porös und dur hsetzt von Blutgefäÿen, Nervenbahnen und vielem mehr.
Aus historis her Si ht entstand die TPM aus der Kombination der Mis hungstheorie
mit dem Konzept der Volumenanteile. In der Mis hungstheorie wird dur h einen Homogenisierungsansatz über ein poröses Material die in der Regel unbekannte e hte Mikrostruktur eines denierten Gebiets bzw. Kontinuums statistis h gemittelt. Die statistis he
Mittelung kann dabei als ein Vers hmieren von mikroskopis hen Informationen einzelner Konstituierenden interpretiert werden. Dabei bleibt die Information über die zugrundeliegende Mikrostruktur dur h die Erweiterung der Mis hungstheorie um das Konzept
der Volumenanteile weiterhin erhalten. Die Volumenanteile sind das Maÿ des lokalen
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Anteils einer einzelnen Konstituierenden in Relation zum gesamten Kontinuum. Somit
ist ein Transfer der me hanis hen Eigens haften eines Mehrphasen-Kontiuums von der
Mikroskala hin zur Makroskala mögli h. Das makroskopis he Modell besteht in Konsequenz aus mehreren superponierten, spri h, überlagerten und miteinander interagierenden
Kontinua.
Bei der weiteren Entwi klung des kontinuumsme hanis hen Materialmodells werden konstitutive Annahmen getroen. Hierbei wird die Morphologie von biologis hem Gewebe
mit berü ksi htigt. Da jedo h der Hauptfokus dieser Arbeit in der Entwi klung einer numeris hen Methodologie zur Bes hreibung des S hädigungsverhaltens von Mehrphasenmaterialien liegt, bes hränkt si h das hier vorgestellte Materialmodell auf zwei Phasen. Dabei
wird von einem vollständig mit Flüssigkeit gesättigten, porösen Festkörperskelett ausgegangen.
Als Voraussetzung der in den nä hsten Kapiteln folgenden numeris hen Diskretisierung
s hlieÿt eine Diskussion über RWP die Einführung in die reguläre Kontinuumsme hanik
ab. Das RWP bes hreibt die bisher als stark denierte, kontinuumsme hanis he Problemstellung in einer sogenannten s hwa hen, integralen Form. Es wird erkannt, daÿ dur h die
starke Kopplung der beiden Phasen infolge der interagierenden Kontinua zwei s hwa h
formulierte Bilanzglei hungen notwendig sind; eine Massen- bzw. Volumenbilanz für das
Porenuid und eine Impulsbilanz des gesamten porösen Materials. Auf weitere, höhere
Bilanzrelationen, wie z. B. die Energiebilanz, kann aufgrund der gewählten Konstitutivannahmen verzi htet werden.
Eine kurze Einführung in die theoretis hen Grundlagen der Bru hme hanik erfolgt im ersten Teil von

Kapitel 3. Diese theoretis

hen Grundlagen bilden quasi das Fundament für

die folgende erweiterte kontinuumsme hanis he Bes hreibung des S hädigungsverhaltens
von Mehrphasenmaterialien. Die Grundlagen der Bru hme hanik werden auf Basis von linear elastis hem Materialverhalten und mit der Eins hränkung auf den zweidimensionalen
Raum hergeleitet. Als Ergebnis der Herleitungen können dazu begleitend die klassis hen
Bru hme hanik-Themengebiete Spannungsintensitätsfaktoren, Energiefreisetzungsrate, JIntegral und letztli h die Kohäsivzonentheorie diskutiert werden. Obwohl diese Themengebiete dur h die zugrundeliegenden Eins hränkungen nur begrenzte Gültigkeit aufweisen,
ist deren Verständnis für die Erweiterung der Bru hme hanik hin zum dreidimensionalen,
diskontinuierli hen Mehrphasenmaterial elementar.
Der zweite Teil des Kapitels befaÿt si h mit der Eingliederung der Bru hme hanik-Grundlagen in einen kontinuumsbru hme hanis hen Kontext. Eine detaillierte Betra htung der
kinematis hen Zusammenhänge motiviert die Einführung einer kohäsiven, gemittelten
Bru hä he. Die eineindeutige geometris he Bes hreibung der Bru hä he ermögli ht
in Konsequenz die Denition von modizierten Bilanzglei hungen. Diese modizierten
Bilanzglei hungen beinhalten au h jeweils einen diskontinuierli hen Anteil; sie werden
s hwa h, im Sinne eines RWP, für die im nä hsten Kapitel bes hriebene Diskretisierung
umformuliert. Als Abs hluÿ des dritten Kapitels ergibt die Untersu hung der Lokalisierung
von Diskontinuitäten ein geeignetes Riÿausbreitungskriterium für das Festkörperskelett.

Kapitel 4

stellt die numeris he Umsetzung von S hädigungsprozessen für das vorherig

entwi kelte Zweiphasen-Materialmodell vor. Die numeris he Umsetzung erfolgt auf Basis der Finite-Elemente-Methode (FEM). Zunä hst wird die FEM allgemein anhand der
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räumli hen und zeitli hen Diskretisierung der s hwa h formulierten Bilanzglei hungen des
RWP aus Kapitel 2 praktiziert. Die zeitli he Diskretisierung erfolgt dabei über einen impliziten Lösungsansatz. Das si h ergebende, stark gekoppelte Glei hungssystem wird im
Rahmen eines Ein-S hritt-Verfahrens gelöst. Dana h wird der diskontinuierli he Anteil der
modizierten Bilanzglei hungen aus Kapitel 3 dur h eine Erweiterung der FEM betra htet. Das Grundprinzip dieser Erweiterung  au h bekannt als extended Finite-Element
Method (XFEM)  wird zunä hst anhand eines Beispiels aus dem Berei h von elastis hinelastis hem Materialverhalten eingeführt. Jenes Beispiel führt vorab zu der Entwi klung einer weiteren numeris hen Methode, der sogenannten augmented Finite-Element
Method (AugFEM).
Als Konsequenz der diskontinuierli hen Diskretisierung des RWP ist ein besonderes Augenmerk auf die numeris he Integration zu ri hten. Die s hwa hen, modizierten Bilanzglei hungen müssen für die erfolgrei he Lösung des Glei hungssystems konsistent numeris h integriert werden. Dazu werden die lokalen Informationen über den elementweisen
Dur hgang der Bru hä he, spri h, die Diskontinuität, mittels des aus der dreidimensionalen Computervisualisierung bekannten Mar hing Cubes Algorithm (MCA) bere hnet.
Diese lokale Bere hnung erfordert leistungsfähige Te hniken für die globale numeris he
Na hverfolgung der Diskontinuitäten. Im Rahmen dieses Kapitels werden zwei dieser Te hniken vorgestellt. Die erste basiert auf vektorwertigen Level-Set-Funktionen und wird für
die einfa he Lokalisierung eines Bru hs verwendet. Somit wird sie in dieser Arbeit auf
den zweidimensionalen Raum bes hränkt. Um dieser zweidimensionalen Eins hränkung
zu entgehen, wird alternativ der Global Tra king Algorithm (GTA) vorgestellt. Dur h
dessen Verwendung wird aber au h glei hzeitig das Glei hungsystem um eine dritte Bilanzglei hung erweitert. Diese kann aufgrund der Charakteristik einer s hwa hen Kopplung in
einem gestaelten Lösungsverfahren im Na hlauf zu den ersten beiden Bilanzglei hungen
gelöst werden. Ein kurzes exemplaris hes Beispiel zur numeris hen Implementierung des
GTA in Kombination mit dem MCA s hlieÿt dieses Kapitel ab.

Das letzte Hauptkapitel,

Kapitel 5, präsentiert numeris

he Beispiele, die auf Basis der

theoretis hen Aspekte aus den vorangegangenen Kapiteln bere hnet sind. Sämtli he numeris he Beispiele wurden mit dem institutseigenen FEM Programm PANDAS simuliert.
Dazu wurde das Programm im Rahmen dieser Arbeit um AugFEM, XFEM, MCA, GTA
und vektorwertige Level-Set Funktionalitäten erweitert. Dazu begleitend wurde ein zusätzli hes Lösungsverfahren zur gestaelten Lösung s hwa h gekoppelter Bilanzglei hungen
implementiert. In diesem Kapitel der numeris hen Beispiele belegen zunä hst numeris he
Studien zur AugFEM die Wirksamkeit der Methode. Dazu werden die Ergebnisse der
AugFEM zur numeris hen Bere hnung von elasto-viskoplastis hem Materialverhalten mit
den Ergebnisse aus der Standard-FEM vergli hen. In dem ans hlieÿenden zweidimensionalen numeris hen Beispiel wird der Flüssigkeitsaustaus h innerhalb einer Riÿönung
eines hydrierten Gewebequers hnitts simuliert. Dieses Beispiel bezieht si h auf die globale numeris he Na hverfolgung von Diskontinuitäten mittels vektorwertiger Level-SetFunktionen. Final befassen si h dreidimensionale Beispiele mit der Problemstellung einer
Fraktur eines mens hli hen Obers henkelhalskno hens. Diese Simulationen sind an einer
E ht-Geometrie des mens hli hen Obers henkels dur hgeführt und validieren die in dieser
Arbeit entwi kelte numeris he Methodologie. Alle vorausgehend diskutierten numeris hen
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Aspekte sind in diesem letzten Beispiel implementiert.
Die vorliegende Arbeit ist in

Kapitel 6 zusammengefaÿt. Die Vorteile der entwi

kelten

Methodologie sowie eventuelle Eins hränkungen werden darin reektiert. Ein Ausbli k
bes hreibt sinnvolle Erweiterungen und zukünftige Anwendungen.
Einige der mathematis hen Aspekte dieser Arbeit werden in ausgewählten Regeln der
Tensorre hnung im

Appendix A anges

hnitten.

Appendix B beinhaltet me

hanis he

Details, die den Rahmen der Hauptkapitel gesprengt hätten. Denno h sind diese Details
für ein grundlegendes Verständnis der behandelten Themen von besonderem Interesse.

Appendix C stellt numeris

he Algorithmen für die praktis he Umsetzung der vorgestell-

ten numeris hen Methodologie zur Verfügung; darin sind au h drei Programm-Quelltexte
enthalten, die der Einfa hheit halber in die Programmierspra he PYTHON übersetzt wurden.

Chapter 1:
Introdu tion and Overview
1.1 Motivation
Material failure is in general a

riti al situation.
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Figure 1.1: Spleen rupture.

under the assumption of homogeneous, single-phase materials. Certainly, not all materials
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onsist of just one single phase only. A tually, nearly all

materials are  more or less  porous materials. Espe ially grown, biologi al tissue needs
to be regarded as a multi-phasi

material. Every biologi al tissue

onsists of stru tural

ells, blood vessels, nerves and mu h more. Tissue rupture, or fra ture, respe tively,
be ome a dire t hazard to life and living.

So, these damage pro esses are of great in-

terest. Interstitial uid has to be taken into a
onsequen e, damage

an

ount when regarding living tissue. As a

an result in uid leaking, su king, or ex hange. This

an be ome

a serious danger for, e. g., internal organs.
The Theory of Porous Media (TPM) is
apable of a ma ros opi
multi-phasi

ontinua.

des ription of

Therein, the in-

formation about the underlying mi rostru ture is obtained by the

on ept of

volume fra tions. Thus, the material mirostru ture

[ http://goo.gl/pHTgg ℄

thermore, the TPM postulates fully
pled, thermodynami ally

Figure 1.2: Human femur fra ture.
These

an remain unknown.

Furou-

onsistent bal-

an e equations for multiple

onstituents.

hara teristi s make the TPM the ideal approa h to des ribe biologi al tissue as

immis ible multi-phasi

aggregates. Nowadays, it has be ome

pute material behaviour numeri ally.

ommon pra tise to

om-

Therein, the Finite-Element Method (FEM) has

proven to be well-suited for the numeri al approximation of dierential balan e equations. But, the FEM is limited in the simulation of material failure. Thus, the extended
FEM (XFEM) was lately developed to over ome this restri tion. The XFEM bears the
advantage that the nite-element mesh does not need to honour the geometri shape of disontinuities. On this basis, espe ially when targeting three-dimensional (3-d) problems,
e ient nite-elements are

ru ial for a

orre t dis retisation.

1

Moreover, sophisti ated
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tra king te hniques are ne essary to exploit the advantage of XFEM damage simulations.
With fo us on  but not limited to  grown, biologi al materials, the aim of this monograph is the development of a numeri al methodology for the simulation of damage in
multi-phasi

materials. Therein, the goal is to present a

onsistent numeri al method for

the simulation of dis ontinuous boundary-value problems (BVP) within a 3-d non-linear
setting. Representative examples from the eld of bio-me hani al problems should ree t
the numeri al

apabilities of the presented method. Furthermore, the numeri al

apabili-

ties should meet requirements for a future extension towards a numeri al laboratory. The
numeri al laboratory

ould then be designed to predi t life-threatening

Due to the generality of the used methods, the presented methodology

ir umstan es.

ould also be used

in  only at rst sight  totally dierent appli ation areas, e. g., soil me hani s. Damage
pro esses and stru tures have always been of high interest in engineering appli ations.
Lately, this has be ome an important question in the

ontext of CO2 sequestration.

1.2 State of the Art
The use of the TPM assures a thermodynami ally onsistent ontinuum-me hani al framework.

Classi

ontinuum-me hani al eld theories are

fundamental works of

Maugin [135℄.

The

i al approa h by

& Toupin

Chadwi k

[36℄,

Gurtin

ontext of multi-phasi

[91℄,

omprehensively ree ted in the

Haupt

[98, 99℄,

Malvern

[133℄, and

materials evolved from its rst phenomenolog-

Biot [12℄ to the Theory of Mixtures (TM),

[185℄. The TM was extended by the

f.

Bowen [26℄, and Truesdell

on ept of volume fra tions to basi ally

Bowen [27, 28℄, until it's urrent understanding, f. de Boer [16, 17℄,
de Boer & Ehlers [18℄, and Ehlers [53, 55, 58℄. Based on the TPM, a geometri ally and
dene the TPM, see

materially non-linear model des ribing the dynami al behaviour of a saturated binary
porous medium has been presented by

Diebels & Ehlers

[45℄. The TPM has been su -

essfully adopted for the modelling of biomaterials in, e. g.,

et al.

[65℄, and

Karajan [116℄.

The

Ehlers & Markert [64℄, Ehlers

ontinuum-me hani al model dis ussed herein for bio-

logi al tissue

onsiders isotropi

matrix. The

on ept of hyperelasti ity allows the derivation of the ee tive stress tensor

and hyperelasti

from a strain-energy density fun tion,
strain-energy fun tion is not

f.

apable to a

material properties for the porous solid

Ogden [149℄.
ount for a

Ogden-type
tion point, see Odgen [148℄.

However, the original
ompa

Thus, it is not dire tly appli able to porous media. Therefore, the strain-energy fun tion
is extended by a volumetri
introdu tion on inelasti

term, e. g., postulated by

Eipper

material behaviour within a standard

[66℄. For a

omprehensive

ontinuum-me hani al ap-

Simo & Hughes
[170℄, Naghdi [143℄, Haupt [97℄, Wieners [192℄, Mahnkopf [132℄, and Ehlers [59℄.
A ir umstantial introdu tion into the topi of fra ture me hani s an be found in Hahn
[92℄, and Gross & Selig [88℄. From a histori al point of view to fra ture problems, the interested reader is pointed to the ontributions of Inglis [108℄, Grith [86, 87℄, Westergaard
[191℄, Orowan [152℄, Irwin [109111℄, and Ri e [159℄. Be ause also pure elasti materials
proa h and within the TPM framework, the interested reader is referred to

exhibit inelasti ally though small pro ess zones in the near vi inity of sharp openings, the
ohesive fra ture theory is generally applied. It is based on the works of

Dugdale

[49℄,

1.2 State of the Art
and

Barenblatt

[7℄.
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Both authors published a similar

ohesive zone approa h indepen-

dently of ea h other. The approa h in this thesis is regarded as a split-o of the internal
me hani al work. With the
the existen e of a

on lusion of

onservative stresses within the

ohesive potential fun tion

an be assumed.

the potential fun tion herein was postulated by
transverse isotropy within the

ohesive zone.

ommon approa h in the
Its irreversible

Gasser & Holzapfel

The

s alar-valued damage fun tion. Thus, isotropi

The

ohesive zone,

onsequent use of
[83℄.

It also hosts

ohesive potential is limited with a

damage behaviour is implied. This is a

ontext of biomaterials to in lude softening material behaviour.

hara teristi

is ensured by the in lusion of the magnitude of the maxi-

mum displa ement jump. Sophisti ated numeri al implementations of the
approa h in

et al.

[2224℄. Fundamental details on the

hani s

al.

ohesive zone

de Borst

onjun tion with dis rete fra ture models have been presented in

ontinuum-me hani al aspe ts of fra ture me-

an be gained by regarding the works of, e. g.,

[150, 151℄. The work of

Gürses

Simo et al.

[172℄, and

Oliver et

[89℄ furthermore respe ts mi rostru tures at material

points. In this thesis, a virtual dis ontinuity surfa e, motivated by the work of

al.

[189, 190℄, is heuristi ally introdu ed.

the problem of the singular

hara teristi

Wells et

The virtual dis ontinuity surfa e over omes
of the deformation gradient.

An alternative

solution to this is the regularisation of the sharp dis ontinuity surfa e by the introdu tion
of a dis ontinuity band, see

Armero & Garikipati

[5℄, and

Steinmann & Bets h

This kind of regularisation, with a smearing of the dis ontinuity,
fri tional, i. e., granular materials in
a

omprehensive

de Borst

an also be found for

[21℄. The same author also

omparison of dis rete versus smeared

[176℄.

ra k models in

ontributed to

de Borst et al.

[25℄. The variational formulation of the dis ontinuous boundary-value problem (BVP) is
derived with respe t to global master balan es. The derivation pro ess is based on the
works of

Mahnkopf

[132℄, and

Blome

[14℄. Other

ommon approa hes for the motivation

of the set of dis ontinuous variational formulations
and

Jäger

an be found in, e. g.,

Hetti h

tinuous displa ement eld. The latter work uses a dire t integration of the
quantities over the surfa e of a dis ontinuity.
interfa e

[103℄,

[112℄. Therein, the rst work evaluates the material derivation of the dis on-

onsiderations.

It

orresponding

This dire t integration is motivated by

an be shown that, under

ertain simplifying assumptions,

material instability, the appearan e of a dis ontinuous bifur ation, and the so- alled loss
of ellipti ity are

oherent, see e. g.

Linder et. al

[128℄, and

itations therein.

of ellipti ity is based on the investigation of the so- alled a ousti
the

ommon

Rankine -

riterion for the numeri al

The loss

tensor whi h reveals

omputation of the

ra k propagation

dire tion.
In engineering pra tise, the Finite-Element Method (FEM) has be ome a

ommon ap-

proa h for numeri al simulations. It is a numeri al te hnique for the nding of approximate solutions to partial dierential equations (PDE). Multiple authors
fundamental introdu tion, e. g.,

Taylor

Bathe

[8℄,

S hwarz

[169℄,

Braess

ontributed to its

[29℄, and

Zienkiewi z &

[198℄, to name only a few. Herein, the PDE under study arise from weak formula-

tions of the governing equations to the developed biphasi

ontinuum-me hani al model.

For an introdu tion into the appli ation of the FEM to TPM problems, the interested
reader is referred to, e. g.,

Ehlers et al.

[62℄,

Ellsiepen [67℄, and Ammann [2℄.

In order to

numeri ally simulate jump quantities in the dis retised eld equations, the FEM needs to
be extended, or enri hed, respe tively. Probably the most popular enri hment of the FEM
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is the so- alled extended Finite-Element Method (XFEM), see

Moës et al.

[139℄,

Dolbow

[48℄, and

Sukumar et al.

Belyts hko & Bla k

[179℄, for the  as far as the author of

this monograph is aware  original works on this topi . Note that it was shown by

& Belyts hko

[4℄ that the so- alled

Hansbo

method,

to identi al results as the XFEM enri hment.

[10℄,

f.

Hansbo & Hansbo

Areias

[93, 94℄, leads

The FEM and the XFEM, respe tively,

presuppose a feasible dis retisation in spa e and time of the governing eld equations.
For the spatial dis retisation of multi-phasi

materials,

summery of spe ial stabilisation te hniques in the

Taylor & Hood

[180℄. For a

ontext of nite-element dis retisation

Huang et al. [106℄. The temretisation with single-step Runge -Kutta methods is following Ellsiepen [67, 68℄.

of multi-phasi
poral dis

f.

materials, the interested reader is referred

In this thesis, 3-d problems are dis retised with 8-node hexahedron elements. These type
of elements are generally a

epted to be superior over tetrahedron elements. For the nu-

meri al integration over dis ontinuities, the
into two parts along the
(MCA), see

orresponding elements need to be divided

rossing dis ontinuity. The so- alled Mar hing Cubes Algorithm

Lorensen & Cline

[129℄, is a very e ient method for this task. As a side-

produ t, it also results in a proper triangulation of the
Thus, the numeri al implementation of the

ohesive zone model is straightforward. As

far as the author is aware, this thesis is the rst
ontext of

rossing dis ontinuity surfa e.

omputational fra ture me hani s. A

ontribution to use the MCA in the

ru ial point in the numeri al simulation

of failure me hani s is the modelling of the appearan e and the propagation of dis ontinuities. Classi al level-set fun tions are nowadays a
2-d simulations of strong dis ontinuities, see

ommon

Stolarska [177℄,

hosen tra king method for
and

Osher & Fedkiw

[153℄.

Ve torially dis retised level-set fun tions have been generally introdu ed and transferred
to the XFEM framework by
tions are numeri ally to

Ventura et al.

[186, 187℄. But, be ause ve tor level-set fun -

ostly for 3-d problems, the Global Tra king Algorithm (GTA)

should be preferred. The method  as far as the author is aware  originates for its appli ation to

omputational failure me hani s from

[163℄. Sin e then, the GTA has been adopted su
e. g.,

Dumstor & Mes hke

[51℄,

Jäger et al.

[150, 151℄ and

Samaniego

essfully to simulate dis rete fra ture by,

Cervera & Chiumenti

The reader who is interested in a
referred to

Oliver et al.

omprehensive

[35℄, and

omparison of

Feist & Hofstetter

[73℄.

ra k path strategies is

[112114℄.

1.3 Outline of this Thesis
This thesis is stru tured into four main

hapters. Additionally, this rst

the last Chapter 6, frame the thesis. Three appendi es a

Chapter 1, and

ompany the more interested

reader.
The fundamentals of

ontinuum me hani s are briey dis ussed in

Chapter 2.

Basi

ontinuum-me hani al prin iples are presented within the framework of the Theory of
Porous Media (TPM). A thermodynami ally

onsistent biphasi

material model is devel-

oped. Constitutive settings des ribe a fully uid-saturated, porous solid skeleton. The
dis ussion on boundary-value problems (BVP)
tinuum me hani s.

loses the

onsiderations on regular

on-

1.3 Outline of this Thesis
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A brief introdu tion into the theoreti al fundamentals of fra ture me hani s is given in
the rst part of
mentals to a

Chapter 3.

The se ond part fo uses on the

orrelation of these funda-

ontinuum-fra ture-me hani al framework. This framework is the basis of

the subsequent dis ussion on the numeri al methodology. Furthermore, the investigation
of the lo alisation of dis ontinuities reveals a

ra k propagation

riterion for the solid

skeleton.

Chapter 4 presents the numeri
viously developed biphasi

al implementation of damage pro esses within the pre-

ontinuum-me hani al model. The numeri al implementation

fo uses on the extension of the well-known Finite-Element Method (FEM). The basi
prin iple of the extended Finite-Element Method (XFEM) is rst introdu ed using an
example from the eld of elasto-inelasti

material behaviour.

This example yields to

an augmented FEM (AugFEM). Sophisti ated tra king te hniques are presented for the
su

essful numeri al simulation of dis ontinuities.

The last main

hapter,

Chapter 5,

presents numeri al examples that are

on the basis of the theoreti al aspe ts of the pre eding
the AugFEM are presented rst.

omputed

hapters. Numeri al studies on

Subsequent, a dis ontinuous 2-d numeri al example

simulates the uid ex hange within a tear opening of a hydrated tissue

ross se tion.

Finally, 3-d numeri al examples address the problem of fra ture of the human femur.
The latter simulations are

omputed on a real live geometry and validate the numeri al

methodology that was proposed in this monograph.
The thesis is summarised in

Chapter 6.

The advantages  and limitations  of the

presented numeri al methodology are ree ted. An outlook is given for sound extensions
and future appli ations.
Some of the mathemati al aspe ts of this thesis are embra ed in sele ted rules of tensor
al ulus within

Appendix A.

Furthermore,

Appendix B hosts me

would have gone beyond the s ope of the main

hani al details that

hapters. Nevertheless, these details are of

interest for a fundamental understanding of the dis ussed topi s.

Appendix C presents

numeri al re ipes for a pra ti al implementation of the proposed numeri al methodology.

Chapter 2:
Continuum Me hani s
The fundamentals of

ontinuum me hani s are briey dis ussed in this

hapter.

Basi

ontinuum-me hani al prin iples are presented within the framework of the Theory of
Porous Media (TPM). After a short overview of the foundations of the TPM, the underlying governing kinemati

and balan e relations are derived.

onstitutive settings whi h provide a
problem in this monograph. The

These relations

over the

ontinuum-me hani al des ription of the dis ussed

onstitutive settings

onsist of a rather simple biphasi

model be ause the emphasis of this work will fo us on the numeri al methodology. This
biphasi

model implies an always fully saturated, immis ible porous medium.

sophisti ated, e. g., triphasi

model,

A more

ould be a reasonable extension for further studies

on damage pro esses in porous media under partially saturated

onditions.

The reader who is interested in a more detailed des ription of

ontinuum theories is

Chadwi k [36℄, Gurtin [91℄, Haupt [99℄, Kahn & Huang [115℄, Lemaitre
& Chabo he [126℄, Malvern [133℄, Maugin [135℄ and Ehlers [53, 55, 5860℄.
referred to, e. g.,

2.1 Foundations of the Theory of Porous Media
Classi al, well-known solid or uid

ontinuum-me hani al theories

onsider only one, in

general homogeneously distributed material or phase, respe tively. But in many bran hes
of engineering, one often has to deal with

ontinuum-me hani al problems that

annot be

des ribed satisfyingly by only one phase. For example, porous solid materials as shown in
Figure 2.1, need additional

onsiderations to the single phase

ories. In biome hani s, see Figure 2.13 , it has be ome a
biologi al tissue as immis ible multi-phasi

Lai et al.

[125℄,

Frijns et al.

[77℄,

from geome hani al

onvenient approa h to des ribe

Mow et al.
Karajan [116℄.

aggregates, see, e. g.,

Ehlers et al.

From a histori al point of view, the

ontinuum-me hani al the-

[65℄, and

onsideration of multi-phasi

onsolidation problems, see

Biot

[12℄.

Bowen

[27, 28℄, until its

[18℄, and
s opi

Ehlers

onsiderations into a -

f. the works of

Bowen [26℄, Truesdell

In la k of any mi ros opi

information, the TM

ount to result into the Theory of Mixtures (TM),

was then extended by the

ontinua originates

This rst phenomenologi al

approa h has been expanded by taking general thermodynami al

& Toupin [185℄, and quotations therein.

[140, 141℄,

on ept of volume fra tions to basi ally dene the TPM, see
urrent understanding,

f.

de Boer

[16, 17℄,

[53, 55, 5860℄. Through this extension, the TPM is

des ription of multi-phasi

mi rostru ture is obtained by the

de Boer & Ehlers

apable of a ma ro-

ontinua, where the information about the underlying
on ept of volume fra tions. The volume fra tions are

a measurement of lo al portions of the individual

7

onstituents of the overall medium.
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Figure 2.1: Porous solid materials.

The basi

prin iple of the TPM

omprises a homogenisation pro ess on the porous ma-

terial, i. e., the real mi rostru ture is statisti ally averaged (smeared out) through the
onsidered domain, see Figure 2.2. Following this, the pres ription of a real or a virtual
averaging pro ess over a representative elementary volume (REV) leads to a model ϕ of
α
ontinua ϕ . Within the REV, the onstituents, i. e., the

superimposed and intera ting
porous solid phase

α=S

and the interstitial pore uid

α = F,

are assumed to be immis-

ible but in a state of ideal disarrangement. Thus, all geometri al and physi al quantities
are dened as eld fun tions or as statisti al mean values over the mi rostru ture, respe tively. Through this statisti al representation, the real mi rostru ture of porous solid
materials

an remain unknown. This dispensability of the knowledge of the dis rete inter-

nal geometry is one of the biggest advantages of the TPM over mi rome hani al methods.
Be ause, in general, apart from some very few industrial produ ts, the knowledge of any
geometry information on a mi ros opi

s ale is absen e or

an only be obtained by very

omplex measuring methods. This applies, in parti ular, for grown, biologi al materials.

2.2 Con ept of Volume Fra tions
Let

B.

its

Vα

be the partial volumes of ea h

V
Bα

The overall volume
onstituent bodies

V =

Z
B

onstituent

ϕα

Bioglass .

aggregate

of the aggregate results from the sum of the partial volumes of
with

dv =

X

α

V ,

α

where V =

α

1 Bioa tive glasses are a group of surfa e-rea tive glass
glass,

inside the overall biphasi

Z

Bα

dv =

Z

dv α .

(2.1)

B

erami s and in lude the original bioa tive

[Wikipedia℄

The bio ompatibility of these glasses has led them to be investigated extensively for use

as implant materials in the human body to repair and repla e diseased or damaged bone.
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ma ros ale

PSfrag repla ements

dv

REV

homogenised model

mi ros ale

dv

F

dv

S


















ϕ = ϕS

















S

ϕF

on ept of volume fra tions

Figure 2.2: Homogenisation: mi ro-to-ma ro transition.
α
onstituent ϕ to the overall volume
α
element dv , a lo al ratio, in the following denoted by n , needs to be dened as

In order to relate the volume element dv

Z

α

of ea h

nα dv := V α

with nα =

dv α
.
dv

(2.2)

B

The above formulations, (2.1) and (2.2), represent the on ept of volume fra tions, wherein
α
α
the quantity n = n (x, t) is referred to as the volume fra tion itself. In general, one
assumes that there is no va ant spa e in the overall medium, whi h leads dire tly to the
ne essary saturation

ondition via

S

F

n +n = 1,

(

where

nS : solidity,
nF : porosity.

(2.3)

In analogy to (2.2), the relation between the area element da of the overall aggregate
α
and the partial area element da is dened as

daα = nα da and

where

(

n is the outward-oriented unit normal ve

on early investigations by

Delesse

[42℄.

Delesse 2

determine the proportions of the dierent

da
da

= n da ,
α

= n daα ,

2A

was interested in the question on how to

onstituents of a ro k. He showed that the area

hille Ernest Os ar Joseph Delesse

[Wikipedia℄

rossse tional area of the ro k is

proportions. This is a prerequisite in order to

tions on the lithology of the deposits a

(2.4)

tor of the surfa e. Relation (2.4) is based

proportions of individual minerals in a representative
identi al to its volumetri

B

onsider porous

(1817  1881): Fren h geologist and mineralogist. His observa-

umulated beneath the sea were of spe ial interest and importan e.
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media on basis of idealised

ontinua,

f.

Fillunger

assumption of immis ible phases and taking the saturation
dierent densities

an be introdu ed for ea h

dmα
dv α
dmα
:=
dv

ραR :=
ρα

Ehlers

[74℄ and

[53℄. Continuing the

ondition (2.3) as a basis, two

onstituent, viz.

: material density ,
(2.5)
: partial density .

α
Therein, the lo al mass element dm of ea h onstituent is related to its lo al volume
α
element dv and to the bulk volume element dv , respe tively. Again, in analogy to (2.2)
αR
and (2.4), a relation between the material (realisti or ee tive) density ρ
and the
α
partial (global or bulk) density ρ
an be established as

ρα = nα ραR .
Moreover, the mixture (overall) density
α
over all onstituents ϕ , i. e.,

ρ=

X

ρ

(2.6)

results from the sum of the partial densities

ρα =

α

X

nα ραR .

ρα

(2.7)

α

Based on this, it is obvious that material in ompressibility of a

αR
onstituent (ρ

=

onst.)

does not ne essarily lead to the property of bulk in ompressibility sin e the partial density
α
α
fun tions ρ
an still hange through hanges in the volume fra tions n .

2.3 Kinemati Relations
Pro eeding from the homogenisation pro ess as a basi
of superimposed and intera ting

prin iple of the TPM, the

on ept

ontinua arises from the averaging pro edure of all geo-

x

metri al quantities over the REV. Thus, ea h spatial point
of the urrent onguration
α
is, at any time t, simultaneously o upied by parti les (or material points) P
of both
α
onstituents ϕ . In the framework of mixture theories, it is assumed that all parti les
pro eed from dierent referen e positions
ea h

Xα

at time

t0 ,

f. Figure 2.3.

Consequently,

onstituent is assigned to its own motion fun tion

x = χα (Xα , t) .

(2.8)

Therein and in the following, kinemati al quantities are identied via a subs ript, whereas
all other quantities are identied via a supers ript. By the assignment of a unique referen e
α
position and a unique motion fun tion for ea h material point P , only one single material
α
an reside at a spatial point
(together with the material
point of ea h onstituent ϕ

x

point of the other

onstituent

❀

superimposed

ontinua).

Furthermore, the

motion

2.3 Kinemati Relations

fun tions χα

11

are postulated to be unique and uniquely invertible at any time

result, ea h material point

an also be identied by its referen e position

Xα = χ−1
α (x, t) if

Jα := det

The existen e of unique inverse motion fun tions
determinants
PSfrag repla ements

Jα .

t.

Xα at time t0 :

∂χα (Xα , t)
6= 0.
∂Xα

χ−1
α

As a

(2.9)

is based on non-singular

Ja obi an3

With (2.8) and (2.9), there are two possible representations of geomet-

t > t0
t0
P
P

τ >t

χS (t)

P S, P F

S

PF

χF (t)

F

PS

XS

x

XF
O

Figure 2.3: Motion of a biphasi mixture.
ri al and physi al quantities within a
material

x (a

tual

oordinates

Xα

(referen e

ontinuum-me hani al model, either with regard to
onguration), or with regard to spatial

onguration). The former one is referred to as the

des ription, whereas the latter one is referred to as the

Lagrange an4

oordinates

(or material)

Euler ian5 (or spatial) des

It follows from (2.8) that both onstituents have their own velo ity
′′
xα elds, whi h, in a
an des ription, are given as follows

′

xα

and a

ription.

eleration

Lagrange
′

xα =

d
χ (Xα , t) ,
dt α

′′

xα =

d2
χ (Xα , t) .
d2 t α

(2.10)

For oupled solid-uid problems, this des ription is generally used for the motion fun tions
S
of the solid matrix ϕ . Therein, the solid displa ement ve tor
S be omes the primary

u

3 Carl

Gustav Ja ob Ja obi

founded the theory of ellipti

(1804  1851):

fun tions. He

German mathemati ian who, with

Niels Henrik Abel ,

arried out important resear h in partial dierential equations

of the rst order and applied them to the dierential equations of dynami s. [En y lopædia Britanni a℄

4 Joseph-Louis

Lagrange, born Giuseppe Lodovi o Lagrangia (1736  1813):

astronomer who made signi ant
and

elestial me hani s.

Italian mathemati ian and

ontributions to all elds of analysis, to number theory, and to

But above all he impressed on me hani s, having transformed 

[Wikipedia℄

lassi al

Newtonian

me hani s into a bran h of analysis, and exhibited the so- alled me hani al prin iples as simple results
of the variational

5 Leonhard

al ulus.

Euler

(1707  1783): Swiss mathemati ian and physi ist who is

eminent mathemati ian of the 18

th

entury.

Euler

onsidered to be the pre-

[Wikipedia℄

made important dis overies in multiple elds of

mathemati s as well as in me hani s, uid dynami s, opti s, and astronomy.
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kinemati

variable, with

uS = uS (XS , t) := x − XS .

Inserting the inverse motion fun tion

(2.9)1 into above eld fun tion (2.10) results in an alternative formulation, i. e., in an

Euler ian des

ription, whi h reads


′
′ 
′
xα = xα χ−1
= xα (x, t) ,
α (x, t), t
′′

xα =

In

d ′
xα (x, t)
dt

′′

(2.11)

′′

= xα [χ−1
α (x, t), t] = xα (x, t).

ontrast to solid matrix motion, the pore uid ow is better expressed in a modied
′
′
ian setting by use of the seepage velo ity wF = xF − xS with respe t to the de-

Euler

forming solid matrix. This arises from the simple fa t that the referen e position of uid
parti les
spatial

an hardly be monitored. Thus, des ribing uid parti le motion with respe t to

oordinates is more reasonable and pra ti able, respe tively. After separate velo -

ity elds have been stated for ea h

onstituent, the velo ity of the overall medium remains

to be dened. This so- alled mixture velo ity indi ates the lo al bary entri
the overall medium with

.

x=

Following this, the relative velo ity of a

1X α ′
ρ xα .
ρ α
onstituent

velo ity of

(2.12)

′

xα

to the bary entri

velo ity

.

x

is

dened as the diusion velo ity by

′

.

dα = xα − x

with

X

ρα dα = 0 .

(2.13)

α

One

an instantly see, regarding (2.7), (2.12) and (2.13)1 , that the diusion mass ows
′
(2.13)2 of the onstituents are summing up to zero. By dening the two velo ities xα and

.

x,

one impli itly assumes diering material (total) derivatives. The material derivatives,
′
α
denoted by ( · )α , follow the motions of the onstituents ϕ , whereas the so- alled mixture
derivative
Let

( · ).

follows the bary entri

Γ = Γ(x, t)

motion of the overall medium

ϕ,

be a dierentiable, s alar-valued eld fun tion and let

see Figure 2.4.

Γ

be its ve torial

ounterpart. Then, their material time derivatives read:

∂Γ
dα
′
Γ =
+ grad Γ · xα ,
dt
∂t
∂Γ
dα
′
Γ =
+ (grad Γ) xα ,
=
dt
∂t

(Γ)′α =
(Γ)′α

d
∂Γ
.
Γ =
+ grad Γ · x ,
dt
∂t
.
∂Γ
d
.
Γ =
+ (grad Γ) x .
Γ =
dt
∂t

.
Γ =

(2.14)
Therein, the dierential operator grad ( · ) denotes the partial derivative with respe t to

x

the a tual position . Analogue to this, a partial derivative with respe t to the referen e
α
position
α of ϕ is denoted by Gradα ( · ). As a result, the

X

material deformation

PSfrag repla ements
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wF
dF

′

xF

.
x

dS

′

xS
′

S

ϕF
ϕS

xF

=

0

= ρS dS + ρF dF

+ dF

′

′

′

wF = xF − xS

xS
REV:

.
.
x

= x + dS

ϕ = ϕS ∪ ϕF

Figure 2.4: Illustration of biphasi mixture velo ities.

gradient Fα is formally introdu

ed by

∂χα (Xα , t)
∂(Xα + uα )
= Gradα x or Fα =
= I + Gradα uα ,
∂Xα
∂Xα

Fα =

(2.15)

if the des ription of the deformation pro esses pro eeds from the displa ement gradient.
Herein,

I is the

fundamental tensor of se ond order (se ond order identity). Note, as a

onsequen e of the pre eding framework, only the material deformation gradient of the
solid matrix
kinemati

FS

is used in the following. Taking the seepage velo ity

wF

as the primary

variable for the pore uid, i. e., the uid motion is des ribed relatively to the

deforming skeleton material, it follows that the material deformation gradient

FF

is obso-

lete. Furthermore, within the TPM, there is no overall material deformation gradient
for the mixture

ϕ, due to the la

F

k of an overall motion fun tion. Even though, the follow-

ing relations are denoted only for the solid matrix. Their statements are, in the
of the TPM, also generally valid for the physi al des ription of multiple

F

ontext
α

onstituents

ϕ

with
α . Pro eeding from (2.15), the inverse of the solid material deformation gradient
−1
S reads

F

F−1
S

∂χ−1
S (x, t)
=
= grad XS
∂x

or F−1
S =

respe tively. Now, with referen e to (2.9)2 , the

∂(x − uS )
= I − grad uS ,
∂x

(2.16)

Ja obi an determinant of the solid matrix

an also be written as

JS = det FS > 0
Sin e all motion fun tions
domain of det

FS

χα

if

det

FS (t0) = 1 .

(2.17)

are assumed to be unique and uniquely invertible, the

is restri ted to positive values.

The main attribute of the solid material deformation gradient is the transport of line
elements d

XS

from the referen e

onguration towards line elements d

x

in the a tual

Chapter 2: Continuum Me hani s
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onguration (push-forward operation) with

dx = FS dXS .

(2.18)

This transport attribute, in terms of a linear mapping, is based on the so- alled two-eld
tensor

hara teristi

from the

of the deformation gradient. The two-eld

aSℓ (a tual, ovariant) lives
ℓ
system hS (history, ontravariant)

ontext that its rst basis system

onguration, whereas its se ond basis
referen e

hara teristi

onguration.

of

FS arises

in the a tual
resides in the

This

with respe t to a natural,

an be re ognised by rewriting the deformation gradient
i
urvilinear oordinate system θS (i = 1, 2, 3) via


∂x
∂θSi
dXS
⊗
∂θSi
∂XS
{z
}
|
|{z}
⇒ ( aSℓ ⊗ hℓS ) hSk = aSk .
| {z }
↓
δkℓ

∂x
dx = FS dXS =
dXS =
∂XS

Therein, the
other

Krone ker 6

delta

ases. For details on the

δkℓ



is equal to unity for

o- and

and equal to zero for all

ontravariational framework see Appendix B.1. In

analogy to (2.18), the mapping of area elements d
referen e

ℓ = k,

(2.19)

onguration to their respe tive

AS

and volume elements dVS from the

ounterparts in the a tual

onguration

an be

dedu ed as

da = cof FS dAS
The

ofa tor

of

(·)

is dened as

of

FS

and

dv = det FS dVS .

= (det

transport theorems for multi-order tensors

FS ) FTS −1 .

(2.20)

A representative overview of

an be found in Appendix A.2.1.

Based on the pre eding transport attribute of the deformation gradient, the linear mapping of the squares of line elements and their dieren e, respe tively, is utilised to introdu e

deformation measures as

kdxk2 =

dx · dx

= (FS dXS ) · (FS dXS ) = dXS · FTS FS dXS ❀ CS := FTS FS ,

−1
T −1 −1
kdXS k2 = dXS · dXS = (F−1
F dx ❀ BS := FS FTS ,
S dx) · (FS dx) = dx · FS
| {z S }
(FS FTS )−1

(2.21)

6 Leopold

Krone ker

[Wikipedia℄

(1823  1891): German mathemati ian who argued that arithmeti

must be founded on whole numbers.

and analysis

2.3 Kinemati Relations
and
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strain measures as
kdxk2 − kdXS k2 = dXS · CS dXS − dXS · dXS
❀ ES = 21 (CS − I) ,

= dXS · (CS − I) dXS

(2.22)

= dx · dx − dx · B−1
S dx
❀ AS = 21 (I − B−1
S ).

= dx · (I − B−1
S ) dx
Therein,

CS

is the right, and

matrix. Furthermore,

ES

BS

is the

Cau hy 7 -Green8 deformation tensor of the solid
9
orresponding Green-Lagrange an, and AS the Almansi an
the left,

1
in (2.22) results from the fa t that a strain
2
tensor linearisation around the natural state (t = t0 ) should result in the well-known
strain tensor. Note in passing that the fa tor
1-d
the

Hooke an10

elasti ity law.

Regarding the two-eld

hara teristi

ontravariant basis system, residing in the referen e

ovariant basis system, living in the a tual

onguration,

onguration, of

deformation tensors are positive denite, symmetri

and

of

BS

FS , f. (2.19),
of CS and the

be omes

lear. Both

an be

onverted into ea h other
−1
T
by an orthogonal, two-eld rotation tensor RS , whi h implies the properties RS = RS ,
and det RS = 1, via

BS = RS CS RTS .

(2.23)

With regard to the deformation tensors, it is obvious that
to the referen e

onguration, whereas

transport me hanism whi h
Appendix A.2.1.

AS

ES

is a strain measure referring

a ts in the a tual

onguration.

For the

onverts these two strain tensors one into ea h other, see

Note that there are several other possible representations of strain

tensors whi h are not dis ussed here be ause they are of no relevan e to this monograph.
For a detailed dis ussion of deformation and strain measures, the interested reader is
referred to, e. g. ,

Remark:

Truesdell & Noll [184℄, and Ogden [149℄.

For the o

urren e of only

small deformations

strains of the solid matrix, the nite deformation approa h
ri ally linear one. A
7 Augustin

Cau hy

8 George

an be redu ed to a geomet-

ording to this, the dieren e between the referen e and the

Louis Cau hy

Green

urrent

(1789  1857): Fren h mathemati ian who was an early pioneer of analysis.

[Wikipedia℄

was a proli

textbooks.

and, therefore, only small

writer; he wrote approximately eight hundred resear h arti les and ve

omplete

(1793  1841): British miller and self-taught mathemati ian who initially published

[Wikipedia℄

privately at his own expense, be ause he thought it would be presumptuous for a person like himself,
with no formal edu ation in mathemati s, to submit s ienti

9 Emilio

Almansi

theory of elasti ity and nonlinear problems.

10 Robert

Hooke

ontributions to journals.

[Wikipedia℄

(1869  1948): Italian physi ist and mathemati ian known for his resear h in the

(1635  1703): English natural philosopher, ar hite t and polymath  author's note: a

polymath is a person whose expertise spans a signi ant number of dierent subje t areas  who played an
important role in the s ienti

[Wikipedia℄

revolution.

Hooke is known for his law of elasti

and for rst applying the word  ell to des ribe the basi

Leonardo .

ity, his book,

Mi rographia

,

unit of life. He's also referred to as Englands
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onguration is small enough to lead to the following approximations

( · ) ≈ grad ( · ) and

GradS

Therein, Divα
grad

( · ),

( · ),

DivS

( · ) ≈ div ( · ) .

div ( · ) denote the divergen e operators

orresponding to Gradα

respe tively, see Appendix A.2.2. Furthermore, in

linear theory, the linearisation of the strain tensors
yields the same result, i. e., lin

ES

= lin

AS .

1
2

lin AS = lin ES =: εS =

ES

trix deformation is

AS

around the natural state



grad


uS + (grad uS )T .

(2.25)

✷

apable of representing material be-

spe tral de omposition of the solid ma-

onvenient. This pro edure implies that the solid deformation tensor

is de omposed into its eigenvalues and prin ipal dire tions. Regarding (2.23), one
that a

onversion of the two solid deformation tensors,

be done by a proper orthogonal rotation. A
values

λS(i)

( · ),

ontext of the geometri al

The linearised strain tensors then read

In order to postulate a nite material law that is
haviour at large deformations, a foregoing

and

(2.24)

CS

and

BS ,

an see

into ea h other

an

ordingly, both tensors share the same eigen-

and the same three prin ipal invariants

IS(i) (i = 1, 2, 3).

For the denition of

these prin ipal invariants see Appendix A.1.2. In this monograph, for the sake of larity,
( · )S , denoting quantities related to the solid phase ϕS , will be omitted for

the subs ript

the notation of eigenvalues

(Mi , Ni ≡ MS(i) , NS(i) )

(λ(i) ≡ λS(i) ), eigenve

and prin ipal invariants

sponding well-known eigenvalue problem

(mi , ni ≡ mS(i) , nS(i) ), eigentensors
(Ii ≡ IS(i) ). Following this, the orre-

tors

an be postulated for both deformation tensors

as

CS m = λ m ⇔ (CS − λ I) m = 0 and BS n = λ n ⇔ (BS − λ I) n = 0 .
This eigenvalue problem
the

an be solved regarding the

Cayley 11 -Hamilton12 theorem, viz.

hara teristi

polynomial following

det(CS − λ I) = det(BS − λ I) = λ3 − I1 λ2 + I2 λ − I3 = 0 .
The

(2.26)

(2.27)

losed, analyti al solution for this hara teristi polynomial, i. e., the three real-valued

eigenvalues

λi ,

the eigenvalues
11 Arthur

Cayley

an be found with, e. g.,

λi

of

CS , B S ,

Cardano 's13

respe tively,

method, see Appendix A.1.4. Note,

orrespond to the squares of the prin ipal

(1821  1895): British mathemati ian who helped to found the modern British s hool

of pure mathemati s. He proved that every square matrix is a root of its own
satisfying

12 Sir

greatest

ertain laws).

William Rowan Hamilton

[Wikipedia℄

13 Gerolamo

polynomial

on ept of a group in the modern way (as a set with a binary operation

(1805  1865): Irish physi ist, astronomer, and mathemati ian.

ontribution is perhaps the reformulation of 

me hani s.

hara teristi

[Wikipedia℄

and was also the rst to dene the

Cardano (1501  1576):

Newtonian

me hani s, now

alled 

His

Hamiltonian

[Wikipedia℄

Italian Renaissan e mathemati ian, physi ian, astrologer and gam-

bler who, besides his a hievements in algebra, invented the

on ept of imaginary numbers.
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λi = Λ2i ).
in eigenvalues λi and its
Λi

stret hes (whi h are in idental to the eigenvalues
spe tral representation of the deformation tensors
eigentensors

CS =

Mi

3
X

(referen e

λi Mi

Ni

onguration) and

and BS =

i=1

3
X

λi N i

FS ,

of

(a tual

with

i=1

(

viz.

With this, a
orresponding

onguration) yields

Mi = mi ⊗ mi ,
Ni

= ni

(2.28)

⊗ ni .

As a dire t

on lusion from the above, the spe tral de omposition of the solid deformaP √
FS = 3i=1 λi ni ⊗ mi . Note, be ause of the orthogonality of the
eigenve tors, there is no need of a distin tion between o- and ontravariant bases.

tion gradient reads

Remark:

The numeri al

se ond-order tensors (with

omputation of eigenvalues, eigenve tors and eigentensors of

3×3

oe ients) is a

ommon

me hani s. Unfortunately, the solution of the

hara teristi

before mentioned expli it formulae of

is, from a

quite problemati .

In

Cardano

hallenge in

omputational

polynomial (2.27) with the
omputational point of view,

ase of similar squares of prin ipal stret hes, as they

an o

ur

Cardano ean
Markert [134℄,

in volumetri ally deformable materials, the numeri al implementation of the
method
and

an

ompletely destroy the originally well- onditioned problem,

f.

itations therein. Volumetri ally deformable materials, in luding porous media, typi-

ally involve deformation tensors with multiple eigenvalues. The dieren es between these
values

an be so small that the last signi ant digits of the

an rea h the numeri al pre ision. Even small errors
of

oe ients of the polynomial

an then lead to the

omputation

ompletely dierent eigenvalues. So, for this type of materials, a high numeri al a

u-

ra y is fundamental for the spe tral de omposition of the deformation tensors. Therefore,
iterative solvers for the
ated. Within this

omputation of the spe tral de omposition are more sophisti-

lass of iterative solvers, solvers based on the so- alled transformation

methods are the most powerful, e. g., the

Householder 14 -QL algorithm,

f. Appendix C.1.

✷
On the basis of the previously introdu ed deformation and strain measures,

and strain rates
′

xα ,

need to be spe ied.

deformation

With the denition of the material velo ity

f. (2.10), the material solid velo ity gradient

ounterpart, the spatial solid velo ity gradient

LS ,

(FS )′S

and it's alternative formulated

an be expressed as

′

′

and LS = grad xS = (FS )′S F−1
S .

(FS )′S = GradS xS

(2.29)

The emphasis of the latter, spatial formulation of the velo ity gradient and deformation
rate, respe tively, is the des ription of uid parti les in motion, sin e the previously
introdu ed deformation measures are only appli able for solid me hani s.
uid velo ity gradient is denoted as
14 Alston

LF .

S ott Householder (1904  1993):

[Wikipedia℄

The spatial velo ity gradient

an be, like any

Ameri an mathemati ian who was spe ialised in mathemat-

i al biology and numeri al analysis, inventor of the 
method.

The spatial

Householder

transformation and of 

Householder 's
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other tensor, additively de omposed into a symmetri

Lα = Dα + Wα

(

with

and a skew-symmetri

1
2
1
2

:= Lsym
=
α

Dα

Wα := Lskw
=
α

part, viz.

(Lα + LTα ) ,

(2.30)

(Lα − LTα ) .

2.4 Stress Measures
In general, a body

an be subje ted to external volume for es and to

for es a t either from a distan e on the overall body
surfa e of the body

∂B .

or from the near vi inity on the

Commonly, the external volume for es are only interpreted as the

gravitational for es. In the
the near vi inity

B,

onta t for es. These

ontinuum-me hani al

ontext

onsidered in this monograph,

onta t for es are of more interest than the external distan e for es.

This motivates the introdu tion of

stress measures

that

onne t near vi inity for es

to the body surfa e. Sin e stress is dened as for e per unit area, some
area elements need to be dened. In the following, d

a will denote an area element in the

onguration and dAα an area element in the referen e

a tual

orresponding

onguration of the body

surfa e; note the ve torial status of the area element. This follows from a denite surfa e
orientation, represented by a normal ve tor

n

theorem, a stress tensor for the overall mixture

The stress measure

, i. e.,

da = n da.

On basis of

Cau hy 's

an be formally introdu ed as

t(x, t, n) = T(x, t)n .

(2.31)

T is in general known as the Cau hy

or true stress tensor. It represents

a tensorial eld fun tion, whi h is independent of the onsidered surfa e. Relation (2.31)
α
α
α
must also hold for ea h onstituent, viz. t (x, t, n) = T (x, t)n. Therein, t or t ,
respe tively, denote the surfa e tra tion ve tors of the overall aggregate ϕ or the mixture,
α
respe tively, or of the onstituent ϕ . The tra tion ve tors in lude all ee ts that result
α
α
from near vi inity onta t for es d of ϕ or dk of ϕ . This yields to

k

dk = t da = (Tn) da = T da
As one
d

a

tial

and

dkα = tα da = (Tα n) da = Tα da .

(2.32)

an see, the until now dis ussed stress measures are only related to the area element

in the a tual

onguration. Consequently, alternative stress measures in the referen-

onguration need to be identied additionally. The referential

measures

an be introdu ed by

orresponding pull-ba k transports.

onguration stress
Multiple pull-ba k

transports, for ea h quantity separately, yield to multiple intermediate stress measures,
viz.

dkα = Tα da = (det Fα ) Tα dā ,

=:

τ αdā

with

dā

= (det Fα )−1 da ,

= (det Fα ) Tα FTα −1 dAα ,

=: Pα dAα

with

dAα = (cof Fα )−1 da ,

α T −1
= (det Fα ) F−1
dAα ,
α T Fα

=: Sα dAα

with

dAα = mα dAα .
(2.33)

2.5 Balan e Relations
Therein,

τα

Kir hho 15 or weighted Cau hy stress tensor, Pα as the
16
ond Piola -Kir hho stress tensor. The rst Piola-Kir hho stress

is known as the

Sα as the se
Pα , as a two-eld

rst and
tensor

19

tensor, relates for es denoted in the a tual

onguration to

geometri al quantities of the referential

onguration. It is also known as the nominal
α
stress and engineering stress, respe tively. Note that P is a non-symmetri al tensor. The
α
se ond
stress tensor S is fully lo ated in the referen e onguration. It

Piola Kir hho

des ribes both, for es and geometri al quantities in the referential
additional pull-ba k of the rst
tα and pα

the two stress ve tors

Piola-Kir hho

stress tensor.

onguration after an

With this preliminaries,

an be dire tly related to ea h other by a s alar-valued

fa tor, viz.

dkα = tα da

= (Tα n) da

= Tα da

= pα dAα = (Pα mα ) dAα = Pα dAα

)

❀ tα = pα

dAα
.
da

(2.34)

2.5 Balan e Relations
Balan e relations are one of the most fundamental
balan e relations in
a volume-spe i

on epts in

ontinuum me hani s. All

ontinuum me hani s express the idea that the material time rate of

me hani al quantity over a body

namely,

B

must arise from three basi

•

a ow (eux) of the me hani al quantity through the body surfa e

•

an external sour e (supply) of the me hani al quantity and/or

•

a produ tion of the me hani al quantity inside the body.

These three
ture.

auses

∂B

auses,

and/or

an be merged together into a balan e relation of a general stru -

This general stru ture is also known as the master balan e representation.

exhibits the frame of all balan e relations in

It

ontinuum me hani s. Therein, the single

balan e relations are introdu ed axiomati ally. As this monograph's dis ussion is based
on multi-phasi

15 Gustav

ontinua, the fundamental balan e relations are

Robert Kir hho

derstanding of ele tri al

[Wikipedia℄

je ts. Multiple

16 Gabrio

(1824  1887): German physi ist who

ontributed to the fundamental un-

ir uits, spe tros opy, and the emission of bla k-body radiation by heated ob-

on epts in dierent s ienti

Piola

onsidered with respe t

elds are named after him, the so- alled 

(1794  1850): Italian mathemati ian and physi ist whose

[Wikipedia℄

analyti al me hani s are of fundamental importan e for the modern
of the noble family of Giussano.

Kir hho 's laws.

ontributions in the eld of

ontinuum me hani s; des endant
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to

Truesdell 's17

metaphysi al prin iples,

f.

Truesdell

[183℄, namely,

Truesdell's metaphysi al prin iples
1. All properties of the mixture must be mathemati al
of properties of the

onsequen es

onstituents.

2. So as to des ribe the motion of a

onstituent, we may in imagi-

nation isolate it from the rest of the mixture, provided we allow
properly for the a tions of the other

(2.35)

onstituents upon it.

3. The motion of the mixture is governed by the same equations as
is a single body.

These prin iples state that the sum of the respe tive balan e relations of the onstituents
ϕα must result in the orresponding balan e relations of the overall mixture ϕ. Furthermore, the balan e relations of the

onstituents and of the mixture must both inherit the

same stru ture as the balan e relations known from
erally, there are volume-spe i
With these preliminaries, the

lassi al

ontinuum me hani s. Gen-

s alar and ve torial me hani al quantities to be balan ed.

global master balan e for the mixture, see Ehlers [58℄,

yields

d
dt
d
dt

Z

ZB

Ψ dv =
Ψ dv =

B

Z

SZ

(φ · n) da +
(Φ n) da

+

S

Z

B
Z

σ dv +
σ dv +

B

Z

B
Z

Ψ̂ dv

(s alar-valued) ,

Ψ̂ dv

(ve tor-valued) .

(2.36)

B

The therein introdu ed me hani al quantities representing variables are listed in Table
The global representation of the master balan e is valid for the overall body B ,
α
whi h is ontaining all material points P . If the integrands of (2.36) are steady and

2.1.

su iently often steadily dierentiable, the global representation

an be transferred into

a lo al representation, whi h is then valid for ea h material point itself. The transfer from
global to lo al balan es follows from the material time dierentiation of the left-hand sides
and the appli ation of the
yields to the

Gauss ian integral theorem on the surfa

lo al master balan e for the mixture:
.
.
Ψ + Ψ div x =
.
.
Ψ + Ψ div x =

17 Cliord

Ambrose Truesdell III

div φ

+ σ + Ψ̂

(s alar-valued) ,

div Φ

+ σ + Ψ̂

(ve tor-valued) .

(2.37)

(1919  2000): Ameri an mathemati ian, natural philosopher, histo-

rian of s ien e, and polemi ist. Truesdell was
He, together with his student Noll,
shaping way within the last

e parts of (2.36). This

entury.

onsidered a leading authority on the history of me hani s.

[Wikipedia℄

ontributed to rational me hani s in the most fundamental and

2.5 Balan e Relations
Ψ, Ψ
φ· n , Φ n
σ, σ
Ψ̂, Ψ̂

21

: volume-spe i

densities of the me hani al quantities.

: euxes of the me hani al quantities (external velo ity).
: supply terms of the me hani al quantities (external distan e).
: produ tion terms of the me hani al quantities.

Table 2.1: Me hani al quantities representing variables of master balan es.

Pro eeding from

Truesdell 's

global

se ond metaphysi al prin iple, the stru ture of the
ϕα an be, analogue to (2.36), introdu ed as

master balan e for the onstituents
dα
dt
dα
dt

Z

B
Z

Z

α

Ψ dv =

S
Z

α

Ψ dv =

B

α

(φ · n) da +
α

(Φ n) da

+

S

Z

B
Z

α

σ dv
α

+

σ dv +

B

Note that therein and in the following, the

Z

B
Z

Ψ̂α dv

(s alar-valued) ,

α

Ψ̂ dv

(ve tor-valued) .

B

(2.38)

onstituent variables

(·)

α

have the same

physi al meaning as those denoted in Table 2.1 for the mixture. Following the previous
insights, the
ϕα an be obtained as

lo al master balan e for the onstituents
′

(Ψα )′α + Ψα div xα =
(Ψα )′α

α

+ Ψ

′

div xα

=

div φ
divΦ

α

α

+ σ α + Ψ̂α
+ σ

α

(s alar-valued) ,
(2.39)

α

+ Ψ̂

(ve tor-valued) .

Truesdell 's rst metaphysi

As mentioned before, a

onsequen e to

balan e relation of the

onstituents (2.39) must summarise up to the a

of the the overall mixture (2.37). The

al prin iple is that ea h
ording balan e

on luding elds of the multi-phasi

ontinuum

ϕ

an be found as

Ψ=

X

Ψα ,

α

Ψ=

X

Ψα ,

φ·n=
Φn =

α

X
α

X
α

( φα − Ψα dα ) · n ,
( Φα − Ψα ⊗ dα ) n ,

σ =

X

σα ,

Ψ̂ =

α

σ=

X
α

X

Ψ̂α ,

α

σα ,

Ψ̂ =

X

Ψ̂α .

(2.40)

α

This master balan e framework now allows the postulation of the spe i

me hani al

and thermodynami al balan e equations for mass, momentum, moment of momentum
(m. o. m.), energy and entropy by the insertion of the me hani al quantities given in Table
2.2 and Table 2.3 into the

orresponding lo al master balan es (2.37) and (2.39). For the

sake of simpli ity, as it is a often dis ussed standard pro edure, the derivation pro ess of
the balan e equations in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 will be omitted in this monograph. For
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Ψ, Ψ

φ, Φ

σ, σ

Ψ̂, Ψ̂

mass

ρ

0

0

0

momentum

ρx

T

ρb

0

m. o. m.

x × (ρ x)

x×T

x × (ρ b)

0

TT x − q

x · (ρ b) + ρ r

0

φη

ση

η̂ ≥ 0

energy

.

ρε +

1
2

.

.

.

x · (ρ x)

ρη

entropy

.

.

Table 2.2: Me hani al quantities for the balan e equations of the mixture ϕ.
more details on this topi , the interested reader is referred to, e. g.,

Ammann [2℄ or Graf

Ehlers

[85℄.

.

Regarding the me hani al balan e relations for the mixture in Table 2.2,

[54, 55, 58℄,

.

ρx

is the mo-

mentum of the mixture and x×(ρ x) the orresponding m. o. m.; the external mass-spe i
volume for e is represented by b. Con erning the rst thermodynami al balan e relation,
i. e., the energy balan e, ε is the internal energy, q is the heat inux ve tor (opposing the
surfa e normal ve tor n) and r is the external heat supply. Furthermore, for the quantities given in the se ond thermodynami al balan e relation, i. e., the entropy balan e,

η

denotes the entropy, φη the entropy eux and ση the external entropy supply. Note
that the se ond thermodynami al balan e relation is, in ontrast to all other balan es, an

inequality. The inequality arises from the entropy produ tion
negative. This

known as the se ond law of thermodynami s. The
re overs the well-known lo al form of the spe i
materials

ϕ

η̂ ≥ 0,

whi h

an never be

onsiders the irreversibility of the overall thermodynami al pro ess, also

and  in the sense of

orresponding insertion pro ess then

balan e equations for single-phase
al prin iple  the mixture

Truesdell 's third metaphysi

as stated in (2.41). Applying the same insertion pro ess again for the

onstituents

Ψα , Ψα

φα , Φ α

σα , σα

mass

ρα

0

0

ρ̂α

momentum

ρα xα

Tα

ρα bα

ŝα

m. o. m.

x × (ρα xα )

x × Tα

x × (ρα bα )

ĥα

energy
entropy

′

′

ρα εα +

1 ′
x
2 α

′

′

′

· (ρα xα ) (Tα )T xα − qα xα · (ρα bα ) + ρα r α

ρα η α

φαη

σηα

Ψ̂α , Ψ̂

êα
η̂ α

Table 2.3: Me hani al quantities for the balan e equations of a onstituent ϕα .

α

ϕα ,
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the
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spe i balan e equations for the onstituents

an be found as stated in (2.43).

mixture ϕ = ∪α ϕα balan e equations
.
.
mass : ρ +ρ div x = 0
..x
ρ

momentum :
m. o. m.

18

=

div T

(2.41)

0 = I × T → T = TT
.
ρ ε = T · L − div q + ρ r
.
ρ η ≥ div φη + ση

:

energy :
entropy :

Therein, the newly introdu ed quantities

p̂α , m̂α , ε̂α

detailed; Se tion 2.6 will dis uss these details. These
dire t produ tion of the

+ ρb

and

ζ̂ α

need to be

onsidered more

(ˆ· ) denoted quantities represent

the

onstituents. For a better understanding of these quantities one
ρ̂α , i e be oming water due

an think of, as an example for the dire t mass produ tion

to a phase transition. Additionally, in order to allow proper intera tion in-between the
onstituents, see

Truesdell 's

se ond metaphysi al prin iple (2.35)2 , indire t produ tion

terms need to be introdu ed.

The relations of the dire t, the indire t and the total

produ tion quantities (terms) are given on the right side of Table 2.42.

mass :
momentum :
m. o. m. :
energy :
entropy :

X
α
X
α
X
α
X
α
X
α

ρ̂α

= 0

see (2.43)1

ŝα

= 0

ŝα = p̂α + ρ̂α xα ,

′

ĥα = 0

ĥα = m̂α + x × ŝα ,

êα

êα = ε̂α + p̂α · xα + ρ̂α (εα + 21 xα · xα ) ,

= 0

η̂α ≥ 0

′

′

′

η̂ α = ζ̂ α + ρ̂α η α .
(2.42)

18 The only insight from the m. o. m. balan e equation is the symmetry ondition of the

Cau hy

stress

tensor. Therefore, this balan e equation is no longer needed as an independent balan e equation. Note
19
ontinua. The
that this is solely valid for the non-polar theory, also known as
or
20
polar theory ounterpart is known as
ontinua, and additionally takes rotational degrees of

Cau hy

Cosserat

freedom for the parti les into a

ount. For details on this topi , the reader is referred to

Diebels [43, 44℄, and Ehlers [59℄.
19 Ludwig Boltzmann (1844  1906):

Austrian physi ist famous for his founding

elds of statisti al me hani s and statisti al thermodynami s.
vo ates for atomi

[Wikipedia℄

theory at a time when that s ienti

grave stone in Vienna,

20 Fran

Max Plan k

ois & Eugene Cosserat

S holz

[165℄,

ontributions in the

He was one of the most important ad-

model was still highly

had engraved the fundamental

Boltzmann

ontroversial.

equation:

On his

S = k log W .

(1866  1931 & 1852  1914): Fren h resear hers with a ba kground in

the eld of astronomy, mathemati s and

ivil engineering. The

seminal work of the brothers at the turn of the last
main aim was to produ e the

Boltzmann

Cosserat

model has emerged from the

Theorie des orps deformables

entury (

, 1909). Their

orre t general form of the energy for the variational problem. [

Ne

[144℄℄
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As one

an see, the summation of the dire t and the indire t produ tion results in the

onstituents total produ tion, i. e., the right

olumn of Table 2.3. In a

ordan e to (2.40),

the total produ tion of the respe tive me hani al quantity must sum up to zero, see the
left side of Table 2.42.

One ex eption therein is the

onstituent's entropy produ tion.

Its sum  and only its sum  is assumed to be always positive.
last

In the sixties of the

entury this assumption was vividly dis ussed, as some resear hers postulated that

the se ond law of thermodynami s must also hold for ea h

onstituent of multi-phasi

materials separately. This interpretation has lately been found to be too restri tive,

Ehlers

[53℄, and

Truesdell

f.

[183℄, for a histori al overview on this.

onstituent ϕα balan e equations
mass :

′

(ρα )′α + ρα div xα = ρ̂α
′′

ρα xα =

momentum :
m. o. m.

21

divT

α

+ ρα bα + p̂α
(2.43)

0 = I × Tα + m̂α
ρα (εα )′α = Tα · Lα − div qα + ρα r α + ε̂α
1
1
ρα (η α )′α = div (− α qα ) + α ρα r α + ζ̂ α
Θ
Θ

:

energy :
entropy :

ommon a priori

Moreover, in anti ipation to Se tion 2.6, two

onstitutive assumptions

in the thermodynami al framework of single-phase materials are adopted,

f.

Ehlers

[58℄,

viz.

φαη = −
Herein,

Θα > 0

1 α
q
Θα

denote the absolute

σηα =

and

Kelvin22

1 α α
ρ r .
Θα

(2.44)

temperatures of the

results in individual temperature elds for ea h

onstituent. This

onstituents

apable of des ribing multi-phasi

whi h

onstitutive assumption

has already been inserted into (2.43)5 . With the aim of developing
whi h are

ϕα ,

onstitutive relations

materials, one has to evaluate restri tions

from the balan e equations top-down. This means that the subsequent dis ussion will
base on the highest balan e equation, i. e., the entropy inequality. This pro edure assures a thermodynami al
thermodynami al law.

onsistent formulation that frames the inherent rst and se ond

First, the total

21 Note that in ontrast to the

Cau hy

entropy produ tion of the mixture follows

stress tensor of the mixture
α
is  be ause of the dire t m. o. m. produ tion m̂  even for a

priori
22

T,

Cau hy

the
or

onstituent stress tensor

Boltzmann

ontinuum not

symmetri . The dire t m. o. m. produ tion needs to be dis ussed separately.

Sir William Thomson, 1st Baron Kelvin

Tα

(1824  1907): Irish physi ist and engineer.

a

He is widely

known for realising that there was a lower limit to temperature, absolute zero; absolute temperatures are
stated in units of kelvin in his honour. He worked in a broad eld of physi s and engineering, in luding
the laying of transatlanti

[Wikipedia℄

telegraph

been granted over 70 patents.

ables. His versatility in almost all elds of physi s led him to have
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dire tly the pre eding

η̂ =

X

η̂ α =

α

onsiderations, viz.

X

[ ρα (η α )′α + ρ̂α η α + div (

α

1 α
1
q ) − α ρα r α ] ≥ 0 .
α
Θ
Θ

(2.45)

Be ause the in luded entropy therein is very di ult to measure, a mass-spe i

on-

stituent energy fun tion

the so- alled

Helmholtz 23

ψ α = ε α − Θα η α ,

(2.46)

free energy, is introdu ed to substitute the entropy. With this

Legendre 24

substitution and an a ompanying
transformation, the dependen y of the
α
α
internal energy ε on the alori pro ess variable η
an be transferred to the alori
α
pro ess variable Θ . Moreover, with the additional aid of the lo al energy balan e equation
(2.43)4 , the entropy produ tion for the mixture (2.45)
most

ommon

Clausius

25

-

Duhem

26

an be reformulated to yield the

inequality, viz.

X 1 
′
α
α
α ′
α ′ α
α x
T
·
L
−
ρ
[
(ψ
)
+
(Θ
)
η
]
−
p̂
·
α
α−
α
α
α
Θ
α
′
′
1
−ρ̂α (ψ α + 12 xα · xα ) − α qα · grad Θα + êα
Θ
In order to redu e the extend of the

(2.47)

≥ 0.

onstitutive settings dis ussion, a further anti ipation

to Se tion 2.6 is introdu ed at this point: this monograph only
α
pro esses, i. e., Θ = Θ = onst. Consequently, the
redu es

27

to the so- alled

X
α

23 Hermann

Clausius -Plan k 28

onsiders isothermal

Clausius Duhem

inequality (2.47)

inequality for heterogeneous materials:

′

Tα · Lα − ρα (ψ α )′α − p̂α · xα − ρ̂α (ψ α +

Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz (1821  1894):


′
1 ′
xα · xα ) ≥ 0 .
2

(2.48)

German physi ian and physi ist who made

signi ant ontributions to several widely varied areas of modern s ien e. He is known for too many

[Wikipedia℄

butions to list here. The largest German asso iation of resear h institutions, the 

Helmholtz Asso

ontri-

iation,

is named after him.

24 Adrien-Marie

[Wikipedia℄

Legendre

(1752  1833): Fren h mathemati ian who was at his time best known for his

inuential textbook on geometry.

25 Rudolf

Legendre 's work

Julius Emanuel Clausius

ered one of the

orrelated often with that from

(1822  1888): German physi ist and mathemati ian. He is

entral founders of the s ien e of thermodynami s.

Mauri e Marie Duhem

on ept of entropy.

[Wikipedia℄

(1861  1916): Fren h physi ist, mathemati ian, and philosopher of

s ien e, best known for his writings on the indetermina y of experimental
development in the Middle Ages.

Duhem also made major

riteria, and on s ienti

[Wikipedia℄

ontributions to the s ien e of his day,

parti ularly in the elds of hydrodynami s, elasti ity, and thermodynami s.

27 The

onsid-

Clausius was the rst to state the basi

ideas of the se ond law of thermodynami s. In 1865, he introdu ed the

26 Pierre

Carl Friedri h Gauÿ .

Clausius -Duhem inequality is primary a dissipation inequality.

Thus, an additive split of it, into

an internal  purely me hani al  and a thermal part, would result in the same inequality as given in
(2.48).

28 Max

Karl Ernst Ludwig Plan k

(1858  1947): German physi ist who is regarded as the founder of

the quantum theory for whi h he re eived the Nobel Pri e in Physi s in 1918. Be ause of his dean position

[Wikipedia℄

at the Berlin University, it was possible for him to establish a new professorship espe ially for

Einstein.

Albert
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2.6 Constitutive Settings
The purpose of this se tion is the development of
of des ribing damage in multi-phasi

onstitutive settings that are

apable

materials. Regarding the wider s ope of this mono-

graph  the appli ation of the numeri al methodology also to bio-me hani al damage
problems  the basi

morphology of biologi al tissue is briey

onsidered. The tissue

ells

of every multi- ellular organism are embedded in a natural extra ellular matrix (ECM).
Through a variety of dierent proteins su h as

ollagen and brone tin, the ECM is pri-

marily a supportive stru ture. As the ECM is

omposed of entangled

an exhibit anisotropi
bres.

ollagen bres, it

material behaviour, depending on the arrangement of the

ollagen

Furthermore, it is known from the literature that biologi al tissue also exhibits

vis oelasti

behaviour, if it is subje ted to large deformations. For a

ussion on anisotropy, the

omprehensive dis-

omposition of biologi al tissue in general and its

ontinuum-

me hani al modelling, the interested reader is referred to Hayes & Bodine [100℄, Fung [79℄,
Boehler [15℄, S hröder [166℄, S hröder et. al [168℄, Cowin [40℄, Holzapfel et al. [104, 105℄,
Ehlers & Markert [64℄, Gasser & Holzapfel [83℄, Apel [3℄, Markert [134℄, Karajan [116℄,
and

itation therein.

It is obvious that the evolution of a
ologi al tissue requires quite

ir umferential

ontinuum-me hani al model for bi-

omplex material modelling.

However, as the main fo us

of this monograph lies in the development of a general dis ontinuous numeri al framework for multi-phasi
biphasi

materials, the

onstitutive settings will aim towards a fundamental

TPM model. Therefore, only  at least for the

hyperelasti

material properties of the solid matrix are

ontinuous part  isotropi

onsidered in the range of nite

deformations. The dis ussion on boundary-value problems (BVP)
me hani al framework for the numeri al implementation of the
ther

and

loses the

ontinuum-

onstitutive settings. Fur-

onstitutive settings to this se tion will be introdu ed in Se tion 3.2, and the dis us-

sion following therein.

2.6.1 Biphasi TPM Model
For a biphasi

TPM model of a fully uid-saturated, materially in ompressible solid, i. e.,

α = {S, F } ❀ ϕ = ϕS ∪ ϕF ,
ρSR =
′′

onst.

: mat.

..

xα = x = 0 :

following

in omp. solid

quasi-stati

initial assumptions are evident and reasonable:

ϕS ,

onditions ,

m̂α = 0

:

mi ro. non-polar ,

ρ̂α = 0

:

no mass ex hange ,

mat. in omp. uid

ϕF

uniform gravitation

:

g ∀ ϕα :

ρF R =

onst. ,

bα = g ,

isothermal pro esses

: Θα = Θ =

fully saturated

:

onst. ,

nS + nF = 1 .
(2.49)

With the postulation of material in ompressibility, the asso iated real densities are onSR
SR
= onst. → (ραR )′α = 0 and
stant over time, i. e., for initial homogeneity: ρ0S = ρ
SR
grad ρ
= 0. In this ontext, the restri tion of no mass ex hange between the phases
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allows a redu tion of the mass balan e of the

onstituents to a volume balan e, yielding

to

′

(nα )′α + nα div xα = 0 .

(2.50)

For the solid skeleton, the analyti al integration of (2.50) yields to a transport relation for
S
nS = nS0S det F−1
S ; n0S denotes the initial solidity. As a onsequen e,
this reveals the dependen e of the partial solid density on the deformation gradient as
S
S
SR
ρS = ρS0S det F−1
states the initial partial solid density at t = 0.
S . Therein, ρ0S = n0S ρ

the solid porosity, viz.

Furthermore, taking the material (total) time derivative of a me hani al quantity, re all
S
F
(2.14), into a ount for (2.50), together with the saturation ondition n + n = 1 →
S
F ′
(n + n )S = 0, the volume balan e of the overall aggregate an be found as

′
div [(uS )S

+ nF wF ] = 0

(2.51)

α
The la k of mass produ tion simplies the total momentum produ tion to ŝ
S
F
ording to Table 2.422 , this yields to the analogy p̂ = −p̂ . For quasi-stati

= p̂α .

A -

onditions

and the assumption of uniform gravitation, the momentum balan e for the overall aggregate,
div T
arises from the summation of the

Cau hy

Even though the partial

α

+ ρα g + p̂α = 0 .
29

stress tensor is the sum

Cau hy

(2.52)

onstituents momentum balan es

div T

Therein, the total
T = TS + TF .

+ ρg = 0,

stress tensor

(2.53)

of the partial stress tensors, viz.

an not be a priori

onsidered as symmet-

ri al, re all (2.43)3 , it
the

an be shown that  as a result of the homogenisation pro ess 
α
α
α T
onstituent's dire t m. o. m. produ tion m̂ is equal to zero, thus T = (T ) , f.

Hassanizadeh & Gray

Tα ,

[95℄,

Ehlers [59℄.

Consequently, the presented partial stress tensors
α
stress tensor P is, be ause of

τ α and Sα are symmetri ; the rst Piola-Kir hho

its two-eld

hara teristi , generally non-symmetri . Thus, together with the previous in-

the entropy inequality (2.48) of the mixture redu
pro esses to
sights,

es

for purely me hani al

TS · DS − ρS (ψ S )′S + TF · DF − ρF (ψ F )′F − p̂F · wF ≥ 0
29 Note in passing that this  at rst sight  ontradi tion to (2.40), i. e.,

T=

is intrinsi ally dissolved with the assumptions stated in (2.49), viz.

..

ρ x=

X
α

′′

′

ρα xα − div (ρα dα ⊗ dα ) + ρ̂α xα

For details on this topi , the reader is referred to



=0

→

de Boer & Ehlers

X

div (

α

[18℄.

P

α
α (T

(2.54)

− ρα dα ⊗ dα ),

ρ α dα ⊗ dα ) = 0 .
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Note that the energy balan e is in this

ontext obsolete, be ause of the assumption of

isothermal pro esses. However, its fundamental

ontext for the derivation of (2.54)

an't

be negle ted.
To

lose the biphasi

the partial

Cau hy
p̂F .

onstituent

model under onsideration, onstitutive equations are required for
α
stress tensor T , as well as for the momentum produ tion of the uid

The entropy inequality (2.54) imposes the ne essary thermodynami al

restri tions for the nding of the missing

onstitutive equations. Furthermore, the nding

pro ess is

onstrained by the saturation

ondition (2.3). Thus, the saturation

has to be

onsidered while evaluating the entropy inequality. Therefore, a

multiplier

P

ondition

Lagrange an

is  in the sense of an in ompressibility onstraint  introdu ed to the material

time derivative of the saturation, viz.

S
F ′
P (n + n )S = 0 .

(2.55)

Combining (2.55) with (2.54) transfers the entropy inequality to

TS · DS − ρS (ψ S )′S + TF · DF − ρF (ψ F )′F − p̂F · wF −
′

′

−P (nS div xS +nF div xF + grad nF · wF ) ≥ 0 .
|
{z
}
′
F
S
F ′
−(n + n )S = −div [(uS )S + n wF ]
With the aid of the relation div
to introdu e the

lassi al

′

xα = Lα ·I = Dα ·I, the entropy inequality

on ept of ee tive stresses.

are introdu ed, denoted by

( · )E ,

(2.56)

an be rewritten

First, so- alled extra quantities

to a t as substitutes for the bra ed terms in (2.57).

=: TFE
=: TSE
z
}|
{
}|
{
z
(TS + nS P I) · DS − ρS (ψ S )′S + (TF + nF P I) · DF − ρF (ψ F )′F −
− (p̂F − P grad nF ) · wF ≥ 0 .
|
{z
}
F
=: p̂E

(2.57)

The ne essity of the extra quantities is evident through the demand of material in omS
F
pressibility. Due to this demand, the partial stress T , T and the momentum produ tion
[19℄. Thus, the
p̂F an only be determined to a ertain per entage, f.

de Boer & Ehlers

extra quantities allow a modular treatment of the spe i

solid skeleton, the pore uid

and their intera tion, see

TS = TSE − nS P I ,
F

T =

TFE

F

− n P I,

p̂F = p̂FE + P grad nF .

(2.58)

The extra quantities need to be determined by appropriate onstitutive equations. HowS
ever, in soil me hani s, the extra stresses TE are usually known as the ee tive stresses.

2.6 Constitutive Settings
Hen e,

P

29

an be be identied as the unspe i

ing to (2.57), one

an see that the ee tive stress

entropy inequality, and not a separate

[18℄. The overall

Cau hy

ord-

onsequen e of the
on ept

[181℄ in 1925. It has been extended in detail

 in luding its appli ation within the TPM  by

Boer & Ehlers

on ept is a dire t

A

onstitutive equation. The basis of this

Terzaghi

has already been formulated by

FR
P := p .

ee tive pore pressure

Bishop

Skempton

[13℄,

[175℄, and

de

stress is obtained by a summation of the partial

stresses, su h that

T = TE − P I

TE = TSE + TFE .

with

(2.59)

F
An order-of-magnitude analysis of the fri tion for e div TE in orporated in the momentum
F
F
balan e of ϕ , in omparison to the extra momentum produ tion p̂E , results in the
F
negligibility of the uid extra stress, i. e., TE ≈ 0, see
[96℄,

[62, 63℄, and

Diebels et al.

Hassanizadeh

[46℄.

Ehlers et. al

This is a

ommon assumption in hydrauli s. Note in
F
passing that, although the uid extra stress TE has been ne le ted, the uid vis osity
F
is in luded via p̂E also known as the ee tive drag for e. Furthermore, on erning the
in ompressible uid onstituent, it an be shown that the uid free energy fun tion is
F
F
F ′
onstant, i. e., it la ks any pro ess variables: ψ = ψ ( − ) = onst. ❀ (ψ )F = 0, f.
[59℄. Consequently, the internal fri tion in-between the porous solid skeleton and
F
the vis ous pore uid is only overed by the momentum produ tion p̂E . The pre eding
insights then redu e the entropy inequality to its nal representation for this monograph,

Ehlers
viz.

TSE · DS − ρS (ψ S )′S − p̂FE · wF ≥ 0 .
The development of

(2.60)

onstitutive equations in the framework of the TPM is based on fun-

damental prin iples given by

Noll [145℄, Truesdell [182℄, and Coleman & Noll [38℄.

Namely,

these prin iples are determinism, equipresen e, lo al a tion, material frame indieren e
(obje tivity) and dissipation. Regarding (2.60), one an identify a set of undened reR = {ψ S , TSE , p̂E
F }. The undened response fun tions need onstitutive
equations (prin iple of determinism) that t the thermodynami al prin iples. The prin-

sponse fun tions

iple of equipresen e states that the set of independent equations must be interpreted
as fun tions of a
the model under

ommon set of, also independent, pro ess variables:
onsideration  an isothermal immis ible aggregate

R = R(V).

onsisting of a solid

skeleton whi h is fully saturated by a single vis ous pore uid  the following basi
independent pro ess variables is postulated:

V = {CS , wF };

For

set of

thus,

{ψ S , TSE , p̂FE } = R {CS , wF } .

(2.61)

The nding of the pro ess variables will not be shown in this monograph. The reader who
is interested in more information on this topi

Boer et. al

[20℄,

Ehlers

[53℄, and

is referred to the

Karajan [116℄.

However,

omprehensive works of

on erning

me hani s, the fundamental prin iples for the development of

de

ontinuum fra ture

orresponding

onstitutive

equations will be revisited in Se tion 3.2.
By

Ehlers

iting the prin iple of phase separation from
[52℄, onstitutive assumptions are
ψ S : the free energy fun tion of the solid only depends on

made for the free energy fun tion
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the solid deformation, viz.
S
of ψ reads

ψ S = ψ S (CS ).
(ψ S )′S
30

Coupling (2.62) with (2.60) yields

As a

onsequen e, the material time derivation

∂ψ S
· (CS )′S .
=
∂CS

the ee tive solid

TSE = FS (2ρS

(2.62)

Cau hy

31

stress tensor

∂ψ S
∂ψ S
) FTS = 2ρS
BS .
∂CS
∂BS

as

(2.64)

The remainder of (2.60) represents the dissipative (irreversible) part of the entropy inequality. It reveals a proportionality

ondition of the uid momentum produ tion to the

seepage velo ity, viz.

− p̂FE · wF ≥ 0

❀

p̂FE ∝ −wF .

(2.65)

2.6.2 Solid Skeleton
In the following, an isotropi , hyperelasti
assumed for the

(

Green

elasti ) type material model will be

onstitutive modelling pro ess of the solid skeleton.

The

on ept of

hyperelasti ity implies that the ee tive stress tensor is derivable from a strain-energy
density fun tion,
tential

f.

[149℄.

Thus, the strain-energy fun tion must exhibit a po-

hara teristi . Su h a potential strain-energy fun tion is only

reversible pro esses.
this

Ogden

apable to des ribe

This is a dire t analogy to the remainder in (2.65)1 , be ause, in

ontext, the remainder is solely responsible for irreversible ee ts. The strain-energy

fun tion is introdu ed as

W S := ρS0S ψ S .

(2.66)

WS

represents the stored elasti energy per unit referen e volume rather then per
S
unit mass (as ψ does). As a onsequen e from (2.62), the strain-energy fun tion inherits
S
S
the dependen y of the right
deformation tensor, ergo, W = W (CS ). In
Therein,

Cau hy Green

order to nd a suitable energy fun tion that fulls previously laimed restri tions (material

frame indieren e and isotropy), it is ne essary to formulate the fun tion with respe t to
the prin ipal invariants

Ii

and eigenvalues

S

λi ,

S

respe tively, of

W S = Ŵ (Ii ) = W̃ (λi )
30 Note

(CS )′S = 2FTS DS FS ❀ (TSE − 2ρS FS

with

∂ψ S T
F )=0
∂CS S

CS :

i = 1, 2, 3 .

(2.67)

for arbitrary values of the free variable

DS .

31 For the sake of ompleteness, the stress tensors equivalent to TS , f. (2.33), read for isotropi materials
E

∂ψ
∂ψ
∂ψ
∂ψ
BS ←→ PSE = (2ρS0S
BS )FTS −1 ←→ PSE = FS (2ρS0S
) ←→ SSE = 2ρS0S
.
τ ES = 2ρS0S ∂B
∂B
∂C
∂C
S
S
S
S
S

S

S

S

(2.63)
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Re all that the prin ipal invariants and eigenvalues of
solid deformation tensor

BS ,

CS

are identi al to those of the left

see (2.27).

For a sophisti ated des ription of the porous solid skeleton within the framework of the
TPM, a hyperelasti

Ogden-type strain energy fun

Ogden-type strain-energy fun tion is not
Odgen [148℄. Thus, it is not dire tly appli

energy fun tion
[66℄ yielding to

W SOgden
U SEipper

tion will be used. However, the original

apable to a

ount a

ompa tion point, see

strain-

able to porous media. Therefore, the
S
W Ogden is extended by a volumetri term U SEipper postulated by

Eipper

" 3
#
3

X
X µ∗j  (α /2)
= µS
λi j − 1 − µ∗j ln(JS ) + U SEipper (JS ) with
α
j
j=1
i=1


S
JS − nS0S
λ
γ
S JS − 1
(JS ) − 1 − γ ln(
) + γ n0S
.
=
γ [γ − 1 + (1 − nS0S )−2 ]
1 − nS0S
1 − nS0S

(2.68)

Herein, the solid matrix parameter
onstants, and

JS

the

µS

and

Ja obi an determinant;

λS represent
µ∗j , αj , and γ

the rst and se ond

Lamé 32

represent dimensionless, real-

valued parameters that determine the nonlinearity of the fun tion. The following restri tions for the parameters ensure the mandatory poly onvexity of (2.68):

µ S , λS > 0 ,

3
X
j=1

µ∗j ≥ 0 ,

µ∗j αj∗ > 0 ,

γ ≥ 1.

(2.69)

For further details on the derivation of (2.68) and its parameters (2.69), the interested
reader is referred to

Eipper [66℄.

With (2.68) and (2.64), the

orresponding

Cau hy

stress

tensor yields

Cau hy stress tensor
TSE = 2

1 ∂W S
BS
JS ∂BS

3
3

µS X X ∗  (αj /2)
=
µ j λi
− 1 Ni +
JS j=1 i=1


1
nS0S
λS
(γ−1)
(JS )
−
+
I.
+
γ − 1 + (1 − nS0S )−2
JS − nS0S 1 − nS0S
32 Gabriel

Léon Jean Baptiste Lamé

(1795  1870): Fren h mathemati ian who worked on engineering

mathemati s and elasti ity where two elasti
his general theory of

urvilinear

onstants are named after him. His own opinion was that

oordinates were his most important

Lamé was onsidered
Carl Friedri h Gauÿ . [O'Connor

ontribution.

the leading Fren h mathemati ian of his time by many, in parti ular by

& Robertson [147℄℄

(2.70)
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2.6.3 Interstitial Fluid
Next, the se ond

onstituent of the mixture, the interstitial uid is regarded. It is assumed

that the interstitial uid is in ompressible and vis ous. Sin e there is no energy potential
for the uid

onstituent to be determined, only the proportionality

ondition (2.65) needs

to be evaluated. By following a ommon TPM ansatz for biphasi materials, a

Dar y 33 -like

approa h is postulated for the proportionality relation between the momentum produ tion
p̂FE and the seepage velo ity wF , viz.

p̂FE = −

(nF )2 γ F R
wF
kF

Therein, the parameter
the dynami

with


Dar y -like permeability





γF R S

F
F
S

K
,
k
=
k
(n
)
=


µF R Eipper










and intrinsi

permeability, f.
κ

S

S
KEipper
=

γ F R = ρF R |g|

1−n
1 − nS0S

Eipper

S
K0S
.

represents the uid spe i

weight, and

uid vis osity. Furthermore, isotropi

µF R > 0

permeability is assumed. Note that,
S
KEipper
in (2.71),
has been introdu ed impli itly. This is ru ial for the dis us-

due to the introdu tion of the intrinsi

dependent permeability

(2.71)
[66℄,

deformation-

permeability

sion on porous media uid ow within the range of nite deformations. The postulated
S
S
intrinsi permeability KEipper takes the initial permeability K0S of the undeformed referen e onguration into a ount. The nonlinearity of the deformation is governed by κ.
Obviously, the deformation-dependent permeability is dea tivated for
the

Dar y -like

permeability be omes the original

Dar y

permeability

tion of (2.71) into (2.58)3 , and afterwards into the quasi-stati
(2.53) yields the well-known

κ = 0.

Dar y (-like) equation for the des

In this

ase,

oe ient. Inser-

uid momentum balan e
ription of interstitial uid

ow in a porous medium

interstitial uid ow
nF wF = −

kF
(grad P − ρF R g) .
γF R

(2.72)

2.6.4 Boundary-value Problem (BVP)
The purpose of this subse tion is to motivate a set of equations that govern the pres ribed
ontinuum-me hani al model with fo us on a numeri al implementation. Therefore, the
until now strong formulated balan e equations of the mixture need to be transferred to
a so- alled weak formulation. The strong (lo al) formulated balan e equations are valid
in an absolute sense per material point

x,

whereas their

formulations transfer the balan es to the body
33 Henry

Philibert Gaspard Dar y

B

orrespondent weak (integral)

in the sense of a distribution. This is a

(1803  1858): Fren h engineer who built an impressive pressurised

(only by gravity) water distribution system in Dijon following the failure of attempts.

[Wikipedia℄

Therefore, he

developed a theory/law to des ribe ow through sands; it has sin e been generalised to a variety of
situations and is in widespread use today.
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ru ial step for the investigation of arbitrary problems with numeri al methods, be ause
the strong formulation is too stri t for a numeri al approximation.

rag repla ements
The governing equations of the biphasi

t̄

n

der

Γ

model un-

onsideration, namely the overall momentum

and the overall volume balan e, in orporate three

ΓtN

P̄

variable eld fun tions: the solid displa ement ve tor

ΓD

the seepage velo ity ve tor

s alar-valued pore uid pressure

Ω

P

uS ,

P.

and the

By the sub-

stitution of the seepage velo ity in the overall vol-

ΓvN

ΓuD

wF ,

ume balan e (2.51) with a suitable lter equation,
like that given in (2.72), the number of variable
eld fun tions redu es to two.

ūS

only valid for quasi-stati

wF ❀ v̄

∂B

the

•

the

Diri hlet34

P.

and

P,

ΓD ,

boundary

For both governing equations,

ΓN

Γ.

B.

uS ,

The surfa e of the body

The boundary

Γ

is split into

orresponding dire tly to the primary variables

with essential boundary

Neumann35

Thus, the

The BVP is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

is the spatial domain of the body

boundary

{uS , P }.

and the overall volume balan e (2.51) dire tly re-

is represented by the boundary of the domain

•

The set of

overall momentum balan e (2.52) responds to
sponds to

Ω

pro esses.

primary variables then reads

Figure 2.5: Illustration of BVP.
In a mathemati al sense,

Note that this is

uS

onditions (BC), and into

with natural BC.

Diri hlet

and

Neumann

BC must be dened.

Thereby,

following restri tions apply:

Γ = ΓD ∪ ΓN ,
ΓD = {ΓuD , ΓPD } ,

∅ = ΓuD ∩ ΓtN ,

ΓN = {ΓtN , ΓvN } ,

∅ = ΓPD ∩ ΓvN .

(2.73)

These restri tions state that boundary parts are not permitted on whi h both,
and

Neumann

BC, for one respe tive primary variable are dened. In

Diri hlet

ontrast, overlap-

ping BC between the two primary variables are valid. Thus, the strong form of the BVP
34 Peter

Gustav Lejeune Diri hlet

(1805  1859):

German mathemati ian

formal denition of a fun tion. He was appointed to ll the va ant

hair of

redited with the modern

Gauÿ upon the latter's death.

Diri hlet's brain is preserved in the department of physiology at the University of Göttingen, along with
Carl Friedri h Gauÿ .
35 Carl Gottfried Neumann (1832  1925): German mathemati ian and physi ist who made ontributions

the brain of

[Wikipedia℄

in thermodynami s. He worked on a wide range of topi s in applied mathemati s su h as mathemati al
physi s, potential theory, and ele trodynami s. [

Cheng & Cheng

[37℄℄
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an be formulated as follows: nd suitable fun tions for
problem dening equations

′
div [(uS )S
S
div(TE

z

−

nF wF
}|

F

uS (x, t) and P (x, t) su

h that the

{

k
(grad P − ρF R g)] = 0 ,
F
R
γ

(2.74)

= 0,

− P I) + ρ g

satisfy the BC with

uS = ūS ,
= t̄ ,

t

on

ΓuD , P = P̄ ,

on

ΓPD ,

on

ΓtN , v

on

ΓvN .

= v̄ ,

(2.75)

In a rst step for the derivation of the weak forms of (2.74), ea h equation is multiplied
with

orresponding test fun tions and integrated over the domain

{δ P , δuS }
Z


Ω;

the test fun tions

weight the equations as


kF
FR
(
grad P − ρ
g)]
δP
γF R
Ω
Z


S
div(TE − P I) + ρ g
· δuS
′
div [(uS )S

−

dv = 0 ,

∀ δP ∈ T P ,

dv = 0 ,

∀ δuS ∈ T u .

(2.76)

Ω

The appli ation of the produ t rule and the

Gauss ian

divergen e theorem, see Se tion

A.1, on (2.76) yields to the weak formulation of the BVP, viz.

weak formulation of the BVP
Z

′
div(uS )S

Ω

Z

Z
k
FR
δ P dv +
(grad P − ρ g) · grad δ P dv = − nF wF · n δ P da ,
F
R
| {z }
γ
Ω
ΓvN
=: v̄
Z
Z
Z


(TSE − P I) · grad δuS dv − ρ g · δuS dv =
(TSE − P I) n · δuS da .
{z
}
|
Ω
Ω
ΓtN
=: t̄
F

(2.77)

37 Ivan

Grigoryevi h Bubnov

(1872  1919): Russian stru tural engineer spe ialised in the

of ships, in parti ular submarines. A main

ontribution of

that he realised (1913) that ...extremely simple solutions
expansion [...℄

Galerkin

the method whi h

an also be obtained [...℄ [by℄ substitute the

Gander & Wanner

arries today his name the 

Ritz 36 method.

The main

realise that one does not need a minimisation prin iple in order to

Ritz

[80℄℄

(1871  1945): Russian/Soviet mathemati ian and engineer.

following the re ipe given by

39 Walther

onstru tion

to the development of the FEM is

in the general dierential expression for equilibrium, multiply the expression [...℄

integrate over the entire volume of the body.... [

38 Boris

Bubnov

Galerkin himself
Galerkin

ontribution of

and
alls
is to

onstru t a nite dimensional system

Ivan Grigoryevi h Bubnov . [Gander & Wanner

[80℄℄

(1878  1909): Swiss theoreti al physi ist who introdu ed the theoreti al basis for the

FEM by formulating a variational prin iple on plate problems. This variational prin iple is also known
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The weak formulation (2.77) is in general also known as the method of weighted residua
37
38
or the
method, respe tively, if {uS , P } and {δuS , δ P } pro eed from

Bubnov

Galerkin

the same basis fun tions, see Se tion 4.1.

v̄

In (2.77),

ϕF over the boundary ΓvN (n), and t̄ represents
t
boundary ΓN (n) of the aggregate ϕ. Note that the

represents the volume eux of

the external load ve tor on the

external load ve tor a ts on both

onstituents.

This is an important property for the

dire t appli ation of physi al meaningful BC, as no dierentiation of the
is ne essary.

The previous

ansatz spa es

onstituents BC

onsiderations need a mathemati al framework.

ontaining the ansatz fun tions for

{uS , P },

and test spa es

Therefore,

ontaining the

test (weighting) fun tions {δuS , δ P } need to be dened; the test fun tions are designed
ΓuD , ΓPD , respe tively. The ansatz and test spa es are dened as follows:

to vanish on

Au (t) =
AP (t) =
=

TP

=

39

Remark:
velo ity







d ∈ {1, 2, 3}

Therein,

Sobolev

Tu



uS ∈ H1 (Ω)d :
1
P ∈ H (Ω)

uS (x) = ūS (x, t) on ΓuD

:

P (x) = P̄ (x, t)

δuS ∈ H1 (Ω)d : δuS (x) = 0
δ P ∈ H1 (Ω)

:

δ P (x) = 0

on ΓPD

,

on ΓuD

,

on ΓPD

.

indi ates the dimension of the problem, and

spa e.

Note in passing that for some problems it

wF

expli itly as a boundary

,
(2.78)

H1 (Ω)

indi ates the

an be ne essary to set the seepage

ondition. Therefore, one would not eliminate the

seepage velo ity by the substitution with a lter law. Consequently, an additional balan e
equation arising from (2.72) is

nF γ F R
wF + grad P − ρF R g = 0 ❀
kF

=⇒

Z

Z
Ω

 nF γ F R

FR
grad P − ρ
g
· δwF dv = 0 ,
w
+
F
kF

nF γ F R
(
wF − ρF R g) · δwF dv −
F
k

Ω

Z
Ω

P div(δwF ) dv = −

Z

Γw
N

would expand the set of weakly imposed governing equations.

P n · δwF da ,
|{z}
=: w̄F

In (2.79),

δwF

(2.79)

denotes

the test fun tion for the primary variable wF , and w̄F represents the uid eux over the
Γw
N ; these three quantities are introdu ed analogue to their ve torial ounterparts in the pre eding paragraph. Note that this would result in the numeri al disadvan-

boundary

tage of additional nodal degrees of freedom for

wF .

the seepage velo ity in a post-pro essing step.
as 

Obviously, as a dire t

ompute

onsequen e to

[Wikipedia℄

Ritz ' method.
Lvovi h Sobolev

39 Sergei

In general, it is su ient to

(1908  1989): Soviet mathemati ian, working in mathemati al analysis and

[Wikipedia℄

partial dierential equations. He introdu ed the notions that are now fundamental for several dierent
areas of mathemati s.
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(2.79), the weak formulation of the overall volume balan e (2.77)1 would yield to

Z
Ω

′
div(uS )S

δ P dv −

Z
Ω

F

n wF · grad δ P dv = −

Z

ΓvN

v̄ δ P da .

(2.80)

✷

Chapter 3:
Fra ture Me hani s
The goal of the rst part of this

hapter is to give a brief introdu tion into the theoreti al

aspe ts of fra ture. The se ond part fo uses on the
a
of

orrelation of these fundamentals to

ontinuum fra ture-me hani al framework. Note that the eld of fra ture me hani s is
ourse mu h broader than the fundamental basi

the fra ture

aspe ts dis ussed herein. Anyway, all

ontexts applied later in this monograph base on the fundamentals that are

presented in following rst se tion. For the sake of simpli ity, Se tion 3.1 restri ts itself
to linear elasti

material behaviour for a single-phase solid body. Therein, the theory of

strong dis ontinuities is initially dis ussed by

onsidering 2-d examples. This results in

foundations ne essary for more general aspe ts in
ir umstantial introdu tion into the topi
referred to

ontinuum fra ture me hani s. For a

of fra ture me hani s, the interested reader is

Hahn [92℄ and Groÿ & Selig [88℄.

The following ontinuum fra ture-me hani al

framework also allows to dis uss fra ture me hani s

ompatible with the TPM. Se tion

3.2 is the basis of the subsequent dis ussion on the numeri al methodology.
details on

For more

ontinuum-me hani al aspe ts of fra ture me hani s, the interested reader is

referred to, e. g.,

Simo et al.

[172℄, and

Oliver et al.

[150, 151℄.

3.1 Fundamental Fra ture Me hani s
Within this se tion, material behaviour is limited to linear elasti ity within a 2-d environment. Furthermore, the 2-d environment is simplied by regarding only plain strain
assumptions. Consequently, all the examples regarded in this se tion are shells of unit
thi kness. In order to illustrate the fundamentals of fra ture me hani s straightforward,
only single-phase materials are onsidered in this se tion, i. e., the notation of quantities
α
with a super- ( · ) or subs ript ( · )α , respe tively, is redundant. Only with these limitations, it is possible to obtain analyti al solutions for fra ture-me hani al problems in
losed form. The analysis of more

omplex

ir umstan es is reliant to numeri al methods,

see Se tion 4.3. So, the redu ed formula framework used in this se tion

an be summarised

as

ε=

1
2



grad u

+ (grad u)T

ε33 = 0 , σ33 6= 0
σ = 2µε + λ(ε · I)I



: small

strain tensor ,

: plane

strain ,

: Hooke an

(3.1)

law (linear stress-strain relation) .

In the literature, this methodology is referred to as Linear Elasti
(LEFM).
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3.1.1 Stress Con entration
Stress

on entrations o

ur inevitably in the presen e of ma ros opi

other material aws. Here, these ma ros opi
openings or ma ros opi
of stress

ra ks, defe ts or

defe ts are dis ussed as sharp geometri al

not hes, respe tively. In order to prepare a plausible des ription

on entration in solids, one

an visualise

stress traje tories (lines

Consider an innite re tangular shell subje ted to an uniform tensile stress
terially homogeneous, and at se ond with a

of for e).

σ20 ; at rst ma-

entral ellipti al void in it. The

onjun tional

visualisation of the stress traje tories shows the dieren e between the spa ing of the
lines, see Figure 3.1. The lo al de rease in the spa ing between the lines indi ates a lo al
in rease in stress as more lines of for e are owing through the same area. The ellipti al

σ20

σ20

PSfrag repla ements

σ20

(a)

σ20

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a), (b) stress traje tories (lines of for e).
void of the depi ted shell in Figure 3.1(b) is now assumed to have the major axis
the minor axis

2b, see

and

Figure 3.2(a). As far as the author of this monograph is aware, this

problem was rst treated in

Inglis [108℄.

derivation of a formulation that is
[88℄, and

Gürses

The following dis ussion is meant to outline the

apable to des ribe su h stress

ir umstantial ree tion on this topi

Groÿ & Selig

2s

[89℄.

on entrations. For a

the interested reader is referred to, e. g.,

Inglis used a spe

i

urvilinear, ellipti al

Hahn [92℄,
oordinate

PSfrag repla ements

x2 , β =

π
2

σ20
x2
2b

x1 , β = 0, 2π

x1

2s

σ20

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: (a) innite shell of unit thi kness, (b) ellipti al oordinate system.
system, see Figure 3.2(b), to transfer
ellipti al stress

oe ients

σαβ .

artesian stress

oe ients

σij (i, j = {1, 2})

Following relations hold between the

into

artesian and the

3.1 Fundamental Fra ture Me hani s
ellipti al

oordinate system:

x1 = c

osh α os β

The ellipti al
hoi e of the
ellipses

σββ

39

x2 = c sinh α sin β

and

c2 =

with

x21
osh

2

α

+

oordinate system represents an ellipse for ea h value of
onstant

c, it is possible to des

2
sinh α

α.

.

an be utilised to represent ma ros opi

By an eligible

not hes. With this, the stress

σαα = 0,

omponent

an be obtained as

− 1 + e2α os 2β
.
osh 2α − os 2β

sinh 2α

(3.3)

Note that this formula is the nal result of the appli ation of a series of spe ial
plex potentials suggested by

Inglis .

ri

omponent then equals the

onsequen e, this stress

For

(3.2)

ribe very sharp ellipses. These sharp, slit-like

at the surfa e of su h a sharp ellipti al void, where

σββ = σ20

x22

β = {0, π}, σββ

om-

gets maximal.

As a geomet-

artesian stress

omponent in

x2 dire tion, i. e., σββ = σ22 . Regarding the relations c2 = s2 − b2 , sinh 2α = 2 csb2 ,
2
e2α = osh 2α + sinh 2α, and osh 2α = (s+b)
from the transition of the oordinate system
c2
(3.2), the on lusion of the stress on entration at the tip (x1 = a, x2 = 0) of the ellipti al
void reads


s
.
σ22 (x1 = s, x2 = 0) = σ20 1 + 2
b

(3.4)

on entration be omes unbounded, i. e., σ22 → ∞, for an
s
elongation of the ellipse in x2 dire tion
→ ∞. An alternative representation of (3.4), in
b
1 ′
terms of the radius of urvature r at the dire t tip of the ellipse, yields
One

an see that the stress

σ22 (x1 = s, x2 = 0) =

σ20

r 

s
1+2
r′

b2
r (x1 = s, x2 = 0) = .
s
′

with

(3.5)

These last two representations of the stress on entration at the tip, (3.4) and (3.5), nally
s
≫ 1) an approximation, viz.
b

allow for sharp, slit-like ellipses (

σ22 ≈

2 σ20

s
≈ 2 σ20
b

r

s
.
r′

The most important insight of (3.6) is the fa t that, within the given

(3.6)

ontext, the stress

on entration depends on the shape of the void rather than on its size. Note that herein
the

hara ter of the stress intensity fa tor relation

an already be identied, see Se tion

3.1.2.
1 For a 2-d urve, given parametri ally in artesian oordinates

′

∂x1 ∂ 2 x2
∂ℓ ∂ℓ2

−

∂x2 ∂ 2 x1
∂ℓ ∂ℓ2

r = q
.
3
∂x2 2
1 2
( ∂x
)
+
(
)
∂ℓ
∂ℓ

x2 (ℓ) = (x1 (ℓ), x2 (ℓ)),

the

urvature is
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3.1.2 Singular Stress Fields
With the aim of an elasti

analysis, a ma ros opi

ra k is viewed as a plane separation

lo ated inside the material. The form of its two ends ( ra k tips) are regarded, in analogy to Se tion 3.1.1, as ellipti al

urves.

Irwin

ra ks a

ording to the

kinemati ally independent motions of the upper and lower surfa es of the

ra k relatively

to ea h other, see Figure 3.3(a). At present, this
denoted as modes

Mode I

I , II , III .

[111℄

lassied

lassi ation is generally a

In Figure 3.3(a), the jump bra ket

[[ui ]]

[[u2 ]] 6= 0, [[u1 ]] = [[u3 ]] = 0

σrr

σϕϕ

x2
σ20

r

σrϕ
ϕ

(sliding)

σ10

[[u1 ]] 6= 0, [[u2 ]] = [[u3 ]] = 0

σ22
σ10

Mode III

has been employed

σ20

(opening)

Mode II

epted and

σ11

(shearing)

x1

σ12

x2

[[u3 ]] 6= 0, [[u1 ]] = [[u2 ]] = 0

σ30

x3

x1

σ30

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) displa ement/ ra k modes, (b) polar oordinate system.
to denote the dieren e of the displa ement
ra k.

This jump bra ket notation will be

that o

omponents evaluated at both fa es of the
ontinuously applied on all jump quantities

ur on this monograph, see (3.37). Ea h motion of the

to ea h other

an be asso iated with

vi inity of the edges.

ra k surfa es relatively

orresponding stress and strain elds in the near

Stress and strain elds at the vi inity of edges of ellipti al voids

have been investigated early by

Westergaard

[191℄. However, as far as the author of this

monograph is aware, the general appli ability of singular stress elds in the presen e of
ra ks was rst re ognised by

Irwin [110℄; a ni

tion to the eld of fra ture me hani s
insight of (3.6),

Irwin introdu

ed the

e

omplementary overview of his

an be found in
on ept of

Yarema [195℄.

ontribu-

Continuing from the

stress intensity fa tors2 (SIF). SIF are

parameters that amplify the magnitude of the applied stress. Quantities assigned to the
three

II ,

ra k modes are denoted by the

and

III .

orresponding sub- or supers ript, respe tively,

With respe t to SIF, the stress elds around the vi inity of a

2 Initially, working on hot stret hing of Polymethylmetha rylat (PMMA) led

of

Irwin,

to observe that the

riti al stress for a given

energy and on the PMMA elasti
elds at the

Cotterell

[39℄.

I,

ra k tip are

Kies [118℄, a

ollaborator

ra k size depended only on the PMMA fra ture

modulus, ergo, two material parameters.

ra k tip, introdu ed the stress intensity fa tor

K

Irwin then, working on stress

whi h he named in honour of Kies,

f.
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given as

KI I
f (ϕ) ,
σ I (r, ϕ) = √
2πr

KII II
σ II (r, ϕ) = √
f (ϕ)
2πr

KIII III
f (ϕ) .
σ III (r, ϕ) = √
2πr

and

(3.7)
Therein, the stress eld is expressed in terms of a polar
ra k tip, see Figure 3.3(b). The dimension of
of stress times the square root of length.
on spatial

oordinate system around the

Ki (i = I, II, III)

is that of the produ t
i
The dimensionless fun tions f only depends

oordinates. They determine the distribution of the stress eld. Due to the

restri tion of this se tion to linear elasti ity, the stress eld of a general ase of loading
I
II
an be omputed additively as σ = σ + σ
+ σ III . The SIF do not only depend on
the applied load but also on the problem geometry. They

an be found as a result of the

following limit transitions:

KI =

√

2π lim

r→0

√

r σ20 ,

Numerous publi ations
dened boundary

√

KII =

2π lim

r→0

√

r σ10

√

KIII =

and

2π lim

r→0

√

r σ30 .

(3.8)

ommitted solutions of SIF, ea h solution depending on espe ially

onditions, e. g.,

Rooke [161℄, and Wu [194℄.

As an example, the SIF  in

referen e to Figure 3.2(a)  of an innite shell with a sharp ra k of length 2s, subje ted to
0
remote tensile stress σ2 , see Figure 3.4(a), is given in (3.9). The orresponding stress eld
in polar oordinates for the given SIF follows in (3.10). As it is ne essary for subsequent
appli ations, the asso iated prin iple stress and displa ement elds are given in (3.11) and
(3.12), respe tively. In the latter,

κ = 3 − 4 ν.

strain problems

arbitrary boundary

κ

It is a

represents a material parameter whi h is for plain
ommon

hallenge to

ompute SIF numeri ally for

onditions. This problem will be addressed in Se tion 4.3.

3.1.3 Energeti Approa h to Fra ture Me hani s
Alternatively to the previously dis ussed stress
nated singular stress elds, one

an also apply an energeti

problems in fra ture me hani s.
general appli ability for elasti
edged as the origin of
of energy during
whi h must be

4

In this

ontext, the

brittle materials.

ra k propagation.

3

theory

has proven its

Grith's theory is in general a

Grith [86℄ stated that solids have a surfa

ompensated for a given

Arnold Grith

approa h to address singular

Grith

knowl-

ontinuum fra ture me hani s. The theory is based on a variation
e energy

ra k to propagate. Furthermore, the surfa e en-

ergy of a solid is stated to exhibit a potential
3 Alan

on entrations and the therefrom origi-

hara teristi , analogue to, e. g., the surfa e

(1893  1963): English engineer who is best known for his work on stress and

[Wikipedia℄

fra ture in metals that is now known as metal fatigue. He was also one of the rst to develop, in 1926, a
strong theoreti al basis for the jet engine.

4 Note in passing that

limited plasti

theory, see (3.20)3 and (3.21), has also been extended to a

material behaviour en ountered around the

represents the plasti
proposed by

Grith's

dissipation per unit area of surfa e

ra k tip, viz.

G = 2(γ + γp ).

ount for

Therein,

γp

reated. This extension has been independently

Irwin [109℄ and Orowan [152℄ at about the same time,

f.

Gürses

[89℄.
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√
KI = σ20 πs

σ20
x2
x1

2s

(3.9)

 
ϕ


2ϕ

os
1 + sin

σrr 





2
2






ϕ
KI
3
os
σϕϕ
=√




2
2πr












ϕ
ϕ


2


σrϕ
sin
os
2
2



ϕ 


sin
1
+

 σ1 
KI
ϕ
2
os
=√
 σ 
2
2πr

 1 − sin ϕ 
2
2



ϕh
r

os
κ − 1 + 2 sin2
 u1  K
r 
2
I
=
ϕh
 u 
2µ 2π 

sin
κ + 1 − 2 os2
2
2








σ20
(a)

(b)

(3.10)

(3.11)

ϕ i
2
ϕ i
2







(3.12)

Figure 3.4: (a) innite shell with a sharp ra k of length 2s subje ted to remote stress σ20 and (b)
the orresponding SIF, stress elds, prin ipal stress elds and displa ement elds.
tension of uids. Therefore, the rst law of thermodynami s (here,
me hani al energy) is extended by a

U = Uint + Uext +UΓ
| {z }
Upot
Therein, the basi

with

ra k surfa e energy


U






 Uint
Uext



UΓ




Upot

idea is that during

onservation of only

ontribution

UΓ

as

:

total system energy ,

:

total elasti

:

external load energy potential ,

:

surfa e energy of

:

total potential energy of the system .

strain energy (internal) ,
(3.13)

ra k propagation ,

ra k propagation elasti strain energy is unleashed

and the solid surfa e energy in reases. The latter energy in rease results from the surfa e
energy of additional
a

ra k surfa es. As a

onsequen e, the total potential energy

Upot

ra ked solid is always less than that of an un ra ked solid. The energy approa h

of
an

be presented best by re alling the foregoing example of an innite shell of unit thi kness,
see Figure 3.4(a). Therefore, the derivation of the total system energy (3.13) with respe t
to the

ra k propagation length

ds

5

is proposed

as

dU
dUint dUext dUΓ
=
+
+
= 0.
ds
ds
ds
ds
5 A tually,

Grith examined energeti

However, for the following dis ussion on
dU
riti al ondition
ds = 0 is su ient.

instability

riteria of

(3.14)

dU
onsidered ds ≤ 0.
onsideration of only the

ra k growth, i. e., he

ontinuum fra ture me hani s, the
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[87℄ used the stress analysis that was developed by

3.1.1, to show that the

Inglis

hange of the strain energy due to a sharp

[108℄, re all Se tion
ra k is for the given

example

△Uint (s) =
E

For (3.15),

Poisson's

7

ν

and

π(σ20 s)2
E′

E′ =

with

E
1 − ν2

(plane strain) .

denote well-known material parameters,

Young 's6

(3.15)

modulus and

ratio. The total elasti strain energy Uint is the sum of the initial strain
0
energy of the un ra ked shell Uint , and the hange of the strain energy △Uint , viz.
Uint (s) = U0int + △Uint (s). Note that the initial strain energy of the un ra ked shell
is obviously independent of the ra k length 2s. For linear elasti materials, it is possible

to express the work done by the external load as

Uext (s) = −2Uint (s) .
This relation is based on
elasti
area

surfa e area

γ,

UΓ

Clapeyron's8

theorem,

f.

(3.16)

Fosdi k & Truskinovsky

[75℄.

The

an be obtained by the introdu tion of the surfa e energy per unit

viz.

UΓ (s) = 2(2sγ) .
γ

Note that

(3.17)

is a measurable material parameter, representing the surfa e energy per unit

area. The fa tor

2

in (3.17)

omes from the two fa es of the

ra k.

Consequently, the

total system energy reads

U(s) = −U0int − △Uint (s) + 4sγ

❀

2π(σ20 )2 s
dU
=−
+ 4γ = 0 .
ds
E′

(3.18)

crit
crit
riti al value for the remote tensile stress σ2 , or for the half aw size s
crit
(note that the total riti al ra k length is 2s
), respe tively, an be dened for whi h

With this, a
the

ra k propagates:

σ2crit =

r

2E ′ γ
πs

These results are of signi ant importan e:

or scrit =

2E ′ γ
.
π(σ20 )2

riti al values

(3.19)

an now be determined experi-

mentally be ause they only depend on material parameters. This leads to a new argument
6 Thomas

Young

(1773  1829): English polymath who made notable

ontributions to the elds of

own judgement, his most important a hievement was to establish the wave theory of light.

7 Siméon

Denis Poisson (1781  1840):

[Wikipedia℄

Fren h mathemati ian, geometer, and physi ist. Several math-

emati al

on epts are named after him, e. g., the well-known 

s ienti

ontributions.

8 Benoît

Paul Émile Clapeyron

Young 's

[Wikipedia℄

vision, light, solid me hani s, energy, physiology, language, musi al harmony and Egyptology. In

Poisson equation.

He published over 300

(1799  1864): Fren h engineer and physi ist, one of the founders of

thermodynami s. He further developed the idea of a reversible pro ess and made substantive extensions
of

Rudolf Julius Emanuel Clausius ' work, known as the Clausius -Clapeyron relation.
Clapeyron's theorem of three moments is very well known.

and stru tural analysis,

[Wikipedia℄
In

ivil engineering
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that

ra k propagation

value. This is a

an o

ur when the energy supplied to the solid ex eeds a

ru ial advantage over the approa h of

ra k propagation for

riti al

riti al stress

values related to single points, be ause, in a mathemati al sense, singular stress elds at
the tip of a sharp

ra k always o

ur, no matter how small the applied external stress is.

Hen e, it is possible to say that the SIF are lo al parameters while the energy release rate
des ribes a global relation.
In 1957,

Irwin

[110℄ reformulated the energeti

approa h of the

Grith

theory into a

more suitable form for engineering appli ations. Re alling (3.13), (3.14), and (3.18), the
dieren e of the total system energy between the state of a xed
the state of an elongated (on both ends by

ds)

ra k (length

2s)

and

ra k yields


 

Uint (2s) + Uext (2s) − Uint (2s + 2ds) + Uext (2a + 2ds) = 4γds ,
 dUint + dUext 
−
= 4γ ,
ds
2π(σ20 )2 s
= 4γ .
−
E′

The left hand side of (3.20) is designated to yield to the
sents the elasti
propagation.

energy per unit

energy release rate.

(3.20)

It repre-

ra k surfa e area that is available for innitesimal

ra k

The right hand side of (3.20) represents the material resistan e to

ra k

propagation. The original denition

G := − 12

9

of the energy release rate reads

 dUint + dUext  π(σ20 )2 s
=
.
ds
E′

(3.21)

1
in (3.21) arises from the symmetry of the parti ular example, see Figure
2
3.4(a), where the ra k extension takes pla e at both ends of the ra k. With (3.21)
The fa tor

x2

x2

ag repla ements

σ22 (x1 )
u2 (x1 )
x1
s

x1
σ22 (x1 )

△s

(a)

s

△s

(b)

Figure 3.5: Cra k losure problem: (a) virtual ra k propagation ds, (b) virtual tra tion for es.
9 Note in passing that
and

hosed the letter

G

Irwin used the term  ra k extension for e in analogy to a for e on a dislo ation
Grith; nowadays a Roman letter G is a eptable, f. Cotterell [39℄.

in honour of
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it is possible to show that the energeti

approa h to fra ture me hani s is essentially

equivalent to the approa h with singular stress eld parameters (SIF) for linear elasti

I

material behaviour. This relation will be derived regarding a pure Mode

example, again,

analogue to the foregoing example depi ted in Figure 3.4(a). Although the relation will
be derived with respe t to a spe i
also to other

are applied to a small virtual

u2 = u2 (x1 ) is
ra k

example, it is a general relationship that applies

ongurations. In the given example, virtual tra tion for es
ra k extension

△s

losed in that region, see Figure 3.5. The

losure problem in the near distan e of the

Z△s
△W = σ22 u2 dx1

❀

0

Irwin's11

Therein,
the lo al

in

ra k

x1 -dire

ϕ

and

a

 1
△W
lim (
) = lim
△s→0 △s
△s→0 △s
{z
}
|
=G

△W

of the

10

work

Z△s

σ22 u2 dx1 .

(3.22)

0

losure integral (3.22)2 relates the global energy release rate
ra k extension

u2

△s,

f.

G to

Irwin

and the stress fun tion

σ22

losure problem (3.22) follow from (3.11) and (3.12), respe tively, by setting

ording to Figure 3.5:

κ+1
KI (s + △s)
u2 (r = △s − x1 , ϕ = π) =
2µ
KI (s)
σ22 (r = x1 , ϕ = 0) = √
.
2πx1
In (3.23)1 ,

s + △s

ra k

orresponding

ra k tip stress and displa ement elds for a small

ra k

r

tion su h that the

ra k tip reads

[110℄. This is dire tly related to (3.21). The displa ement
for the

σ22 = σ22 (x1 )

KI (s + △s)

before the

represents the SIF of the original

losing, whereas in (3.23)2 ,

Insertion of (3.23) in (3.22)2 yields to the

SIF, viz.

GI
❀ GI

KI (s)

r

△s − x1
,
2π

ra k tip with the

(3.23)

ra k length

represents the SIF after the

losing.

equivalen e of the energy release rate and

π
= △s
}| 2
{
z
Z△sr
 1

△s − x1
κ+1 2
dx1 ,
KI lim
=
△s→0 △s
4µπ
x1

κ + 1 2 KI2
=
KI = ′
8µ
E

(3.24)

0

(Mode

I) .

10 It is ru ial to note that here only one side of the ra k extension is in luded into the work integral.
Other

ontributions may in lude both sides of the ra k extension into the work integral but then have
1
2 , orresponding to the original denition of the energy release rate (3.21).
(1907  1998): Ameri an s ientist in the eld of fra ture me hani s and strength

to add the fa tor

11 George

Rankin Irwin

[Wikipedia℄

of materials. He dened the fundamental on ept of a stress intensity fa tor and the
fa tor whi h is a material property.

riti al stress intensity
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The subs ript

( · )I

I

of the energy release rate denotes its Mode

III

ra ks follows

III ) .

(3.25)

ra k extension, the energy release rates of the

orresponding

len e of the energy release rate and the SIF for Mode

II

relation. The equiva-

and Mode

analogously to the pre eding derivation, viz.

GII =

2
KII
E′

For a general mixed mode
modes

(Mode

II )

GIII =

and

2
KIII
2µ

(Mode

an be superposed, yielding

G=

2
2
KIII
KI2 KII
+
+
.
E′
E′
2µ

(3.26)

3.1.4 J-integral
Until know, only elasti

material behaviour has been

onsidered. Obviously, this does not

represent real material behaviour. Therefore, espe ially with fo us on the development
of a

ontinuum fra ture-me hani al framework, inelasti

material behaviour needs to be

onsidered. A further step towards the development of su h a framework is the introdu tion of the

Ri e

integral, also well known as the

J -integral,

Ri e [159℄. Initially, the
by Eshelby [72℄ before it

f.

on ept of the J -integral has been already introdu ed in 1951
repla ements
was applied to 2-d not h problems by
. The J -integral exhibits the advantage of its

Ri e

appli ability to inelasti

fra ture me hani s. With it, the validity of the previously intro-

du ed SIF and the energy release rate
inelasti

pro ess zones. A

an be extended towards materials with moderate

ru ial attribute of the

independent. It will be introdu ed while
body

B, see Figure 3.6.

Note that here, in

tal fra ture me hani s

J -integral

is that it is in general path

onsidering a linear elasti

homogeneous solid

ontrast to the other se tions in this fundamen-

hapter, a 3-d setting will be used. The dieren e between a 2-d

and a 3-d setting is for this parti ular dis ussion negligible. However, the later following
appli ation of the

J -integral

will benet from the setting

hosen here.

Γ2
Γd

t

t

t
n
ds

B

W̌
u(x + ds)

x

da
Γ1

t

n

ds
u(x)

da

Ŵ

n · ds

Ω, ∂Ω = Γ1 + Γ2

v̌
u(x)

Figure 3.6: Shift of boundary surfa e by withdrawing of material.
Let the body
two parts,

Γ1

B

partially o

and

Γ2 .

upy the domain

Ω.

The surfa e

∂Ω

of the domain

onsists of

The body itself ends inside the domain at the dis ontinuity surfa e
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orresponding surfa e normal ve tor is represented by

n.

Consequently, there

is no material inside the opposing part of the domain. Furthermore, let the surfa e tension

t = σ n a t on the surfa e Γd . By applying a shift (
e Γd , the system energy hanges by dU. The shift is

ds

ve tor

onstant translation)

surfa

onsidered as a withdrawing

or adding, respe tively, of material. As a result, the system energy
the strain (internal) energy density
energy

dUext ,

viz.

Z

dUint =

W(σ, ε),

(W n · ds) da

stored in the strip

Γd

dUext = −

Z

Γd

= −

Z



W

with


W̌ − Ŵ da

with

(HT σ n · ds) da ,

=

Zε

ds,

hange

of the

onsists of

and the external load

σ · dε =

1
σ ·ε,
2

0


W̌
=
t · u(x + ds) ,








= t · u(x) + |H{zds} ,

=: v̌


H
=
grad
u(x)
,





 Ŵ = t · u(x) ,

Γd

❀ dU = dUint + dUext =

Z

Γd




(W I − HT σ) n · ds da .
{z
}
|
=: E

This derivation of the  based on a material shift  system energy

Eshelby 12

dire t relation to the

quantity within the theory of
the

on ept of

stress tensor

E.

The

Eshelby

hange reveals the

stress tensor is a

ongurational (material) for es.

ongurational for es in 1951, whi h

(3.27)

Eshelby

orrelates with the

ru ial

[72℄ proposed

on ept of the

J-

integral. Congurational for es represent for es that a t on imperfe tions or singularities,
respe tively.

The basis of the theory of

balan e equation div E
equation.

+ f = 0;

ongurational for es is the evaluation of the

see Se tion B.3 for a detailed derivation of this balan e

Based on this, the surfa e integral in (3.27)

an be rewritten into a volume

integral, thus yielding to

Z

(E n · ds) da = (

ΓD

Z

E da) · ds ❀

ΓD

Z

div E

dv

with

∂Ω∗

:

losed surfa e .

(3.28)

Ω∗

E = E T . It an be shown that the divergen e of E
∗
domain Ω , under the assumptions of a homogeneous (no

Note in passing that this only holds if
vanishes independently of the
12 John

Douglas Eshelby

self-study.

the basis of the theory of
en y lopædi
[11℄℄

(1916  1981): English physi ist who gained most of his knowledge through

His work on defe t me hani s and mi rome hani s of inhomogeneous solids has provided
ongurational (material) for es. He had a broad s ienti

interest with an

general knowledge, inter alia, through his passionate interest in se ondhand books. [

Bilby
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singularities, nor dis ontinuities), elasti

W(ε))

material with the strain energy density

and the absen e of body for es (div σ

= 0),

(W =

viz.



1
W I − HT σ = ∇( σ · ε) − div (HT σ) with ∇( · ) = grad ( · ) ,
2
13


1 13
1
= (∇ σ ) T εT + (∇ε) T ( σ T ) − (∇HT ) σ + HT div
σ} ,
{z
|
2 }
2
| {z
=0
=0
23
13
T
T
T
T 1 T
with σ = σ , and ∇ε = (∇ε) , follows (∇ε) ( σ ) = (∇H ) σ ,
2
= 0

div E

=

div

(3.29)
For an index-based notation of the derivation (3.29), the interested reader is referred
to

Eriksson

[71℄, and

independent.

Huber et al.

[107℄.

This property allows the

Consequently, the integral (3.28)3 is domain
onstru tion of other forms of domain or path

R

ΓD

the
let

( · )da

be the integral over the

Eshelby
R

stress tensor vanishes, the identity

R

R

R

( · )da
Γ1

Let

=

−

Ω∗

R

ΓD

( · ) dv

dU =

Z

E da · ds = −

ΓD

Z

E da · ds = −j · ds

with

j :=

( · )da

Z

E da .

is

the

(3.30)

J -integral
x2

into the previously used 2-d example framework,
the repla
surfa ements
e
PSfrag
3.7.

holds. Further,

∂Ω

∂Ω

In order to transfer the ve torial notation of the

Γ2

R

=

( · ) dv = Γ1 ( · )da + Γ2 ( · )da be the integral over the overall domain Ω. Be ause
Γ2 surrounds a void, the previous insights yield to the formal introdu tion of
J -integral in a ve torial notation, namely j, viz.

∂Ω
the surfa e

the

R

( · )da +
Γ1
losed surfa e of the body B . Be ause the integral of

independent integrals by using transformations of (3.29).

onsidered as to be fold up around a not h, see Figure
Let the shift

J -integral
J=

Z

ds

ve tor

only take pla e in

e1 -dire

t

e2

tion. Thus,

an be redu ed to:

E da · e1 , =

∂Ω

=

Z

C
Z
C

e1






W n · e1 − HT σ n · e1 dc ,
∂u 
W n1 −
· t dc .
∂x1

Note in passing that this is also the original denition of the
Therein, the surfa e integration over

∂Ω

n
s

(3.31)

x1

ds

Figure 3.7: J -integral
path.
J -integral

by

Ri e

[159℄.

orresponds, for a 2-d setting, to a line integral
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R

( · )dc. The orientation of the line integral is ounter lo kwise. With (3.31), the relation
of the J -integral to the pre eding energy release (3.21) rate be omes obvious, viz.
C

dU
=
−
ds

Z



∂ui
σiℓ nℓ dc
W n1 −
∂x1

C

with

ds = ds · e1

❀ J = G(I) =

KI2
E′

(Mode

I) .

(3.32)

It is also possible to apply the on ept of the J -integral to mixed mode ra ks, e. g.,
1
2
2
J = E1′ (KI2 + KII
) + 2µ
KIII
. Furthermore, it is of pra ti al signi an e that this approa h an be also applied to elasti -plasti
ra k problems. This is possible due to the
aforementioned integration path independen y of (3.31),

f.

Ri e

[159℄.

3.1.5 Cohesive Fra ture Theory
In Se tion 3.1.1, the dis ussion on sharp openings in linear elasti
stress singularities near the tip (r
real material behaviour.

→ 0 ❀ σ → ∞).

Instead, even elasti

This of

materials revealed

ourse does not represent

materials exhibit inelasti , even though

small, pro ess zones in the near vi inity of sharp openings. These zones limit the stress
response and prevent it from being innite.

Only on this basis of nite stresses, the

dierential equations of equilibrium and boundary

onditions postulated in Se tion 2.5

an be satised. In the framework of the LEFM, the size of the inelasti
of an opening is assumed to be small
opening

2s,

and the

s ale yielding.
small inelasti

K -dominant

zone in front

ompared to the sizes of both, the length of the

region

rK .

These preliminaries are referred to as

small

Note that be ause the material is assumed to be elasti , ex ept in the

region around the fra ture tip, the propagation of the opening

an still be

treated as non-du tile fra ture. A rst approximation for the estimation of the size of the
pro ess zone goes ba k to
a pure elasti
For the

Irwin [111℄.

His approximation is based on the substitution of

stress distribution by an elasto-plasti

omputation of the pure elasti

stress distribution is assumed to be
given by a shift of the pure elasti
zone follows the

stress distribution, see Figure 3.8(a).

stress distribution re all (3.11). The elasto-plasti

onstant inside the plasti

stress distribution with

ℓa .

zone. Its elasti
The length

I

rp

remain is

of the plasti

onstraint that both resulting for es must be identi al inside the plasti

zone, viz.

ℓZ
a +ℓb
0

K
√ I dr = σ2y (ℓa + ℓb )
| {z }
2πr
2rpI

Note that the length of the plasti
This follows the assumption of a
The estimation of the

❀

1
2rp =
π
I

zone is denoted as

ir ular plasti

2rpI ;



KI
σ2y

2

this is a

zone around the

.

(3.33)

ommon notation.

ra k tip, see

Wells [188℄.

shape of the plasti pro ess zone is in general non-trivial.

a rough impression of the shape of the plasti
ontour of the area for whi h the elasti

For

pro ess zone it is possible to visualise the

stress distribution eld satises a yield fun tion.

Inserting the prin iple stress eld (3.11) into the

ir ular

von Mises

yield fun tion, see
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( )

σ2

Ehlers

ℓa ℓb

von Mises
Tres a

elasti

σ2y

rp

elasto-plasti

σ20

ϕ
r

(a)

2rpI

rK

(b)

Figure 3.8: (a) elasti and elasto-plasti stress distribution after Irwin, (b) shapes of plasti
zones ( ontour of the area for whi h the elasti stress-distribution eld satises the
orresponding yield fun tion).
(B.10), yields to the

ontour fun tion of the plasti

rp =

KI2
2πσ2y

os

zone by



ϕ
3 sin2 + 1 .
2
2

2ϕ

(3.34)

The material

hara ter in this zone is assumed to be ideally plasti . In order to visualise

a qualitative

omparison, the two plasti

(3.35), and of
the plasti

zones of the yield fun tions of

Ehlers , see (B.16), are added to Figure 3.8(b).

For in reasing plasti

zones the LEFM

Re all, this visualisation of

annot be applied any more. Instead, alternative

shells of du tile materials, tongue-like plasti
see Figure 3.9(a). On this basis,

yield strip model.

Dugdale

Édouard Tres a

14

zones in front of

ra k tips

ount. In slim

an be observed,

[49℄ proposed an elasti -plasti

Therein, ideal elasto-plasti

on entrate in a line in front of the
13 Henri

, see

zones is limited to the framework of small s ale yielding.

approa hes need to be spe ied to take the plasti material behaviour into a

as the

Tres a13

model, known

material behaviour is assumed to

ra k. The physi al

ra k length

s0

is then virtually

(1814  1885): Fren h engineer who is probably best known for the
D
prin ipal stresses σ{1,2,3} , reads

Tres a

riterion of material failure whi h, in terms of the deviatori

F = [(σ1D − σ2D )2 − 4κ2 ] [(σ2D − σ3D )2 − 4κ2 ] [(σ3D − σ1D )2 − 4κ2 ] = 0 .
His reputation as an engineer was so good that

[Wikipedia℄

Gustave Eiel put his name on number 3 in
Tres a was also involved in the design pro

72 people making the Eiel tower in Paris possible.
standard metre etalon.

14 Donald

Stephen Dugdale

(1930  2005):

(3.35)

his list of
ess of the

Professor of the Department of Me hani al and Pro ess

Engineering (University of Sheeld, U. K.) who dedi ated his s ienti

eld of work to fra ture me hani s.
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σc (x)
x2

x2

x2
δc

x1
(a)

x1

s0

(b)

dDp

s0

σ2y

x
x1

σ2y

( )

dDp

s0

dBp

Figure 3.9: (a) tongue-like plasti zone in front of a ra k tip, (b) elasti -plasti model
after Dugdale , ( ) non-linear ohesive stress fun tion after Barenblatt.
extended on this line by

dDp = 2rpD ,

resulting in a new

both sides of this virtual extension of the

ra k surfa e, the yield

Figure 3.9(b). The solution for this method

s = s0 + 2rpD . On
y
stress σ2 is applied, see

ra k length

an be found by a superposition of two elasti

sub-problems, see Figure 3.10. Consequently, the stress singularity and the SIF vanish
at the

ra k tip of the virtual extension, i. e., the end of the plasti

LEFM regains its validity for ea h of the elasti
SIF

an be applied again. The length of the plasti

π
2rp =
8
D



KI
σ2y

zone. With this, the

sub-problems and the former dis ussed

2

zone

an be found as

.

(3.36)

The separation of the upper and lower side of the virtually extended ra k line is denoted
PSfrag repla ements
as δc = δc (x1 ), with δc (x1 = s) = 0, see Figure 3.9(b). It is a measure of the state of
crit
deformation and a ommon fra ture parameter for the ra k tip δc (x1 = s0 ) = δc . It has
been proposed as the
(CTOD) parameter by

ra k tip opening displa ement

Wells

[188℄.

σ20
σ2y

x2

x2

σ2y
x1

dDp

σ20
σ2y

=

2s dDp

x1
2(s+dDp )

σ20

x2

σ2y

+

x1
dDp

dDp

σ20

Figure 3.10: Superposition of two pure elasti sub-problems to gain an elasto-plasti model
after Dugdale .
Alternatively to the elasto-plasti

model from

Dugdale , Barenblatt

parently similar model. It is often referred to as the
basis of the

[7℄ proposed an ap-

ohesive fra ture theory.

The

ohesive fra ture theory is the same as for the yield strip model. The only

dieren e between these

ontributions lies in the yield stress distribution over the virtual
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elongation of the

ra k surfa e. In

tip is spe ied by a non-linear
linear

ohesive stress fun tion

Barenblatt's proposal, the fra

ohesive stress fun tion

σc (x),

onstitutes the interatomi

solution of this model is highly dependent on the

ture pro ess at the

ra k

see Figure 3.9( ). This non-

for es in the

hoi e of the

ohesive zone. The

ohesive stress fun tion.

The problem is usually approa hed numeri ally, as a general analyti al solution is not
available.

3.2 Continuum Fra ture Me hani s
In order to formulate fra ture me hani s within a

ontinuum-me hani al framework, some

kinemati al aspe ts, analogue to Se tion 2.3, need to be dis ussed. The following se tion
adopts the pioneering work of
me hani s, and later

Simo et al.

[172℄, on strong dis ontinuities in

ontributions to this topi

by

Oliver et al.

ontinuum

[150, 151℄. These fun-

damentals are herein extended towards the TPM. This monograph assumes that strong
S
dis ontinuities (jumps) only o ur in the displa ement eld of the solid phase ϕ .

3.2.1 Strong Dis ontinuity Kinemati s
For the fundamentals of

strong dis ontinuity kinemati s, let S 0(XS , t0) be the mate-

rial (xed) surfa e of a dis ontinuity through the solid phase
let

S0

ϕS

at time t0 . Furthermore,

B0

interse t the body

in the referen e onguration as pi tured in Figure 3.11. The
+
−
body B and the body parts {B , B } are assumed to be, at any time t, en ased in a uid;
F
this surrounding uid is assumed to be identi al to the interstitial uid phase ϕ . Note

15

that in the following all jump

[[ · ]],

and

-related values on the dis ontinuity surfa e are denoted as
+
−
+
−
onsist of a left ( · ) and a right side ( · ) . The two body parts B 0 and B 0

are assumed to be perfe tly

−
B0 = B+
0 ∪ B0

Therein,

S+
0

and

with

S−
0

onne ted to ea h other in the referen e


−
S(B 0 ) = ∂B +

0 ∪ ∂B 0

+
+
S(B +
0 ) = ∂B 0 ∪ S 0


−
−
S(B −
0 ) = ∂B 0 ∪ S 0

: overall body surfa e,
: left body surfa e,

surfa e normal ve tor

mS

and the surfa e in rement

S 0 | dASS = mSS dASS

with

S

dAS

S 0.

The

orresponding

are implied by


 S+
| dASS,+ ≡ dASS ,
0

| dASS,− := −mSS dASS .
 S−
0

15 In this monograph, the general denition for jump quantities over a singular surfa e


[[( · )(x, t)]] := ( · )+ − ( · )− = lim ( · )(x0 + ε nS ) − ( · )(x0 − ε nS ) .
ε→0

(3.38)

: right body surfa e.

denote the two sides of the material surfa e
S

onguration as

(3.39)

S (nS daS ) reads:
(3.37)
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S0
S
B+
0 mS

PS

nS ,+

χ+
S

B−
0

u+
S

B+

u−
S

Γ0 (ξ)

[[uS ]]

B−

n̄S
Γ

S−

x+
(t0 )

S

nS ,−

χ−
S

B0

_

S+

XS

B

BS

−

x

(t)

O

Figure 3.11: Kinemati relations in ontinuum fra ture me hani s in extension to Figure
2.3.
Thus, let the solid motion fun tion

χS

onsists of two parts, ea h of it

XS , viz.
( +
+
+
χS (XS , t) : B+
0 → B (t) ∀ XS ∈ B 0 ,
χS =
−
−
−
χ−
S (XS , t) : B 0 → B (t) ∀ XS ∈ B 0 .

ontinuous for all

related material points

Remark:

Due to the limitation of strong dis ontinuities only o

(3.40)

urring in the displa e-

χF : B0 → B(t) ∀ XF ∈ B 0 is
+
−
the dis ontinuity, S
and S , are fully permeable.
S
respe tively, of the body B 0 → B(t) = B 0 + B (t)

ment eld of the solid phase, the uid motion fun tion
virtually unae ted if the surfa es of
Nevertheless, the opening or

hange,

must not be negle ted. This will be taken into a

ount in the su

essive dis ussion on

balan e relations for the fra tured body.
The two eld

hara teristi

✷

of (3.40) leads to a weak dis ontinuity, i. e., a kink, in the solid

χS . As a onsequen e, the deformation gradient, its determinant, the
displa ement eld, and all related strain and stress measures an be strongly dis ontinuous

motion fun tion
over

S 0.

Hen e, the deformation quantities

FS =

(

+
F+
S ∀ XS ∈ B 0 ,

−
F−
S ∀ XS ∈ B 0 ,

JS =

(

JS+ ∀ XS ∈ B+
0 ,

JS− ∀ XS ∈ B−
0 ,

(3.41)

are dened separately for both parts of the body. Regarding the solid displa ement eld
on the dis ontinuity surfa e
as

S 0,

see Figure 3.11, the

−
[[uS ]] = [[uS ]](XS , t) := u+
S − uS

orresponding jump

∀ XS ∈ S 0 .

an be identied

(3.42)
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ψ(XS )

By introdu ing an enri hment fa tor
fun tion

uS

an be

omposed by a

as a step fun tion, the displa ement eld

ontinuous and a dis ontinuous part; the latter one

implying the displa ement jump:

uS = uS (XS , t) = ũS (XS , t) + ψ(XS )[[uS ]] .
| {z }
| {z }
ontinuous

Note in passing that this is also the very basi
Method (XFEM), see Se tion 4.3. In this

ontext, the following two step fun tions are

16

H (XS ) is

:


1 ∀ XS ∈ B +
0 , 

0 ∀ XS ∈ S 0 ,
= sign(XS ) = ψ2 (XS )

− 
−1 ∀ XS ∈ B 0 .

(3.44)

Within this monograph, the rst variant
fun tion

dis ontinuous

prin iple of the extended Finite-Element

legitimate enri hments for strong dis ontinuities


1 ∀ XS ∈ B +

0 ,

ψ1 (XS ) = H (XS ) =
0 ∀ XS ∈ S 0 ,


0 ∀ XS ∈ B −
0 ;

(3.43)

ψ1 (XS )

ontaining the unmodied

Heaviside -

hosen as the enri hment for the displa ement eld, see Figure 3.12(a).

With it, the material derivative of the displa ement eld arises as

GradS uS

=

∂uS
∂[[uS ]]
+
= GradS ũS + H
∂XS
∂XS
|
{z
}
regular

−

:= ▽S uS

δS ([[uS ]] ⊗ mSS ) .
{z
}
|

singular

=

:= ▽S uS

FS = I + GradS uS inherits
H (XS ) results in the singular Dira

Consequently, the solid deformation gradient
hara ter of (3.45). The derivation of

(3.45)

the singular

17

δS

-Delta

with the properties

δS = δS (XS ) =

(

+∞ ∀ XS ∈ S 0 ,
0 ∀ XS ∈

B+
0

The singular part of (3.45) does not

∪

B−
0

with

Z

δS f (XS ) dVS =

Z

f (XSS ) dASS .

S0

B+0 ∪ B−0

(3.46)

ontribute for material points lo ated beside the

dis ontinuity surfa e, but adds unbounded values for points lo ated on the surfa e itself,
see Figure 3.12(b). Obviously, the surfa e of the dis ontinuity

hanges together with the

surrounding body over time; so does the ree tion of the normal ve tor

mSS

in the a tual

16 Weak dis ontinuities (kinks) in ontinuum eld fun tions an be represented by, e. g., the abs-fun tion
as an enri hment:

17 Paul

ψA (XS ) = abs(φ(XS )) = |φ(XS )|.

Adrien Mauri e Dira

(1902  1984): English theoreti al physi ist who made fundamental

on-

tributions to the early development of both quantum me hani s and quantum ele trodynami s. Among
other dis overies, he formulated the Dira

[Wikipedia℄

equation and predi ted the existen e of antimatter.

shared the Nobel Pri e in physi s for 1933 with

Erwin S hrödinger .

Dira
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GradS uS (Γ(XS ), t)

uS

=

▽S u S

H [[uS ]]

(a)

+∞

ũS (Γ(ξ), t)

(b)

ξ

S0

−

▽S u S
ξ

S0

Figure 3.12: (a) jump in displa ement eld fun tion, (b) its material derivation.

onguration. Applying a push-forward transport (2.20)1 to the surfa e in rement of the
dis ontinuity yields

da∗ = detFS FTS −1 dASS ❀ n∗ = JS FTS −1 mSS

dASS
da∗

with

da∗ = n∗ da∗ .

(3.47)

This represents the transport me hanism of the dis ontinuity surfa e normal ve tor into
S
∗
the a tual onguration, mS → n (t). Be ause of the singular hara teristi of the de∗
formation gradient (3.41)1 , the normal ve tor n is not well-dened and an be either
S ,+
S ,−
n
or n
, see Figure 3.11. One possible solution for this problem is the regularisation
=
of ▽S uS by introdu ing a dis ontinuity band instead of a sharp dis ontinuity surfa e.
Another ansatz to avoid singular deformation fun tions has been dis ussed in

& Garikipati

[5℄, and

Steinmann & Bets h

map is restri ted to be spatially
surfa es in the a tual

Armero

[176℄. Therein, the jump in the deformation

onstant, whi h inherently leads to parallel dis ontinuity

onguration; thus, to an in ompatibility. Alternatively to these

_

approa hes, a virtual surfa e

S , whi

h is

entred in-between the two sides of the dis onti-

nuity, will be introdu ed in the subsequent Se tion 3.2.2. The introdu tion of the virtual

ohesive zone model, see also, e. g.,

surfa e is motivated through the appli ation of the

Wells et al.

Remark:

[190℄.
In anti ipation of the following Se tion 3.2.3, it is noted that the evaluation of

(3.45), together with (3.46)2 , results in the same weak, variational formulation of the BVP
as it does after the
is a

onsiderations about dis ontinuous global master balan es. The latter

ompanied by an extension of the

pro ess with respe t to (3.45) is a

Reynolds 18

transport theorem.

of dis ontinuous variational formulations, see e. g.,

Hetti h [103℄.

In detail, the evaluation

on the basis of (2.77)2 yields for an arbitrary ve tor-valued fun tional
18 Osborne

Reynolds (1842  1912):

ing of uid dynami s.

in 1851, but

Reynolds

a = b+c

with

British physi ist who was a prominent innovator in the understand-

In uid me hani s, the 

Reynolds

number Re is a dimensionless number that

[Wikipedia℄

gives a measure of the ratio of inertial for es to vis ous for es. The

Gabriel Stokes

The evaluation

ommon approa h in the literature to motivate the set

popularised its use in 1883.

on ept was introdu ed by

George
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c=Hd

the following relation:

Z

A · ▽a dv

Ω

❀ ···+
⇒

Z

Z

with

▽c = H ▽d + d ⊗ ▽H

A · d ⊗ δn dv = · · · +

Ω

A · ▽b dv +

Ω

Z
Ω

Z

A · H ▽d dv +

Ω

δ(e · d) dv
Z

▽H = δn ,

and

e = An ,

with

(3.48)

e · d da .

Γ

Anyway, dis ontinuous global master balan es and the a

ompanied extension of the

Reynold s transport theorem is the favoured methodology in this monograph.

to model the

ohesive zone in the framework of the

lassi al

It is applied

ontinuum-me hani al eld

theories. The sustaining of the general appli ability of the global master balan es is one of
the reasons  if not the main reason  for the elegan e of the TPM. The derivation of (3.48)
in this

ontext will be the subje t of subsequent se tions. Note in passing that it is also a

ommon approa h to obtain
of

ohesive XFEM balan e equations by the dire t integration

orresponding quantities over the surfa e of a dis ontinuity. This dire t integration is

motivated by interfa e

onsiderations.

The integrative

ontributions are then in luded

into the prin iple of virtual work and subsequent into the balan e of me hani al energy,
see, e. g.,

Jäger

[112℄.

✷

3.2.2 Cohesive Zone Model
This monograph will apply the
and

Barenblatt

ohesive zone model,

originated from

Dugdale

[49℄,

[7℄. The

ohesive zone model implies that tra tions an be transmitted
+
−
through both sides of the dis ontinuity, i. e., through the surfa es S and S , see Se tion

_

3.1.5. To avoid a possible in ompatibility, a virtual surfa e
normal ve tor

designed to be

S

n̄

S,

together with its surfa e

, is heuristi ally introdu ed in the a tual onguration. This surfa e is
S + and S − , see Figure 3.11. As far as the author is

entred in between

aware, this idea originates from

Wells

[189℄. With this preliminaries, the

orresponding,

also virtual, motion fun tion

χ̄SS =

1
2



−
χ+
S + χS



_

: S 0 → S (t) ∀ XS ∈ S 0

(3.49)

and deformation gradient

F̄SS =

1
2

 +

FS + F−
S

∀ XS ∈ S 0

with

S

det (F̄S )

:= J¯SS

(3.50)

provide a framework for the denition of unique dis ontinuity surfa e tra tion. As a
sequen e, the deformation gradient for material points at

XS

on-

on the virtual dis ontinuity
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_

surfa e

S

reads

_

virtual deformation gradient on
PSfrag repla ements

F̄SS (XS ) = I + GradS ũS +

S

1 ∂[[uS ]]
2
∂XS

(3.51)

+
−
1
pla es the virtual surfa e in the middle of S and S . With this, an asso i2
ated pull-ba k and push-forward transport me hanisms an be introdu ed. In parti ular,

The fa tor

the surfa e normal ve tor on the virtual dis ontinuity surfa e

n̄S = J¯SS F̄SS ,T −1 mSS

dASS
dāS

an be identied by

dāS = n̄S dāS .

with

(3.52)

Further kinemati al details need to be regarded for the subsequent dis ussion on the
ohesive zone model.

Thus, the a tual

onguration tra tion for e ve tor that an be
+
−
transmitted through both sides of the dis ontinuity surfa e, S and S , is postulated as
S,S
t̄ , see Figure 3.13. The tra tion for e ve tor is shifted in order to a t on the virtual

S0
nS ,+

S,S

p
B+
0

dASS
−mSS

S

mS

XS

B+
χ̄S

S+

−pS,S

x+
t̄S,S
n̄S
S

dā

B−
0
(t0 )

(t)

_

S

[[u⊥
S ]]

−n̄S
−t̄S,S
B−
[[u∼
S ]]
x−
S−

nS ,−

Figure 3.13: Kinemati relations in ontinuum fra ture me hani s in detail.
_

representation of the dis ontinuity surfa e
ve tor

an be related again to its

S.

With (3.52) and (2.34) the tra tion for e
S,S
in the referen e onguration, viz.
ounterpart p

t̄S,S =

dASS S,S
p .
dāS

(3.53)

S
Note that these tra tion quantities are herein solely related to the solid onstituent ϕ
⊥
of the overall aggregate. Furthermore, the normal [[ S ]] asso iated to the displa ement

u
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jump
are

[[uS ]]

and its tangential

[[u∼
S ]]

gaps are introdu ed as depi ted in Figure 3.13. They

omputed as
S
S
[[u⊥
S ]] = ([[uS ]] · n̄ ) n̄

and

⊥
[[u∼
S ]] = [[uS ]] − [[uS ]] .

(3.54)

3.2.3 Strong Dis ontinuities in Continuum Me hani s
For the appli ation of the

ohesive zone model and by that the in lusion of strong dis on-

tinuities into the

ontinuum-me hani al eld theories, the global representation

lassi al

of the master balan es (2.38) needs to be modied. In the following, only ve tor-valued

g repla ements
me hani al quantities need to be

onsidered. The modied global master balan e is

on-

gruent for s alar-valued me hani al quantities. The former global master balan e remains
+
−
α
still valid for the sub-parts B
and B but their ow ontingent Φ over the surfa e S
_
+/−
must in lude the additional surfa e(s) S
or S , respe tively. This is attended by the
superposition prin iple for

ohesive zones from Se tion 3.1.5, see Figure 3.14. Hen e, the

_

∂B +

n̄

[[Φα ]]
Φα
B

n̄

α

_

∂B +

S

S

σα
=

n̄

σα

[[Φα ]]

Ψ̂

Φα
B

n

+

+

B−

∂B −

S

S

α

Ψ̂

+

B−

_

∂B +

S

S

B+

n
∂B −

B−

n
∂B −

Figure 3.14: Superposition prin iple for ohesive zones on ontinuum me hani s.
surfa es of the sub-parts read
the single sub-parts results

for

dα
B :
dt
+

Z

α

Ψ dv =

B+

for

dα
B− :
dt

Z

B−

∂B + ∪ S +

+
α

Ψ dv =
+

Z

(Φ n) da +

Z

The global master balan e for

α

σ dv +

B+

(Φα )+ (−nS ,+ ) daS ,
α

(Φ n) da +

−
∂B
Z


S−

∂B − ∪ S − .

α

+
∂B
Z

+
SZ

and

Z

α

σ dv +

B−

(Φα )− (−nS ,− ) daS .

Note the negative sign of the normal ve tors
orientation to the regular normal ve tors of

Z

Ψ̂ dv

Z

Ψ̂ dv

α

B+

α

(3.55)

B−

nS ,+/− , whi h is due to their re ipro al
∂B +/− . Re all the denition (3.39); thus,
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From the sum of (3.55) over the overall body

B = B + ∪ B−

follows

the nal form of the modied global master balan e of ve tor-valued me hani al quantities
for a mixture

dα
dt

Z

onstituent, viz.

_

modied global master balan e with
α

Ψ =

B

Z

α

(Φ n) da +

Z

α

σ dv +

B

∂B

Z

B

α

Ψ̂ dv −

Z

S

[[Φα ]] n̄S daS

(3.56)

_

S

Therein, the general notation of jump quantities (3.37) is used. To nd the lo al form
of (3.56), the  in the left part of the equation  underlying

Reynold s transport theorem

needs to be extended, too. This extension must in orporate singular surfa es that interse t
the

ontinua. For details on this extension see Se tion B.4. With this, the volume integral

of the extended global master balan e

an be, analogously to Se tion 2.5, found as

Z
Z h
i
α
′
′
′
∂Ψα
α
α
α
dv =
[[Ψα ⊗ (xα − xS̄ ) − Φα ]] n̄S daS .
+ div (Ψ ⊗ xα ) −div Φ − σ − Ψ̂
{z
}
| ∂t
_
B
′
S
α ′
α
(Ψ )α + Ψ div xα

(3.57)

The left part of this equation is

ontinuous over the volume integral. As a onsequen e,
P α in B is identi al to (2.39)2. The lo al balan e

its lo al form for all material points

_

relation for material points on
part of (3.57):

S

results from the surfa e integral over it, i. e., the right

lo al balan e on
′

′

_

S

(3.58)

[[Ψα ⊗ (xα − xS̄ ) − Φα ]] n̄S = 0
_

Therein, the requirement for
has to

ontinuity over the surfa e

onsider two sets of material points,

S

is presumed. Obviously, one

_

{P α ∈ {B}} and {P α ∈ {B, S }};

the rst set

following only the balan e relations (2.39) and the latter set additionally following (3.58).
As a
points

onsequen e, balan e relations of me hani al quantities for both sets of material
an only be interpreted in an integral (weak) sense. For the sake of

the general lo al

_

onstituent balan e equations over the surfa e

S

ompleteness,

are given at a glan e

(ˆ· ). Furthermore, for
′
′
[[Ψα (xα − xS̄ ) − Φα ]] · n̄S =

in (3.59). Note that these relations la k the produ tion quantities
s alar-valued quantities of (3.58), it has been assumed that

0

without any further derivation.

With the previous restri tion of a material (xed)
′
′
S
dis ontinuity surfa e through  only  the solid phase ϕ , i. e., xS̄ =xS , the relative

velo ity part of (3.58) vanishes for balan e relations over the solid onstituent. In this
F
ase, for balan e relations on erning the uid onstituent ϕ the relative velo ity part is
′
′
identied as the seepage velo ity wF = xF − xS . This yields an additional uid ow over
_
αR ′
the surfa e S . Re all, due to the assumption of onstant material densities (ρ
)α = 0
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and the la k of mass ex hange between the

onstituents

ρ̂α = 0,

the mass balan e was

redu ed to a volume balan e.

_

onstituent balan e equations over
mass :
momentum :
m. o. m. :
energy :
entropy :

′

S

′

0 = [[ρα (xα − xS̄ )]] · n̄S
′

′

′

0 = [[ρα xα ⊗ (xα − xS̄ ) − Tα ]] n̄S
′

′

′

0 = [[[x × (ρα xα )] ⊗ (xα − xS̄ ) − x × Tα ]] n̄S
0 = [[[ρα εα +
′

1 ′
x
2 α
′

′

′

′

′

· (ρα xα )](xα − xS̄ ) − [(Tα )T xα − qα ]]] · n̄S

0 = [[ρα η α (xα − xS̄ ) − φαη ]] · n̄S

(3.59)

_

The additional surfa e integral over

S

must be taken into a

weak formulation of the BVP from Se tion 2.6.4.
relation, the

Starting with the lowest balan e

modied volume balan e equation from (2.77)1 then yields
modied volume balan e with

Z

′
div(uS )S

B

ount while dis ussing the

Z

_

S

Z
kF
FR
(grad P − ρ g) · grad δ P dv = −
δ P dv +
v δ P da +
γF R
B
∂B
Z
+ [[(nF wF )]] · n̄S δ P daS
|
{z
}
_
S
=:
v̄
S

(3.60)

One

_

S

an see that, in

ontrast to the external eux

is positive denite.

Thus, the

v,

the volume balan e addition over

onsequently resulting internal uid ow

v̄

is inward

oriented. Therefore, it is dened as an internal uid inux. Furthermore, the volume balS

an e addition is postulated to be an additional internal body volume B . This additional
S
F
body volume must also full the saturation ondition n + n = 1. Be ause of the strong
dis ontinuity in the solid displa ement eld,
S
S
S
F
uid ex lusively, i. e., n (B ) = 0, n (B ) =
neous. Thus, the additional volume
These

BS
1.

needs to be lled with the interstitial
The lling is assumed to be instanta-

an be dire tly

ir umstan es are visualised in Figure 3.15.

relation, the

F

′

v̄ S ,

see (3.61).

Regarding the next higher balan e

momentum balan e equation, one has to dierentiate the designated right

side of (2.77)2 rst. Summing up (2.77)2 over both

Z

onne ted to the inux

F

[[ρ (xF ⊗ wF ) −T −
|
{z
}
_
F
=T
S

(TSE

S

S

− P I)]] n̄ da =

Z

onstituents yields

− [[TSE ]] n̄S + [[P I]] n̄S daS .
| {z } | {z }
_
=0
=: t̄S,S
S

(3.62)
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(tn )

B+
△tn

_

→

Bn−1

S

Bn−1
= B+
+ B−
Bn
= B_n−1 + B S
S +, S − ❀ S

+

S

BS

v̄ S daS =

_

S−

B−

nS , nF

Z

S

Bn − B n−1
△tn

(3.61)

nS (BS ) = 0, nF (B S ) = 1
|
{z
}
Bn

Figure 3.15: Additional uid volume as internal uid ow.
Therein, the interstitial uid pressure jump

[[P ]]

is non existent, be ause the previous
−
+
P = P . With

assumptions state a dis ontinuity free uid pressure eld fun tion, i. e.,
this, the weak formulation of the modied momentum balan e for the

Z

modied momentum balan e with
(TSE

B

As one

− p I) · grad δuS dv +

Z

_

t̄

S,S

S

· δuS da =

S

an see, the dis ontinuous stress quantity

Z

B

onstituents reads

_

S

ρ b · δuS +

Z

t · δuS da .

(3.63)

∂B

[[TSE ]]

_

on

S

or

t̄S,S ,

respe tively, turns

out to be an additional internal stress support. Thus, it is added on the left side of (3.63).
Substituting the test fun tion
quantity

δuS

with a virtual displa ement, the dis ontinuous stress

an be interpreted as an interfa e, or

In the following, the

ohesive virtual work will be regarded as a split-o of the internal

me hani al  also virtual  work, denoted as
the externally on

B

∂B

ohesive, virtual work.

a ting stress ve tor

t.

δWcoh .

δW

ohesive zone. With this, the overall

yields

δW (T) = δWbulk (TSE , P ) + δWcoh (t̄S,S ) − δWext (b, t) .
In the following,

onservative stresses will be

potential must exist for the derivation of the

Ogden-type

ontrast to

Consequently, the internal work over the body

onsists of two internal parts, a bulk part, and a

virtual work

This split-o stands in

(3.64)

on luded for the

ohesive zone. Thus, a
S,S
ohesive zone stress t̄
. Therefore, the

strain-energy fun tion for the solid skeleton (2.68) dis ussed in Se tion 2.6

needs to be extended in order to also ree t the

ohesive zone. Analogously to (3.64), the
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strain-energy fun tion will be additively split into two parts, viz.

W S = W SOgden + W̃ Scoh .
The dependen y of the

S

W̃ coh on the opening of the dis ontinuity, repre[[uS ]], is self-evident. However, for the onsistent

ohesive potential

sented by the dis ontinuity jump ve tor

modelling of large deformations, non-isotropi
 for the

(3.65)

material behaviour will be presumed  only

ohesive zone. For the subsequent introdu tion of the

the non-isotropi

Remark:

material behaviour is restri ted to transverse isotropy.

The transverse isotropy is a spe ial

materials, transverse isotropi

ase of anisotropy. Identi al to orthotropi

materials have no

oupling between stret hing and shear

distortion. But additionally, for transverse isotropi
tion that

ohesive potential fun tion,

an be rotated without

materials, there is a preferred dire -

hanging its elasti

properties. Thus, in planes perpen-

di ular to this preferred dire tion, the material elasti ity properties are independent of
the preferred dire tion. Note that in dierent oriented planes, the properties are again
dire tion dependent.

✷

Consequently, it is ne essary to in lude dire tional information into the formulation of
S

the potential. Thus, besides the dis ontinuity jump ve tor, the surfa e normal ve tor n̄
S
needs to be in orporated into W̃ coh . The surfa e normal ve tor represents the preferred
dire tion of the transverse isotropy. Furthermore, it is assumed that softening material
behaviour,
isotropi

19

omparable to (B.12), may o

ur in the

damage, a s alar-valued damage fun tion

a limiting fa tor for the

ohesive potential, viz.

ohesive zone.

Thus, postulating

d = d(XS , t) ∈ [0, 1]

is introdu ed as

PSfrag repla ements

W̃ Scoh := (1 − d) W Scoh .
The isotropi

damage fun tion is

−a ub

d=1−e

with

onstitutively

hosen as

h
it
u = u(XS , t) = max k[[uS (XS , s)]]k

s=0

of

ensures the irreversible
damage pro ess,

sin e

(3.67) is monotoni ally in reasing.

The

time variable

the

har-

s ∈ [0, t]

spe ies the irre-

versible damage path. Note in passing that

u is designed as a soFor its numeri al

alled history variable.

omputation, its previous

W̃ Scoh (W Scoh = 1.0)

a teristi

u

.

(3.67)

1.0

The magnitude of the maximum displa ement jump

(3.66)

0.8

a = 0.5
b = 1.0

loading

0.6
0.4

umax

0.2
unloading

value needs to be stored at every relevant
point on the surfa e

S 0.

In (3.67), the ma-

terial response to the damage pro ess is ree ted by the material parameters

a and b.

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

[[uS ]]

Figure 3.16: Cohesive potential fun tion.

5.0
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This type of damage fun tion is often

Gasser & Holzapfel

hosen in the

[83℄. A visualisation of a

ontext of biomaterials, see e. g.,

orresponding

ohesive potential fun tion

is given in Figure 3.16. Therein, the maximum displa ement jump
point

XS ∈ S 0

umax

is  per surfa e

 irreversible during unloading phases.

Analogously to Se tion 2.6.1, the

ombination of

W SOgden

and

S

W̃ coh

must still satisfy the

fundamental prin iples determinism, equipresen e, lo al a tion, material frame indieren e, and dissipation. For the

ohesive potential, the sets of pro ess variables and response

fun tions are postulated as

{W̃ Scoh , t̄S,S }

S

S

= R{U , N , d}

with

 S
 U


N

= [[uS ]] ⊗ [[uS ]] ,

S

(3.68)

= n̄ ⊗ n̄ .
S

S

These sets

orrespond to the aforementioned dependen ies of the ohesive potential.
S
S
and N , are introdu ed as the dyadi produ ts of
Therein, two stru tural tensors, U

[[uS ]] and n̄S . The stru tural tensors
S
isotropy of W̃ coh . The prin iple of material

the dire tional ve tors

are ne essary to

the transverse

frame indieren e states the

independen y of the

hara terise

ohesive material behaviour to the position of observer, i. e.,

∗

∗

∗

∗

W̃ Scoh (U S , N S , d) = W̃ Scoh (U S , N S , d) ∀ Q ∈ SO3 .
SO3

(3.69)

∗

Q. The notation ( · ) indi ates
quantities in the rotated a tual onguration. The tensor Q represents an arbitrary rigid
T
body rotation with the properties Q
= Q−1 and det Q = 1. Hen e, the rotation of
S T
S T
the a tual onguration of the stru tural tensors yields Q U Q and Q N Q . S alarS
valued quantities, like W̃ coh and d, are naturally invariant for rigid body rotations. Note
hara terises the spe ial (proper) orthogonal group of

in passing that both stru tural tensors are even tensors, i. e., the sign of the preferred
dire tion ve tor

n̄S = −n̄S

is eliminated; the sign of the displa ement jump

[[uS ]]

is, due

to the restri tion of non-penetrating dis ontinuity surfa es, always positive. However, the
prin iple of material frame indieren e
tensors.

In this

fun tion. As a
the

annot be satised a priori for the given stru tural

ontext, the theory of invariants is applied to the
onsequen e, the prin iple of obje tivity

ohesive potential with respe t to ve basi

20

invariants

ohesive potential

an be satised by formulating

J( · ) i

of the stru tural tensors,

viz.

W Scoh (U S , N S ) = W Scoh (J{U ,N } i )
19 For the

ase of non-isotropi

with

i = 1, 2, . . . , 5 .

(3.70)

D

would be ne essary

damage behaviour, a tensorial damage fun tion

to represent the mi ro- ra k distribution in the

ohesive zone, see

Gasser & Holzapfel

[83℄, and

itations

therein. For the sake of simpli ity, the introdu tion of su h a tensorial fun tion will be waived here.

20 Alternatively, as the lower basi

ohesive potential

and the prin ipal invariants are dire tly related to ea h other, the
W Scoh (IU i , J{U ,N } j ), with i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 4, 5.

ould be also given as
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The

orresponding invariants,

f. Se tion A.1.2 and Se tion A.1.3, read

JU 1 = tr U S ,

J{U N }4 = tr (U S N S ) ,

JU 2 = tr (U S )2 ,

J{U N }5 = tr [(U S )2 N S ] .

(3.71)

JU 3 = tr (U S )3 ,
Therein, the invariant
tion of

S

n̄

J{U N }4

represents the squared bre stret h (length) in the dire -

, whereas the mixed invariant

J{U N }5

has no physi al meaning. For a profound

dis ussion on invariant formulations and non-isotropi
reader is referred to

The

S hröder & Ne

[167℄ and

material behaviour, the interested

Karajan [116℄.

ohesive potential fun tion is postulated, following Gasser & Holzapfel [83℄, as
W Scoh (JU 1 , J{U N }4 ) =

The material parameters

λS⊥

and

Consequently, the tra tion ve tor

µS
λS⊥
J{U N }4 + ∼ (JU 1 − J{U N }4 ) .
2
2

µS∼ hara terise the normal and tangential response.
t̄S,S arises from the derivation of the ohesive potential

fun tion, viz.

ohesive tra tion on
S

t̄

S,S

(3.72)

_

S


∂ W̃ coh
S
S,S
= (1 − d) t̄S,
=
⊥ + t̄∼
∂[[uS ]]

with

S
S
⊥
t̄S,
⊥ = λ⊥ [[uS ]]

and

(3.73)

S
S
∼
t̄S,
∼ = µ∼ [[uS ]] .

3.2.4 Lo alisation of Dis ontinuities
In order to simulate failure me hani s, it is essential to

ompute the

ra k propagation

The fundamental failure

riteria dis ussed in Se tion 3.1 are in

prin ipal appli able to most fra ture problems.

But, from a numeri al point of view,

dire tion numeri ally.
these fundamental
additional

riteria tend to be too expensive for 3-d simulations.

Thus, an

riterion is favoured for the predi tion of the failure initiation. The failure is

in general initiated at the state where the material stability is lost. The loss of material
stability

an be interpreted as the appearan e of a dis ontinuous bifur ation. It

shown that, under

ertain simplifying assumptions, material instability, the appearan e

of a dis ontinuous bifur ation and the so- alled loss of ellipti ity are

Linder et. al

with the

an be

[128℄, and

itations therein. Hen e, the failure predi tion

oherent, see e. g.
an be

omputed

riteria of loss of ellipti ity. The loss of ellipti ity is based on the investigation

of the so- alled (tangent) a ousti

tensor

Q.

Furthermore, it

an be shown that the

3.2 Continuum Fra ture Me hani s
investigation of

Q

results in the

riterion for failure pro esses.

pro edure for the determination of the biphasi

tensor will be presented. For a

ested reader is referred to

Rankine 21 -

ommon

In the following, only the basi
a ousti
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Mahnkopf

nite

ir umstantial overview on this topi , the inter-

[132℄. The determination of the relevant a ousti

tensor is based on a lo alisation analysis. For this analysis, the jump related

onstituent

balan e equations, re all (3.59), are evaluated on a rst

S , in order

22

-order singular surfa e

to lo alise dis ontinuities. If a rst-order singular surfa e with respe t to the onstituents
′
velo ity xα is found, a bifur ation pro ess is assumed for further in reasing external loads.
The lo alisation analysis is based on the assumptions of homogeneity, quasi-stati pro′
′
esses, material singular surfa es (xS =xS ), and, ompared to the soni velo ity of the
uid phase, a relatively small seepage velo ity. These assumptions
sented by

Blome

[[P ]],

[14℄. Provided a jump free pressure eld

aforementioned evaluation of the

orrelate to those pre-

re all equation (3.62), the

onstituents  mass and momentum  balan e equations

yields



Therein, the a ousti
ti

23 

I ⊗ τ ES + C T (n̄S ⊗ n̄S ) β S =: Q(n̄S )β S = 0 .
4

tensor

Q is postulated with respe

tensor is also known as the drained a ousti

et. al

4

[33℄. Note that

t to

propagation
tion det



CT

is the fourth-order material tangent with a transposition of its
f. Appendix A. In (3.75),

Further details on

βS

S

n̄

βS

Q = 0 needs to be fullled.

represents the so-

. Consequently, it is assumed

are for the following determination of a

riteria irrelevant. For non-trivial solutions of (3.75), i. e.,

holds for a ve tor

Callari

tensor in the literature, see e. g.

alled amplitude ve tor whi h points in the dire tion of

β S = β S (n̄S ).

[132℄. This a ous-

23

se ond basis system with its third one,
that

Mahnkopf

(3.75)

Thus, within the given

β S 6= 0, the

ondi-

ontext, the proportionality

Q β S ∝ TSE n∗
n∗ = n∗ (n̄S ).

ra k

(3.76)

ra k propagation riterion
∗
an be postulated by regarding an eigenvalue λi and eigenve tor ni problem, viz.

(TSE − λi I) n∗i = 0
This

Based on these insights, the

❀

det(TSE − λi I) = 0

with

an be interpreted as follows, when the maximum eigenvalue

i = 1, 2, 3 .

(3.77)

λmax , i. e., the maximum

21 William

John Ma quorn Rankine (1820  1872): S ottish engineer and physi ist who is, together with
Rudolf Clausius and Sir William Thomson, 1st Baron Kelvin, the founding ontributor of the s ien e of

[Wikipedia℄

thermodynami s. He published several hundred papers and notes on s ien e and engineering topi s, also
in luding a

22 The

omplete theory of the steam engine.

n-order

of a singular surfa e
α
of a me hani al quantity Ψ , viz.

S

is dened by void jumps of the gradients, with order

[[Gradkα Ψα ]] = 0

with

k = 0, . . . , n − 1 .

0

to

n − 1,
(3.74)
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prin iple stress, ex eeds a

riti al value

fc ,

the

ra k propagation

{λ2 , λ3 } < λmax > fc .
Thus, the

riterion is met with

(3.78)

ra k-propagation dire tion is perpendi ular to the orrelated maximum prin23
∗
iple-stress dire tion nmax . This riterion is also known as the normal stress,
,
or
riterion.

Coulomb

Rankine

23 Charles



Augustin de Coulomb (1736  1806):
Coulomb's law, the denition of the ele trostati
harge, the

oulomb, was named after him.

Fren h physi ist who is best known for developing

[Wikipedia℄

for e of attra tion and repulsion. Also the SI unit of

Chapter 4:
Numeri al Methodology
This

hapter presents the numeri al implementation of the previously developed biphasi

ontinuum-me hani al model. The numeri al implementation fo uses on the extension of
the well-known Finite-Element Method (FEM) for the numeri al simulation of dis rete
damage pro esses. The extension or enri hment, respe tively, is ne essary to numeri ally
over jump quantities in the dis retised eld fun tions. Probably the most popular enri hment of the FEM is the so- alled extended Finite-Element Method (XFEM). The basi
prin iple of the XFEM is the rendering of dis ontinuous eld fun tions with additional
global degrees of freedom (DOF). Prior to the dis ussion on the XFEM, its basi
is rst introdu ed using an example from the eld of elasto-inelasti

prin iple

material behaviour.

This example yields an augmented FEM (AugFEM). Finally, sophisti ated tra king te hniques are presented for the su

essful numeri al simulation of dis ontinuities.

As the general FEM has be ome a standard in engineering pra tise, multiple authors
tributed to its fundamental introdu tion, e. g.,

Zienkiewi z & Taylor

Bathe

[8℄,

S hwarz

[169℄,

[67℄, and

Ammann

[139℄,

Dolbow

Ehlers et al.

[62℄,

[2℄. Con erning the numeri al approximation of dis ontin-

uous eld fun tions within the framework of the XFEM, see

Moës et al.

[29℄, and

[198℄, to name only a few. For an introdu tion into the appli ation

of the FEM to TPM problems, the interested reader is referred to, e. g.,

Ellsiepen

Braess

on-

[48℄, and

Sukumar et al.

Belyts hko & Bla k

[10℄,

[179℄, for the  as far as the author

of this monograph is aware  original works on this topi . A sophisti ated nite-element
based

omputational framework for the 3-d propagation of

ra ks on basis of a variational

Gürses & Miehe
Rempler et al. [158℄.

formulation and on node doubling has been presented by
presentation of the AugFEM

an be found in

[90℄. An initial

4.1 Finite-Element Method (FEM)
The FEM is a numeri al te hnique for the nding of approximate solutions to partial
dierential equations (PDE). These PDE arise in general from weak formulations of governing equations to

ontinuum-me hani al problems. These problems have been dis ussed

in detail in the previous
and test spa es (2.78), is

hapters. A feasible dis retisation of the quantities, in the ansatz
ru ial for the numeri al realisation of the

orresponding mate-

rial behaviour. The following dis retisation pro ess pro eeds from Se tion 2.6.4. Given
the weak formulation of the BVP (2.77), the dis retisation extends to a spatial and a
temporal domain. In the following, ea h spatial dis retised quantity, fun tion or spa e,
h
respe tively, is denoted with the supers ript ( · ) ; the dis retisation in time is represented
with the subs ript

( · )n .
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4.1.1 Spatial Dis retisation
The spatial dis retisation of the domain

Ω

requires its partition into

E

non-overlapping

the so- alled nite-elements. Ea h nite-element onsists of Ne nodes,
j
individually referen ed to as P . Multiple neighbouring elements an partially share
h
nodes. The total sum of N nodes form the spatial dis retised domain Ω . The dis retised
subdomains

Ωe ,

domain is also

Ωe

alled the nite-element mesh. Furthermore, it is the set of all subdomains

and is, together with the set of all nodes

E
[

h

Ω≈Ω =

Ωe

N,

and

e=1

given by

N =

N
[

P j (Ωe ) .

(4.1)

j=1

In analogy to the spatial dis retisation of the domain, the until now ontinuous ansatz and
h
h
test spa es (2.78) need to be dis retised as well. Thus, the spa e dis rete ansatz {uS , P }
h
h
and test fun tions {δuS , δ P } approximate the ontinuous eld fun tions as follows:

uS (x, t) ≈

uhS (x, t)

=

ūhS (x, t)

+

j=1

h
h
P (x, t) ≈ P (x, t) = P̄ (x, t) +

δuS (x)
δ P (x)

with

≈ δuhS (x)

=

on

N
X

=

j=1

ΓhD

= 1, . . . , N

ΥjP (x) P j (t) ∈ AP ,h (t) ,
Υju (x) δujS

∈ T u,h ,

ΥjP (x) δ P j

∈ T P ,h

matrix of global basis fun tions ,
degrees of freedom (primary variables) ,

:

global basis fun tions ,

:

node index .
(4.2)

{T u,h , T P ,h } denote the dis retised trial and test spa es. The
j
1
en losed global basis fun tions in Υ( · ) are linearly independent and full the homoh
geneous Diri hlet boundary onditions on ΓD . The unknown nodal quantities, i. e., the
j
j
j
DOF {uS , P }, are dened at their respe tive nite-element node P . Note that the global
basis fun tions only depend on the spatial position x, whereas the DOF are only timedependent. Ea h s alar-valued DOF- oe ient, namely {uS1 , . . . , uSd , P }, is assigned to
Therein,

{Au,h , AP ,h }

j=1

Υju (x) ujS (t) ∈ Au,h (t) ,

j=1

≈ δ P h (x)

= 0,

N
X

N
X

 j



:
Υ( · ) (x) = diag ΥjDOF (x)






 DOF
∈ {uS1, . . . , uSd, P } :


ΥjDOF






j

N
X

1 Here, the

as their test

and

Bubnov -Galerkin method is applied.

h
h
Thus, {uS , P } pro eed from the same basis fun tions
h
h
ounterparts {δuS , δ P }, re all Se tion 2.6.4.
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ΥjDOF .

respe tive basis fun tions
dis rete domain.
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Thus, the DOF- oe ients

This mapping allows the

an be mapped inside the

omputation of physi al quantities besides

nite-element nodes, e. g., at integration points. With

ΥjDOF (x) = 0

x 6∈

if

[

Ωe

ΥjDOF (xi ) = δij

and

with

e∈E ∗


= 1, . . . , N ,
 i, j
i = j : δij = 1 ,

i 6= j : δij = 0 ,

(4.3)

∗
the mapping is only supporting nite-elements E whi h are atta hed to the respe tive
j
j
node P . Moreover, with (4.3), the basis fun tions ΥDOF are normalised by the
j
symbol δi at every nodal position i . These limitations assure that the DOF orrespond to

Krone ker

x

the values of the approximated solution at ea h nite-element node. Furthermore, the dish
h
rete test fun tions {δuS (x), δ P (x)} must satisfy the Partition-of-Unity (PU) prin iple.
h
This prin iple states that the sum of the basis fun tions is for every point x ∈ Ω equal
to one. Consequently, this results in a system of

A stati 

DOF ×N

linearly independent equations.

referen e element Ωξe is dened for the element-wise numeri

the system of linearly independent equations. Its lo al

al evaluation of

oordinates are represented by

ξ.

The geometry transformation between the referen e and a deformed (physi al) element is
j
j
mapped isoparametri ally, viz. ΥGEO = Υ . Element integrals an then be substituted
by

Z

f (x) dv =

Ωe

Z

f(

Ωξe

Ne
X

¯ dvξ
ΥjGEO (ξ) xj ) J(ξ)

with

j=1

|

{z
x(ξ)

}

(4.4)

The volume of the referen e element is denoted with
the referen e element is

 j
 ΥGEO = Υj ,

dx(ξ)
¯
.
 J(ξ) = det
dξ

omputed similarly as its

vξ .

The

Ja obi an determinant J¯ of

ounterpart (2.17). As a result of the

geometry transformation, the integration of (nearly) arbitrary shaped nite-elements
be transferred to the referen e element. Moreover, a relation of the physi al
system

x

to the lo al

ξ

oordinates

an

oordinate

an be established as

x(ξ) =

Ne
X

Υj (ξ) xj .

(4.5)

j=1

Therein, the (physi al)

oordinates of the nite-element nodes are represented by

With (4.5), all physi al quantities
sake of

an be transferred to the lo al

oordinates

ξ.

larity, physi al quantities whi h are regarded in the framework of lo al

nates will be denoted as

(·)(ξ)

instead of

(·)(x(ξ)).

xj .

For the
oordi-
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In this monograph, the

numeri al integration

is implemented with the

Gauss ian2

quadrature s heme. This quadrature s heme is using Ke integration points at xed lo al
ξ
positions ξ k ⊂ Ωe , and orresponding quadrature weights wk , su h that

Z

f (x) dv =

Ke
X

¯ k ) wk .
f (x(ξk )) J(ξ

(4.6)

k=1

Ωe

Obviously, the level of approximation to (4.6)1 is dire tly dependent on the number of
integration points. The number of integration points is dened by the integration (polynominal) order. The proper
for an a

Wieners et al.

f.

hoi e of the integration order is of fundamental importan e

urate FEM solution; too few integration points

Remark:

an lead to unphysi al results,

[193℄.

The nite-element dis retisation of multi-phasi

materials diers from that of

single-phase materials. In the framework of the TPM, the governing equations are fully
 and strongly 

oupled. Therefore, these equations need to be solved simultaneously.

This results in multiple primary variables, here, the solid displa ement
uid pressure

P.

As a

uS

and the pore

onsequen e, the nite-element dis retisation yields to the mixed

nite-element method. Therein, the hosen ansatz fun tions have to full the so- alled infsup (

Ladyzhenskaya3 -Babu²ka-Brezzi

full the inf-sub

 LBB)

ondition. In this

ondition by the appli ation of

[180℄. This element type uses quadrati ansatz fun tions for
for

P.

The appli ation of

Taylor -Hood

ontext, it is possible to

Taylor -Hood elements,
uS

f.

Taylor & Hood

and linear ansatz fun tions

elements will be omitted in this monograph as

the geometri al realisation of su h dis ontinuous elements would ex eed the s ope of this
work. Instead, both variables will be dis retised with linear ansatz fun tions. The author
of this monograph is aware that linear-linear dis retisations of
strange instabilities

and

P

an lead to

ausing mesh-dependent solutions. These phenomena are based on

so- alled spurious pressure modes, see
when both the permeability and

Braess [30℄ and Brezzi & Fortin [31℄.

In parti ular,

ompressibility of the pore uid tend to zero, the solution

will lo k or os illate wildly. Su h problems
te hniques.

uS

an be over ome with spe ial stabilisation

For a summery of this topi , the interested reader is referred

Huang et al.

[106℄.

✷

2 Johann

Carl Friedri h Gauÿ

(1777  1855): German s ientist who

ontributed signi antly to many

elds. Sometimes he is referred to as the greatest mathemati ian sin e antiquity.

Gauÿ

published only

a fra tion of his dis overies during his lifetime. The impressive profundity and immense s ope of his work
was only dete ted after the publi ation of his diaries in 1898. His brain was preserved and studied. Highly
developed
his genius.

3 Olga

[Wikipedia℄

th

onvolutions were found, whi h in the early 20

Alexandrovna Ladyzhenskaya (1922  2004):

entury was suggested as the explanation of

Soviet and Russian mathemati ian who is known

for her work on partial dierential equations and uid dynami s. She over ame great odds of a personal
and politi al nature to be ome one of the most inuential mathemati ians of her generation.
[160℄℄

[

Riddle
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4.1.2 Temporal Dis retisation
For the nding of a proper time dis retisation method, the spatially dis retised but temporally still

ontinuous governing equations need to be analysed regarding their time

dependen y.

This is also known as a so- alled semi-dis rete initial-value problem. For

the sake of

larity, the temporal analysis will be denoted in an abstra t illustration of all

involved quantities following

Ellsiepen [67℄.

Thus, all DOF from ea h node of the under-

lying nite-element mesh are summarised in a ve tor
into a

y.

The BVP

an then be

ondensed

lear, abstra t form, viz.:



N T
,
y = (u1S , P 1 ), . . . , (uN
S ,P )
Herein, for
the ve tor

F (t, y , y ′ ) = [

M y ′ + k (y ) − f

( · )′ := ( · )′S
DOF × N . In

y

has again the dimension

the generalised mass matrix,

k the generalised stiness ve tor

F (t, y , y ), one

an see that

M inherits the singularity

4

(4.7)

Note in passing that

(4.7)2 , the letter

y , and f the generalised for e ve tor of
y (t0 ) = y 0 are given with t0 ≤ t. Analysing

dependen ies on
onditions
′

is used.

onvenien e the abbreviation

!

] = 0.

M

represents

ontaining the nonlinear

the external for es. The initial
the global system of equations

property from the volume balan e

(2.77)1 . The singularity property arises from the missing time dependen y of the primary
variable

P

in the volume balan e. This yields to the spe i ation of (4.7)2 as an index-

1 system of dierential-algebrai

equations (DAE); su h a system

dierential equations (ODE) and linear  or nonlinear  algebrai

onsists of ordinary

equations. The index-1

indi ates the number of operations that are ne essary to transform the system of DAE
into a system of ordinary algebrai
the requirements of stability
alled higher order

The

oupled system of DAE in reases

riteria for the numeri al time-integration method.

Runge -Kutta
5

equations.

6

methods

omply with these

riteria.

So-

Runge -Kutta

methods are an important family of impli it and expli it iterative methods in the eld of
numeri al analysis. They belong to the so- alled single-step methods. Furthermore, they
are

ategorised by their number of order or their

Remark:

s-stages,

respe tively.

Even though the following dis ussion on the temporal dis retisation pro ess

might seem to be a bit extensive, it is reasonable for a

Runge -Kutta

methods.

This understanding is

omprehensive understanding of

ru ial for a su

essful numeri al imple-

mentation of the presented numeri al methodology. In parti ular, the substantial implementation into the FEM-program PANDAS is highly dependent on this.
In the following, the

✷

onstru tion of a suitable time-integration method for the problem

4 A matrix is dened to be singular if it is not invertible, i. e., its determinant is zero,

(det F )−1 adj F ⇔ ∂∂ F′ = 0.
5 Carl

was

P

David Tolmé Runge

o-developer and

6 Martin

methods.

[Wikipedia℄

(1856  1927): German mathemati ian, physi ist, and spe tros opist. He

o-eponym of the 

Wilhelm Kutta

F −1 =

Runge -Kutta methods.

(1867  1944): German mathemati ian who

He also submitted and multiple important

o-developed the 

ontributions in aerodynami s.

Runge -Kutta

[Wikipedia℄

Kutta be ame

professor at the University of Stuttgart in 1912, where he stayed until his retirement in 1935.
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under study will be based on a dis ussion on very basi , rst order ODE, namely

y ′ (t) = f (t, y (t)),

y ∈ Rm ,

y (t0 ) = y 0 ,

t ∈ [t0 , T ] .

(4.8)

′ T
y ′ = [yi′ , . . . , yM
] and f = [fi , . . . , fM ]T indi ate ve torial
{yi′ , fi } represents a single ODE. The single ODE an be

Note that the bold fa e letters
quantities.

Ea h

oe ient

oupled to ea h other; either strongly, weakly or also not at all. Therefore, the problem
dis ussed here

an be regarded either as a single ODE or as a whole system of ODE.

[t0 , T ] is de omposed by the time-step size hn = tn+1 − tn > 0 into N
[tn , tn+1 ], viz. 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tN−1 < tN , with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1.
It is assumed that the exa t solution of a starting point (t0 , y (t0 )) is given and that the
solution of y (tn + hn ) an be found by

The time interval
subintervals

tnZ+hn

f (t, y (t)) dt = y (tn ) + hn

y (tn + hn ) = y (tn ) +
=

∞
X
hk

n

k=0

k!

Z1

f (tn + τ hn , y (tn + τ hn )) dτ

0

tn

y (k) (tn ) + Rk (tn , hn ) .
(4.9)

For the numeri al approximation of the analyti al right-hand side integrals (4.9)1 , a

lor 7 series expansion8 (4.9)2 is applied.

Therein,

Tay-

Rk = Rk (tn , hn ) denotes the Lagrange an

remainder.

y n+1 of the unknown values y (tn + hn ) an be ategorised
lasses of methods, i. e., single-step and multi-step methods. Single-

The numeri al approximation
into two dierent

step methods refer to only one previous solution to determine the next unknown values.
Multi-step methods attempt to gain e ien y by keeping and using the information from
multiple previous steps. With regard to memory

osts, parti ularly in the

ontext of the

designated enlarged global system of equations of the XFEM, only single-step methods
are dis ussed in this monograph. The denition of

y n+1 = y n + hn φR (tn , y n ; hn )

single-step methods reads

with the approximations


 y n+1 ≈ y (tn + hn ) ,
y n ≈ y (tn ) , and

y 0 = y (t0 ) .

(4.10)

Therein,

φR = φR (tn , y n ; hn )

is an in remental fun tion.

only referring to quantities from one single-step.

For

This in remental fun tion is

Taylor -series-based

methods, the

k > 0. Note that for the sake of
y on (. . . ; hn ) will be omitted in the following

in remental fun tion implies terms from (4.9)2 that follow
larity, the notation of the implied dependen
7 Brook

Taylor

Taylor
Herrmann [102℄
8 Alternatively to the Taylor series expansion of the right-hand side integral of (4.9) , one an also
1
introdu e Runge -Kutta methods by the appli ation of a numeri al quadrature rule like, e. g., a Gauss ian
quadrature, see Ellsiepen [67℄.
(1685  1731): English mathemati ian who invented his best know work, the 

series, at the age of 27.
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dis ussion. Be ause of the approximation prin iple of
expe ted.
a

y n+1 ,

an impre ision error must be
R
This error depends on the amount of in rements in luded in φ and on the

ura y of the pre eding solutions

y n.

Multiple levels of a ura y exist for a numeri al
R
approximation of the in remental fun tion φ . For the most basi approximation, only

the rst term of the

Taylor

series expansion (4.9)2 is taken into a

remainder is negle ted. This is

alled

reads

y (tn+1 ) = y (tn ) + hn y ′ (tn )
≈ y n+1

= yn

This formulation

+ hn f (tn , y n ) .

Rk=2 (τ, hn )
z }| {
h2
+ n y ′′ (τ )
2

an also be interpreted as a 1

level method is, be ause of its poor a

ount. The remaining

expli it (or forward) Euler 's method,

st

order

and it

(4.11)

with tn < τ < tn+1 ,

Runge -Kutta

method. This low-

ura y, hardly ever used in pra tise. Nevertheless, it

ni ely explains the prin iple of methods based on

Taylor

series. For dierential equations

resulting from spatially xed FE dis retisations, the system of ODE be omes sti . This
stiness inhibits the use of expli it time-integration s hemes be ause the numeri al results
an be ome unstable.

So, one step forward to

ommon numeri al pro edures for the

solution of sti ODE is to reformulate the expli it method (4.11)2 impli itly.
alled

impli it (or ba kward)

expansion as

Euler 's method

and it starts from the

y (tn ) = y (tn+1 − hn ) = y (tn+1 ) − hn y ′ (tn+1 ) +
until its impli it dependen e of the unknown

y (tn+1 ) = y (tn ) + hn y ′ (tn+1 )
PSfrag repla ≈
ements
y n+1

= yn

+

+ hn f (tn+1 , y n+1 ) .

By the extension of the in remental fun tion
an dire tly identify higher order

y (tn+1 ) = y (tn ) + hn y (1) (tn ) +

Euler 's
method

y n+1

2

with additional

order method

Runge -Kutta

k th

(4.13)

with k = 0, . . . , ∞ .
(4.14)

order method

Runge -Kutta

numeri al integration s heme for general TPM problems.
der. The most popular

(4.12)

Taylor -series terms, one

hk
h2n (2)
y (tn ) + · · · + n y (k) (tn ) + Rk
2
k!

It has been proven that higher order impli it
method is, the higher its a

h2n ′′
y (τ ) ,
2

series

reads

Runge -Kutta methods, viz.

Runge -Kutta

nd

Taylor

h2n ′′
y (τ ) with tn < τ < tn+1 ,
2

φR

This is

methods provide a suitable

The higher the order of the

ura y gets. Pra ti ally speaking, people stop at the 5

Runge -Kutta

th

or-

method is  from a pra ti al viewpoint be ause of
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its symmetri al form and its simple
 lassi al

Runge -Kutta method.

The nal onstru tion of a suitable

oe ients  the 4

th

order method, also known as the

Runge -Kutta-based numeri

al time-integration method

for the problems under study is based on the previous insights. In order to avoid the ne(k)
(= f (k−1) ) in φR , see (4.10)
essity of numeri ally omputing high-order derivatives y
and (4.14), the
the

Runge -Kutta

Taylor -series expansion by

methods reformulate the higher-order derivative terms of

s
X

R

φ (tn , y n ; hn ) =

bi Yni′ ,

i=1

(k ni =)

Yni′

= f (tn + ci hn , y n + hn

s
X

(4.15)

aij Ynj′ ) ,

j=1

y n+1 = y n + hn φR (tn , y n ; hn ) .
9

Yni′ = Yni′ (tn , y n )

are stage derivatives at the time-step stages Tni
′
The stage derivatives are approximations for y (Tni ). The weighting fa tors
Therein,

pre-dened and pre- al ulated in order to obtain e ient, stable and a
These fa tors are usually summarised in a so- alled
Alternatively to the

But her

= tn + ci hn .
aij , bi , ci are

urate methods.

But her

tableau, see

[32℄.

Yni′ , it is also possible, and quite
ompute the stage solution Yni = Yni (tn , y n ) by

omputation of the stage derivatives

ommon in numeri al

odes, to dire tly

s
X

R

φ (tn , y n ; hn ) =

bi f (tn + ci hn , Yni ) ,

i=1

Yni = y n + hn
= y n + hn

s
X

j=1
s
X

aij f (tn + cj hn , Ynj ) ,

(4.16)

aij Ynj′ ,

j=1

y n+1 = y n + hn φR (tn , y n ; hn ) .
A gurative example of an expli it 2

nd

order

Runge -Kutta method, the so-

alled

Heun's10

method, is given in Figure 4.1. This geometri al visualisation is exemplarily denoted for
one single
in

oe ient

{y = yi , f = fi } of the ve

onstru ting an expli it or impli it

orresponding weighting fa tors

tors

y

and

f.

As one

an see, the dieren e

Runge -Kutta method is rooted in the

With fo us on the appli ability to the FEM, the general, fully-impli it
method (IRK), i. e.,

aij 6= 0

for

j ≥ i,

Runge -Kutta

is unmeant. The sparse stru ture of the linearised

9 Note in passing that it is quite ommon in the literature to use the variable
 for the sake of a

hoi e of the

aij .

on ise notation  denoted variable

Yni′ .

k ni

instead of the here

These variables are also referred to as slope.

10 Karl Heun (18591929): German mathemati ian who is known for his improvement of

Tolmé Runge 's method for the solution of dierential-algebrai solutions. His
 Heun's method, the modied Euler method, or the expli it trapezoidal rule.

Carl David

[Wikipedia℄

improvement is

alled

, [164℄
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An expli it 2nd order Runge -Kutta method:
But her

tableau (

c1

0

a11

0
1
1
2

2

a12

a22

0
b1

1
2

nd

order

Runge -Kutta method (s-derivatives):


′
′
′
Yn1
= f tn + c1 hn , yn + hn (a11 Yn1
+ a12 Yn2
)
′
′
′
Yn2
= f tn + c2 hn , yn + hn (a21 Yn1
+ a22 Yn2
)
R
′
′
φ = b1 Yn1 + b2 Yn2

0

a21

c2

1

Heun):

Heun's method (s = 2)

b2
for j ≥ i :
aij = 0 : explicit
aij 6= 0 : implicit

2

nd

order

Runge -Kutta method (s-solutions):

′
′
Yn1 = yn + hn (a11 Yn1
+ a12 Yn2
)
′
′
Yn2 = yn + hn a21 Yn1 + a22 Yn2
φR = b1 f (tn + c1 hn , Yn1 ) + b2 f (tn + c2 hn , Yn2 )

❀ yn+1 = yn + hn

h

1
2

Geometri al visualisation:

′
f (tn , {yn |Yn1 }) + 12 f (tn + hn , {yn + hn Yn1
|Yn2 })
|
|
{z
}
{z
}
′
′
Yn1
Yn2

i

′
′
f (tn + hn , {yn + hn Yn1
|Yn2 }) = Yn2

y

′
(tn + hn , {yn + hn Yn1
|Yn2 })

′
f (tn , {yn |Yn1 }) = Yn1

(tn + hn , y(tn + hn ))

yn (tn + hn )

F (t, y(t))

yn ≈ y(tn )

(tn , {yn |Yn1 })

φR (tn , yn ; hn )

yn+1

1
x
′ + Y′
Yn1
n2

tn + hn

tn

1
′
(Yn1
2

+

1
x
2
′ )
Yn2

t

hn

Figure 4.1: Figurative example for the geometri al visualisation of an expli it 2nd order Runge ′
Kutta method; it is represented by stage derivatives Yni , or stage solutions Yni .

FE systems would be destroyed through the IRK-type
this, only the spe ial type of diagonally impli it

oupling of the stages. Following

Runge -Kutta method (DIRK) is dis

ussed
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in this monograph. For a DIRK method, the relations
Therein, the

ondition

asi = bi

and

aij = 0

for

j>i

hold.

asi = bi guarantees a stiy a urate method. This originates from
Yns on the last stage oin ides with the new solution y n+1 .

the fa t that the solution of
These

hara teristi s allow to redu e the integration steps from (4.16)3 to

Yni = y n + hn

i
X

aij Ynj′ = y n + hn

i−1
X

aij Ynj′ +hn aii Yni′ .

(4.17)

j=1

j=1

|

{z
S ni
S ni .

The per-stage starting values are denoted by

}

The starting values only depend on

already
al ulated stage derivatives from previous stages. The stage tableau in Figure 4.2
PSfrag repla
ements
visualises the de oupling of the stage-variable solutions. In order to redu e the round-o

S n1
′
Yn1 = y n + hn a11 Yn1
S n2

Yn2 = y n +

′
hn a21 Yn1

.
.
.

Yni = y n + hn

i−1
X

′
+ hn a22 Yn2
S ni

aij Ynj′

+ hn aii Yni′

j=1

.
.
.

Yns = y n +

′
hn as1 Yn1

+···+

S ns
′
hn as(s−1) Yn(s−1) +

′
hn ass Yns

⇓
′
′
y n+1 = y n + hn b1 Yn1
+ · · · + hn bs Yns

Figure 4.2: Stage tableau of a s-stage DIRK.
errors, it is a

ommon pro edure in numeri al

△Yni := Yni − y n .
As a

odes to introdu e the stage in rements

Stage in rements exhibit the advantage of smaller

omputed values.

onsequen e, the numeri al error shrinks. The stage in rements are then dened as


△Yni
1
S ni − y n + Yni′
=
hn aii
hn aii | {z }
Yni′
Therein,

Yni′

denotes the a

❀

△Yni − Yni′
= Yni′ .
hn aii

umulated stage derivative.

(4.18)

Finally, the pre eding insights
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allow the denition of a sound temporal dis retisation s heme for (4.7), viz.

△Yni − Yni′
❀ F (Tni , y n + △Yni ,
) =: R ni (△Yni ) = 0 ,
| {z }
hn aii
{z
}
|
Yni
′
Yni
The so- alled residual ve tor

Rni

i = 1, . . . , s .

now depends solely on the stage in rements

(4.19)

△Yni .

The

temporal dis retisation s heme (4.19) also allows the dire t appli ation of pre-dened
weighting fa tors. The weighting fa tors are

hosen with fo us on the numeri al problem

under study. The numeri al examples in this monograph are

omputed with the following

two weighting-fa tor s hemes:

 Euler (IRK)

 CASH32 (DIRK)

γ = 0.4358665215 . . .
δ

1
4

=

2

(6γ − 20γ + 5)

α = 1−δ−γ

γ

γ

1+γ
2

1−γ
2

1

α

δ γ

α

δ γ

(4.20)

1 1
1

γ

Ellsiepen [67℄; they are based on Cash [34℄,
Runge -Kutta-based temporal integration s heme

The given values from (4.20)1 are taken from

Alexander

[1℄, and

Fritzen

[78℄.

is in the FEM program PANDAS

This

alled  CASH32. For

meri al examples in this monograph are

Euler

onvenien e, the more basi

nu-

omputed with a standard ba kward (impli it)

But her tableau is given in (4.20)2 . For
Runge -Kutta method, the interested reader
is referred to Herrmann [102℄, Kreyszig [123℄, and Ellsiepen [68℄.
integration s heme.

The

orresponding

further details and pra ti al examples on the

Remark:
ded

With the dis retisation s heme (4.20)1 , the introdu tion of so- alled embed-

Runge -Kutta methods is straightforward.

numeri ally

heap

Embedded

Runge -Kutta methods allow a

al ulation of a se ond approximate solution

of additional weighting fa tors. As a

ŷ n+1

by the introdu tion

onsequen e, an embedded error estimation

an be

e = ky n+1 − ŷ n+1 k. The substantial
of this error estimation pro ess will not be dis ussed here. The interested reader is

obtained by the dieren e between the two solutions
topi

referred to

Markert

[134℄,

Diebels et al.

[47℄ and

itations therein.

✷

4.1.3 Solution of the System of Dierential-Algebrai Equations
With the pre eding spatial and temporal dis retisation, the problem under study (4.19)
needs to be solved for every stage of the DIRK method (4.20). In

Kutta integration s

based Runge-

ase of the  CASH32-

heme, the stage solution needs to be evaluated multiple

times. Consequently, multiple solution in rements a

umulate to the nal approximation
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of the next time step

y n+1 .

Therefore, the underlying fully dis retised weak formulations

of the BVP are given for every stage

V,h
Rni

Z

=

Ωh

+

Z

Ωh

+

Z

i

as

 △U h − U ′ h 
S,ni
S,ni
δ P h dv
hn aii

div

h

k F (US,ni
)
h
h
FR
g · grad δ P h dv
grad (P n + △P ni ) − ρ
F
R
γ

v̄ h (Tni ) δ P h da = 0

with

(4.21)

h
h
US,ni
= uhS,n + △US,ni
,

Γv,h
N

M,h
Rni

Z 

=

ΩZh

−

h
ΩZ


h
TSE (US,ni
) − Pnih I · grad δuhS dv

ρ g · δuhS dv

−

t̄h (Tni ) · δuhS da = 0

(4.22)
with

Pnih = P hn + △Pnih .

Γt,h
N
The weak formulations of the BVP of the volume balan e are ondensed in the ve tor
V,h
M,h
oe ients Rni ; the entries from the momentum balan e are ondensed in Rni . Therein,
∧
∧
h
h
h
h
the apital letter variables {US,ni , Pni } = Yni , and {△US,ni , △Pni } = △Yni , denote the
stage solutions of the DOF and their stage in rements, respe tively. The stage solutions
solely depend on already known variables. Thus, only the stage in rements are unknown.
′h ∧
′
The variable US,ni =Yni represents the a umulated stage derivative of the solid displa eh
ment DOF. Obviously, the  also spatially dis retised 
boundary-values v̄ and
t̄h have to adopt the respe tive
time stage Tni , too. Note that the spatial
h
h
F
S
test fun tions {δuS , δ P } are not time dependent. Furthermore, the quantities {k , TE }
h
are deformation-dependent. Thus, they also depend on the stage values US,ni . With these
preliminaries, the solution pro ess for the minimisation problem an be onstru ted as

Runge Kutta

Rni

" 
 #
V,h,1
V,h,N T
Rni
, . . . , Rni
Newton
!
=  M,h,1
❀
=0
M,h,N T
Rni , . . . , Rni

Neumann

=: DRm
}| ni {
z
dR ni (△Ynim ) m
∆ = Rni (△Ynim ) ,
d△Ynim
−1
∆m = [DRm
Rni (△Ynim )
ni ]

⇒ △Ynim+1 = △Ynim − ∆m
Rni (△Ynim+1 ) < tol.
(4.23)

4.2 Augmented Finite-Element Method (AugFEM)
The minimisation problem (4.23)left
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an be solved by the appli ation of a regular

Newton11

method. Therein, the presented pro edure (4.23)right is repeated until the norm of the

Newton iteration steps are indexed by
edure is the solution of the Newton in rement

residual ve tor fulls a pre-dened toleran e. The
the
m

ounter

m.

A

ru ial point in this pro

∆ . In the framework of the overall numeri al environment, the embedded solution of
∆m is the numeri ally most expensive part. The solution of the Newton in rement is
m
based on the residual tangent DR ni . Therefore, a sound derivative of the fun tion R ni
m
with respe t to the Runge -Kutta stage in rements △Yni is needed. This derivative or
residual tangent, respe tively, is also known as the
the residual tangent is

Ja obi an matrix.

omputed numeri ally. Its numeri al

In this monograph,

omputation is based on the

entral dieren e quotient, viz.

DRm
ni =

Rni (△Ynim + ǫ) − Rni (△Ynim − ǫ)
2ǫ

with

ǫ = 10−6 .

(4.24)

The delta ve tor ǫ needs to be assembled individually, su h that to every single entry of
△Ynim the delta value ǫ is added or subtra ted, respe tively. Even though the numeri al
m
omputation of DRni is ostly (and in omparison to an analyti ally omputed tangent
somewhat ina urate), its implementation is rather simple. Its simpli ity is of great value
within the

ontext of multiple enri hment to the standard FEM. With it, the numeri al

implementation of enri hment is straightforward.

4.2 Augmented Finite-Element Method (AugFEM)
Prior to the following XFEM

hapter, this se tion introdu es the basi

prin iple of adding

DOF to the global system of DAE. This prin iple is presented in the
inelasti
basi

ontext of elasti -

material behaviour. As the s ope of this se tion is to only briey introdu e the

elasti -inelasti

prin iples, it solely dis usses single-phase materials. Therefore, only

non-α-indexed equations and physi al quantities appear herein. The numeri al simulation
of elasti -inelasti

material behaviour pro eeds from Appendix B.2. Thus, the following

dis ussion is, for the sake of simpli ity, also limited to small deformations, re all (2.24),
and (2.25).

The s alar-based yield fun tion is, for the present purpose, set to a

Mises -type yield fun

tion,

von

f. (B.10).

The standard FEM is reviewed and an alternative method, i. e., an augmented FiniteElement Method (AugFEM) is presented. For the AugFEM, the history variables, whi h
provide the information of inelasti deformations from previous time steps, are represented
as Finite-Element fun tions. This results in additional DOF. As a
11 Sir

Isaa Newton (1643  1727):

English s ientist who is been

onsequen e, generally

onsidered by many to be the greatest

and most inuential s ientist who ever lived. His monograph Philosophiæ Naturalis Prin ipia Mathemati a lays the foundations for most of

lassi al me hani s. In this work,

gravitation and the three laws of motion, whi h dominated the s ienti
the next three

enturies. Thus, the eld of

Newton

des ribed universal

view of the physi al universe for

lassi al me hani s is also known as 

Newtonian me

hani s.

[Wikipedia℄

He was also highly religious. As an unorthodox Christian he wrote more on Bibli al hermeneuti s and
o

ult studies than on s ien e and mathemati s, the subje ts he is mainly asso iated with.
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a

epted standard formulations for evaluating inelasti

an now be repla ed by a fully

deformations in a numeri

oupled Newton method,

f. Se tion 4.1.3.

In order to model the nonlinear material behaviour of elasti -inelasti
sential to respe t the development over time of inelasti
elasto-plasti

and elasto-vis oplasti

substep

materials, it is es-

deformations o

urring in both

pro esses. This time-dependent material behaviour

implies the use of an evolution equation for the inelasti

ontributions to the overall

deformations. Pro eeding from the standard FEM, the evolution equation, whi h is determined by a ow rule, see, e. g., (B.15), is generally multi-evaluated at ea h integration
point inside ea h element. The internal problem of evaluating the evolution equation at
every integration point is

ommonly solved by the

12

referred to as return mapping or radial

losest point proje tion method, also

Simo & Hughes [170℄. The
kward) Euler integration s heme,

return, see, e. g.,

losest point proje tion is derived from an impli it (ba

see (4.20)2 , by inserting the non-linear stress response into the equilibrium equation. The
linearisation of the resulting nonlinear equation yields the
see

Simo & Taylor

[174℄. Therefore, as was dis ussed in

onsistent tangent approa h,

Simo et al.

to provide internal variables or so- alled history variables

εp ,

[171℄, it is ne essary

whi h

ontain the plasti

strain behaviour from previous time steps. This results in a lo al DAE system for ea h
integration point in order to obtain the a tual plasti

Ehlers

appropriate stress, see, e. g.,
numeri al

[59℄.

deformation and thereafter the

It is obvious that this leads to an enormous

ost for a large number of integration points. In the following, the general pos-

sibility of representing the internal variables as FE fun tions is dis ussed. The prin iple
of this possibility was mentioned in, e. g.,
possibility was examined in

Herres et al.

[2℄, and

Be ker & Miehe

[101℄ as an expli it expression of the

parameter, and the internal variables were
mer

Ammann

ast into a unied algorithmi

[9℄.

This

onsisten y

framework. For-

ontributions with similar numeri al approa hes are often dis ussed in the

ontext of

strain-gradient plasti ity. These approa hes have been do umented elaborately in, e. g.,

Liebe & Steinmann
al. [124℄.

[127℄. An alternative solution algorithm is dis ussed in

Kulkarni et

4.2.1 Standard Small-strain Elasto-vis oplasti ity
For the numeri al realisation of nonlinear material behaviour of a
model, all des ribing quantities (the displa ement
strains

εp

along with the a

umulated plasti

ontinuum-me hani al

u as a primary variable and the plasti

strain

εpv

as se ondary internal variables)

need to be dis retised in the spatial and in the temporal domain. The dis retisation in
the framework of the standard FEM leads to a global and a lo al system of DAE. Re all,
the following relations are based on a
The displa ement

u

von Mises -type yield fun

tion, see Appendix B.2.

is approximated in a nite-element spa e identi al to (4.2). The
u,h
denes the ansatz spa e A
(t) and the trial spa e T u,h . Then,

spatial dis retisation

the momentum equilibrium equation (B.7) is formulated weakly and spatially dis retised,
12 Note in passing that, the terminology radial originates from a ir ular shaped yield fun tion, like the
here used

von Mises -type yield fun

see, e. g., Figure B.4.

tion. In general, yield fun tions are not limited to be

ir ular shaped,
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i. e.,

Z

Ωh

h

h

σ · ε(δu ) dv =

Z

t̄h · δuh da

with

ε(δuh ) := grad δuh .

(4.25)

Γt,h
N

Gauss

In this dis rete setting, all integrals are approximated by the aforementioned
ian
h
quadrature. Thus, it remains to determine the stress σ (ξ k , t) and, therefore, also the
h
h
internal variables εp = εp (ξ k , t), and εpv = εpv (ξ k , t), at the integration points ξ k only.
This an be ondensed into an abstra t system form like (4.7), viz.


T
u = u1 , . . . , uN ,

F 1 (t, u, u ′ , q ) =



N T
q = (ε1p , ε1pv ), . . . , (εN
,
p , εpv )

F 2 (t, q , q ′ , u) =



Therein,

u

❀ F (t, y , y ′ ) = 
represents the ve tor

F1
F2



 =! 0

with





M u ′ + k (u, q ) − f
A q ′ − g (q , u)





!

= 0,

y = (u T , q T )T .

(4.26)

(4.27)

ontaining the primary (nodal) variables, and

ve tor in whi h the se ondary (internal) variables are

!

= 0,

q

is the

olle ted. The primary variables

are stored at ea h node of the nite-element mesh and thus integrated into the global
system of DAE. The se ondary variables are internally stored at ea h integration point
be ause they are only evaluated inside the lo al system of DAE.
The

temporal dis retisation

of (4.27) is analogue to Se tion 4.1.2.

Euler

For the sake of

simpli ity, an impli it (ba kward)
s heme, f. (4.20)2 , is used for the temporal
h
dis retisation. The starting point relates to εp,0 = 0 at t0 = 0. For every time step n,
h
h
the displa ement un satisfying the Diri hlet boundary onditions, the stress σ n and the
h
plasti strain εp,n satisfying the dis retised onstitutive relation (B.9), viz.
4



σ hn := σ(uhn , εhp,n ) = C ε(uhn ) − εhp,n ,

(4.28)

must full the equilibrium equation (4.25) and the in remental ow rule

△εhp,n := εhp,n − εhp,n−1

r
△tn F (σ hn ; κhn )
∂F (σ hn ; κhn )
,
=
η
σ0
∂σ
|
{z
}
h
λn

(4.29)
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h
with κn

∗

=κ

(εhpv,n ) and

εhpv,n

=

εhpv,n−1 +

q

2
3

| △ εhp,n |.

In order to evaluate the in remental

ow rule, the so- alled trial stress is dened

4



σ htrial,n (uhn , εhp,n−1) := C ε(uhn ) − εhp,n−1
=

whi h allows to rewrite (4.29) in the form

ζ hn

Now, two
set to

ases are

Λhn = 0.

σ hn

+

(4.30)

2µ△εh,n
p ,

△εhp,n = Λhn ζ hn

with

Λhn = |△εhp,n |

and

(σ htrial,n )D
△εhp,n
(σhn )D
∂F (σ hn ; κhn )
=
=
=
=
.
∂σ
|(σhn )D |
|△εhp,n |
|(σ htrial,n )D |
onsidered. If

Otherwise,

the identity

F (σ hn ; κhn )

|(σ htrial,n )D | ≤

q

2
3

∗

κ (εhpv,n−1),

|(σ hn )D | = (σ htrial,n )D − 2µΛhn
q

(4.31)

the plasti

multiplier is

is observed. For the latter

2 ∗
κ
3

(εhpv,n )
q ∗
q

= (σ htrial,n )D − 2µΛhn − 23 κ εhpv,n−1 + 23 Λhn

=: fnh (σ htrial,n )D , Λhn
=

|(σhn )D |

−

ase,

(4.32)

h
h
allows to rewrite the in remental ow fun tion depending on (σ trial,n , Λn ) and the history
h
variable εpv,n−1 from the previous time step. The ow fun tion is inserted in (4.29), whi h
gives

△tn
Λhn =
η

*

fnh (σ htrial,n )D , Λhn
σ0

 +r

.

(4.33)

Note in passing that, for rate-independent plasti ity (elasto-plasti ity), above
erations are in general

ondensed into the so- alled

By the appli ation of the

Karush Kuhn Tu ker

onsid-

Karush13 -Kuhn-Tu ker 14

onditions.
h
onditions, the plasti multiplier Λn
h
h
0 , Λn F = 0. For given σ trial,n , let

h
omputed with the onstraints F ≤ 0 , Λn ≥

Λhn = Λhn (σ htrial,n )D be the solution of the nonlinear problem (4.33). Note that only
is

13 William



Karush (1917  1997): Ameri an mathemati ian who is best known for his ontribution to the
KarushKuhnTu ker onditions. He was the rst to publish the ne essary onditions for the inequality

[Wikipedia℄

onstrained problem in his Masters thesis. He be ame only renowned after a seminal

Harold William Kuhn and Albert William Tu ker .
14 Albert William Tu ker (1905  1995): Canadian-born Ameri

by

an mathemati ian who made important

ontributions in topology, game theory, and non-linear programming.

He is, together with

Karush and Harold William Kuhn, best known for the  KarushKuhnTu ker

[Wikipedia℄

in non-linear programming, whi h was published in

onferen e paper

William

onditions, a basi

result

onferen e pro eedings, rather than in a journal.
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and r = 1 the solution is known in losed form, so that, in
h
general, the return parameter Λn has to be approximated by a few Newton steps. In order
△tn
to obtain a unique solution in the ase of softening, it is required that
is su iently
η
h
h
h
small. The solution of (4.33) denes the radial return εp,n =
n (σ trial,n ) by
for the spe ial

ase

he = 0

R

R

h
n

and the in remental plasti

=

εhp,n−1

+

Λhn

|(σ htrial,n )D |

stress response

S hn = C
4

h

σ hn =

S hn

ε(uhn ) −

 (σ htrial,n )D
,
|(σ htrial,n )D |

R hn

ε(uhn ), εhp,n−1
i

.

(4.34)



by

(4.35)

Together with (4.25), this results in the nonlinear variational problem

RnM,h

=

Z

S

h
n

h

· ε(δu ) dv −

Ωh
This problem

Z

t̄hn · δuh da = 0 .

(4.36)

Γt,h
N

an be solved dire tly with a generalised

Newton

method, see Appendix

C.2 for a suitable algorithm.

Remark:

Re ently, several further nonlinear solution algorithms for this problem

lass

were dis ussed, e. g., interior point methods in Krabbenhoft et al. [121℄, SQP methods in
Wieners [192℄, or the Newton-S hur 15 method in Kulkarni et al. [124℄. The latter method
is introdu ed shortly, as its solution algorithm is relatively akin to the subsequent Se tion

Newton-S hur method introdu es two independent variables, displa ement and
Newton algorithm for the nonlinear system is onstru ted with two equations,

4.2.2. The
stress. A

the temporal dis retised equation (4.25) and (4.35). Sin e the se ond equation is lo al,
the

S hur

omplement

an be

needs to be solved in every
by the

S hur

omputed. Thus, only one global system, in form of (4.36),

Newton step.

Therein, the nonlinear stress response is repla ed

omplement. Numeri ally, this method does not

hange the dis retisation,

and thus yields the same dis rete solution, but the solution is obtained by a dierent
nonlinear solution algorithm. It turns out that this method also

an be transferred to

appli ations in nite plasti ity, where the performan e is superior to the standard

losest

point algorithms.
First, in terms of a

on ise residual ve tor notation,

be rewritten for a single time step



F =

F1
F2

15 Issai



 =! 0

❀

n

f. (4.23)2 , the problem (4.27)

an

as



n : R(△y ) = 

RG (△u, △q )
R L (△u, △q )



=0

with

dR
∆ = R.
d△y
| {z }
=: DR

(4.37)

S hur (1875  1941): Israelian mathemati ian who worked in Germany for most of his life. As a
Ferdinand Georg Frobenius , he is perhaps best known today for his result on the existen e of
the  S hur de omposition.
student of

[Wikipedia℄
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Therein, the

Newton

m

iteration index

that the formerly used

Runge -Kutta

time-integration s heme;

is omitted for

stage index

i

onvenien e.

Note in passing

is obsolete due to the impli it

onsequently, the single stage in rement is dened by

△( · )n − △( · )n−1.

Euler

△( · ) :=

The split-up system of equations {F 1 , F 2 } leads after their tempoG
L
ral dis retisation to the global residual ve tor R
and its lo al ounterpart R . The
residual ve tors depend on the in rements of the global (primary) and lo al (se ondary)
variables

ondensed in

algorithmi ally

△u

and

△q .

The

Newton in

∂R G ∂△q
∂R G
+
.
∂△u
∂△q ∂△u

Under the assumption that the lo al system

RL

R = 0,

The

(4.38)

an be solved su iently exa t, the lo al

an be understood as a fun tion of the global in rements

∂R L ∂R L ∂△q
dR L
=
+
=0
d△u
∂△u ∂△q ∂△u

L !

∆.

onsistent tangent then reads

DR =

in rements

rements are represented by

Thus, the small linear system (4.39)2
the nal form of the algorithmi ally

∂R G ∂R G
−
DR =
∂△u ∂△q
With this, the a



∂R L
∂△q

−1

umulated

−1

∂R L
∂R L
∂△q
=−
.
∂△u
∂△q
∂△u

❀

strain elasti -inelasti

(4.39)

an be solved in a de oupled way. This yields to

onsistent tangent, viz.

∂R L
∂△u

❀

DR ∆ = RG

⇒

∆m .
△u m+1 = △u m −∆
(4.40)

Newton

solution of the primary variables

omputed.
Alternatively to (4.37), the

△q = △q (△u), viz.

Newton-S hur

△u m+1

an be

method initially states the problem of small-

material behaviour as follows:



∂R E
E
 ∂△u
R (△u, △σ)
=0 ❀ 
n : R(△u, △σ) = 

 ∂R S
RS (△u, △σ)
∂△u





∂R E 
 

E

∆
R
u
∂△σ  
=
.

S 
S
∂R
∆σ
R
∂△σ

(4.41)

Therein, the two independent primary variables, displa ement and stress, are introdu ed,
E
and ondensed into △u and △σ . The omplementary residual ve tors are R , for the
S
regular equilibrium equation, and R , for the state variable evolution equation. Here, the
state variable is the stress tensor
tensor

σ

σ.

The state variable evolution equation for the stress

an be represented by, e. g.,

RS = σ n +

△σ
}|
{
z
3µ (σn − σ n−1 )
∗

κ (σ n )

−

r

3 D
|σ
|.
2 trial,n

(4.42)
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The softening/hardening of the material under study is represented in
appli ation of a general

S hur

omplement te hnique

16

for matrix

∗

κ (σ).

By the

al ulus to (4.41), the

problem yields



∂ RS
∂△σ

E
E
 ∂R − ∂R
∂△u
∂△σ

!−1


∂ RS 
∆u
∂△u

∂R E
= R −
∂△σ
E



∂R S
∂△σ

−1

RS ,

∂ RS
∂ RS
∆σ = RS −
∆u ,
∂△σ
∂△u

⇒

(4.44)


 △u m+1 = △u m − ∆ m
u,


△σ m+1 = △σ m − ∆ m
σ.

It has been shown in

Kulkarni et al.

is superior to the standard

[124℄ that the performan e of this alternative ansatz

losest point algorithm.

✷

4.2.2 Augmented Small-strain Elasto-vis oplasti ity
This se tion

ontinues the pre eding setup for small-strain elasto-vis oplasti ity. Here,

additional nite-element approximations are used for the plasti

strain

εp .

Therefore, the

standard nite-element spa es are augmented. This augmentation yields to the introdu tion of the spa es

Aε (t) = {εp ∈ H1 (Ω)d }
In the following, quadrati

(ansatz)

elements
ε,h

and

T ε = {δεp ∈ H1 (Ω)d }

(test) .

(4.45)

Au,h (t) are used for the spatially dis

retised displa ements, and linear elements A
(t) for the plasti strains. Note that in this ase, εhp is a
non-lo al variable, so that it is not possible to eliminate the ow rule lo ally. Thus, the
in remental ow rule (4.29) has to be in luded into the variational system in weak form:

16 The ommon




A
C

B
D




S hur
x
y



omplement for matrix



=

f
g




❀

al ulus is dened as:

(D − CA−1 B) y = g − CA−1 f

→

(A − BD−1 C) x = f − BD−1 g

→ Dy = g − Cx .

Ax = f − By ,

(4.43)
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{uhn , εhp,n } ∈ {Au,h (tn ), Aε,h (tn )} × H1 (Ω)d

nd

RnM,h

Z

=

σ hn

satisfying

h

· ε(δu ) dv −

Ωh

RnA,h =

Z 

△tn
εhp,n − εhp,n−1 −
η

Ωh

for all test fun tions

Z

t̄hn · δuh da = 0 ,

Γu,h
N



F (σ hn ; κhn )
σ0

r

(σ hn )D 
· δεhp dv = 0 ,
|(σ hn )D |

{δuh , δεhp } ∈ {T u,h , T ε,h } × H1 (Ω)d .

F

Sin e

(4.46)

depends in the rst

argument only on the se ond invariant, the return parameter fun tion

Λhn |(σ hn )D |, εhpv,n
with



△tn
=
η

*

F̃ |(σ hn )D |, εhpv,n
σ0


∗
F̃ |(σ hn )D |, εhpv,n = F (σ hn ; κ (εhpv,n )) is well dened.

 +r

Moreover, sin e

ontinuous, a generalised derivative exists and again a (generalised)
be dire tly applied to the

(4.47)

Λhn

is

Lips hitz 17

Newton method

an

oupled system, see Appendix C.3 for a suitable algorithm.

S4)

Note that the numeri al realisation is quite simple if in algorithmi

substep

linearisation of the system (4.46) is approximated numeri ally by the

entral dieren e

quotient (4.24). This

an be denoted in

Runge -Kutta stage in

the

rements analogue to (4.23)

or (4.41), respe tively, as



RM (△u, △e)









n : R(△u, △e) =
=0 ❀ 

RA (△u, △e)

∂R M
∂△u
∂R A
∂△u

∂R M
∂△e
∂R A
∂△e




 

 ∆u
RM

.
=

A
 ∆
R
e
(4.48)

1
N T
1
N T
ondensed in u = [u , . . . , u ] , e = [εp , . . . , εp ] ,
M
= [RM,h,1, . . . , RM,h,N ]T , and RA = [RA,h,1,
omposed as R

Therein, the primary variables are

and the residual ve tors are
. . . , RA,h,N ]T . Note that this pro edure

ompletely avoids the evaluation of the radial

return.
In Se tion 5.1, both numeri al methods  the FEM and the AugFEM  are exemplarily applied to a vis oplasti

Perzyna-type

regularisation of softening material behaviour

within a geometri ally linear approa h in order to simulate the development of shear
bands o

urring in a tensile bar. The numeri al studies prove

exhibiting a

omparative results, while

omputational speed-up for the AugFEM.

17 Rudolf

Otto Sigismund Lips hitz (1832  1903): German mathemati ian and do toral
Peter Gustav Lejeune Diri hlet. While Lips hitz gave his name to the  Lips hitz ontinuity
he worked in a broad range of areas.

[Wikipedia℄

s ienti
1950.

He is

onsidered to be a forgotten pioneer.

student of
ondition,

Main parts of his

ontributions  espe ially in the eld of asso iative algebra  have fallen into oblivion after
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4.3 The Extended Finite-Element Method (XFEM)
After the small ex urs to elasto-vis oplasti material behaviour of single-phase materials in
Se tion 4.2 the following hapter resides again in the framework of multi-phasi
Nevertheless, the basi
again.

In

materials.

prin iple of the pre eding extension of the FEM is taken up here

ontrast to the AugFEM, the XFEM is an enri hed method where the eld

des ribing quantities are enri hed. The XFEM belongs to the family of enhan ed assumed
strain methods (EAS),

f.

Simo & Rafai

of the dis retised domains.

[173℄. It enables lo al enri hment in subregions

In general, the XFEM is mainly used in appli ations that

involve dis ontinuities in eld equations.
appli ation area, e. g., material interfa es,

Within this topi , the XFEM has a broad
ra ks, or boundary layers, to name only a few.

An important advantage of the XFEM is its a
As a

ura y in

omparison to the standard FEM.

onsequen e, the requirement for a suitable nite-element mesh is redu ed. Regular

meshes

an be used in appli ations whi h otherwise would require mesh-renement with

element edges aligning with the dis ontinuities.
The enri hment of the eld quantities within the framework of the XFEM are based on
the PU prin iple,
ri hment

f. Se tion 4.1.1. These enri hments result in additional DOF. The en-

arries additional ansatz fun tions with lo al supports that are multiplied with

global enri hment fun tions. Hen e, the additional ansatz fun tions yield a lo al enri hment.

Therein, spe ial attention is required for the integration of the lo ally enri hed

subdomains due to possible jumps or kinks in the eld fun tions. Based on the spatial

uS (x, t)

dis retisation (4.2), the ansatz of the displa ement eld fun tion

uS (x, t) ≈
δuS (x)

ůhS (x, t)

≈ δůhS (x)

ūhS (x, t)

=

j=1
N
X

=

Υju (x)

ujS (t)

Υju (x) δujS

{z

FEM approximation
uhS , δuhS

 j
{aSℓ (t), δajSℓ }
∈ {Aa,h (t), T a,h }
:







 ůhS (x, t) ∈ Åu,h (t) = Au,h (t) + Aa,h (t) :


δůhS (x)





 j
Πaℓ (x)

∈ T̊ u,h

Multiple XFEM enri hment

M X
X

+

ℓ=1 j∈Iℓ∗
M X
X

+
}

|

Πjai

Πjaℓ (x) δajSℓ
{z

XFEM enri hment
ahSℓ , δahSℓ

}

XFEM ansatz (DOF) and test ,
enri hed displa ement ,

= T u,h + T a,h

:

enri hed test ,

= Υjaℓ (x) ψℓ (x)

:

additional ansatz fun tions .
(4.49)

ℓ = 1, . . . , M

an be applied to the dis ontinuous eld fun -

18

tions under study. Ea h of the enri hment must satisfy the PU
18 In fa t,

Πjaℓ (x) ajSℓ (t) ,

ℓ=1 j∈Iℓ∗

j=1

|

with

+

N
X

is enri hed, viz.

onstraint, see Figure

builds only a PU in all elements whose nodes are all in the nodal subsets

Ii∗ .

In
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4.3. In this monograph, the number of XFEM enri hment will be restri ted to a single
one. Consequently, only a single dis ontinuity

an be modelled. Enri hed quantities will

be denoted by a ir le supers ript (˚
· ). The enri hed displa ement eld fun tion reads
h
ůS , and the enri hed test fun tion δůhS . Both reside in the ansatz and test spa es {Åu,h ,
T̊ u,h } whi h ontain the enri hment spa es {Aa,h , T a,h }. The additional DOF (primary
j
j
variables) are represented in aS ; their test ounterparts are denoted δaS . Note that these
DOF only support nite-elements whi h are interse ted by dis ontinuities. Thus, they
∗
reside in the nodal subset j ∈ I . This is a ru ial

P

j∈I1∗

advantage of the XFEM to other enri hed methods,

Πja1 (x) = 1

P

j∈I2∗

be ause the number of additional DOF is limited. The
j
additional ansatz fun tions Πa onsist of the lo al supj
port Υa , and of the global enri hment fun tion ψ . In
this monograph, the lo al support fun tions will be ho-

Πja2 (x) = 1

P

j∈I3∗

sen identi al to the standard FEM ansatz fun tions,
j
j
i. e., Υa ≡ Υu . Note that this is not a onstraint; the
enri hment an be dened based on individual fun -

Πja3 (x)

tions, e. g., quadrati

=1

fun tions. Dierent global enri hment fun tions

an be

applied for weak or strong dis ontinuities. For the here
dis ussed problem of strong dis ontinuities in displa e-

Figure 4.3: PU for multiple XFEM
subregion enri hment.


ψ1 (x) = H φ(x) =

FEM but linear XFEM ansatz

(

ment elds, a set of possible enri hment fun tions is 
in dire t analogy to (3.44)  given with


1 : φ(x) > 0 



0 : φ(x) = 0 = sign φ(x) = ψ2 (x) .



−1 : φ(x) < 0

1 : φ(x) > 0
0 : φ(x) ≤ 0

(4.50)

Therein, the

Heaviside - (H ) and signum-fun

span the same approximation spa e.

tion (sign) lead to identi al results as they

In (4.50), the s alar-valued global fun tion

tra ks the dis ontinuity by its zero-level.

φ(x)

This globally represented so- alled level-set

fun tion is a widely used numeri al te hnique to tra k  xed or moving  interfa es
impli itly. Examples of proper tra king te hniques

Remark:

One of the reasons for the general su

an be found in Se tion 4.4.
ess of the XFEM is its

onsider dis ontinuities inside nite-elements. In this
an often used alternative. The so- alled

Hansbo

ontext, it makes sense to point out

Hansbo & Hansbo [93, 94℄,
Areias & Belyts hko [4℄. The Hansbo

method,

was shown identi al to the XFEM enri hment in

apability to

f.

method may be interpreted as the superposition of two elements. Therein, the rst element
′
is used to dene the fun tions ΥI and ΥII , see Figure 4.4 for a 1-d representation; the

P

j
j∈Ii∗ Πai (x) 6= 1. Theses
elements are so- alled blending elements. Fortunately, these blending elements do not ae t typi al  in

elements with only some of their nodes in
this monograph dis ussed  XFEM

Ii∗ , Πjai

does not build a PU, i. e.,

omputations parti ularly. Thus, the inuen e of blending elements

is in general negle ted. Anyway, a possible remedy to this problem has already been proposed by
[76℄.

Fries
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alled virtual. The se ond element is used to dene the fun tions

Υ1u

Υ2u

Π1a

Π2a

ΥII

Υ′II

Υ′I

Υ′I

and

(a)

ΥI
(b)



Figure 4.4: Comparison of the (a) lassi al XFEM ψ = sign(φ) with the (b) Hansbo method.
ΥII ,

with the left virtual node. This is  of

ourse  also valid for 2-d and 3-d problems.

✷
Due to the additional XFEM enri hment, the standard FEM approximations la k the
j
normalisation by the
symbol δi , f. (4.3), in general. But this normalisation is
ru ial for the dire t appli ation of
boundary onditions. One possible remedy
j
for this situation is to nd lo al XFEM enri hment fun tions Πa that are zero at all
h
h
nodes. This would immediately yield ůS = ūS , as usually given in the standard FEM
approximation. The remedy is a omplished by a

Krone ker

fun tions ψ, individually for ea

Diri hlet

shifting of the global enri hment

h node as

ψ shift (x) = ψ(x) − ψ(xj )

❀

Πja (x) = Υju (x)ψ shift (x) .

(4.51)

Consequently, the XFEM enri hment be omes zero at every node k through k 6= j :
Υju (xk ) = 0 and k = j : ψ(xk ) − ψ(xj ) = 0. The nal form of the XFEM enri hed

displa ement approximation then reads

ůhS (x, t)

=

ūhS (x, t)

+

N
X

Υju (x)ujS (t) +

j∈I ∗

j=1

|

=

X

{z
≈ ũS

uhS

}

|

h
i
Υju (x) ψ(x) − ψ(xj ) ajS (t) .
=

ψahS

{z
≈ ψ[[uS ]]

(4.52)

}

Therein, the

ontinuum-me hani al eld fun tion for the displa ement (3.42) is approxiPN
P
j j
j j
h
h
h
mated by the quantities uS = ūS +
j=1 Υu uS , and aS =
j∈I ∗ Υu aS .

Remark:

Dis ontinuities that end inside the

onsidered domain require a spe ial enri h-

ment. In order to represent su h a dis ontinuity in its proper length, nodes whose support

dis ontinuity tip (singularity) should to be enri

ontain the

hed, too. For example, the

following four dis ontinuous fun tions are, in general, used for 2-d simulations:

ψI =

√

r sin

θ
,
2

ψII =

√

r sin

θ
sin θ ,
2

These fun tions depend on a lo al polar
The angle

θ

is positive denite in

ψIII =

√

r

os

θ
,
2

ψIV =

√

r

os

θ
sin θ .
2

oordinate system that is dened at the

(4.53)

ra k tip.

ounter- lo kwise dire tion, levelled in elongation of the
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dis ontinuity line, and negative denite for the

lo kwise dire tion below the elongated

dis ontinuity line. Su h fun tions are provided by the asymptoti
at the
line.

modes of displa ement

ra k tip. The rst fun tion in (4.53) is also dis ontinuous a ross the dis ontinuity
The singularity surrounding nodes are enri hed by (4.53) instead of the regular

XFEM fun tions (4.51), see

Belyts hko & Bla k

that if the solution is not singular at the

[10℄, and

Strouboulis et al.

ohesive zone theory, other fun tions of enri hment an be sele ted, see
[138℄ and

Zi & Belyts hko

[178℄. Note

ra k tip, e. g., due to the appli ation of the

Moës & Belyts hko

[197℄.

✷

4.3.1 Dis ontinuous Dis retisation
Additionally to the spatial dis retisation of the FEM in Se tion 4.1.1, the XFEM dis ontinuous dis retisation remains to be dis ussed. The dis ontinuous entries in the balan e
equations (3.60) and (3.63),

...

Z

S

S

v̄ δ P da . . .

_

and

...

_

S

are

Z

t̄S,S · δuS daS . . . ,

(4.54)

S

onsidered individually. The balan e

ontribution (4.54)1

an be interpreted as an

internal uid ow. This has been already identied in (3.61). Consequently, a possible
ansatz for its overall dis retisation

Z

_

S

v̄ δ P da

an be dened as

S

❀

S

1 Ωhe,n − Ωhe,n−1 h
δP .
̺e
△tn

(4.55)

h
The dis retised volume of ea h nite-element is represented by Ωe,n from the a tual time
h
step, and by Ωe,n−1 from the previous time step. E ient algorithms for the omputation of the dis retised volume or area, for the 2-d ase of a nite-element an be found
in Appendix C.4 and Appendix C.5.
ditional

Neumann

The internal uid ow (4.55)2 is de fa to an ad-

BC, also known as additional support of the right-hand side.

Ea h

node  from a dis ontinuous element  with a pressure DOF gets a pro-rata value on
the right hand side of the residual balan e equation.
the number of element nodes

̺e

as a

The pro-rata value is s aled by

onsequen e of the transfer of the volume inte-

gral to dis rete (nodal) values. Note in passing that the sign of the internal uid ow
h
diers from that of the external uid ow v̄ , re all (4.21). Furthermore, note that
the temporal dis retisation from Se tion 4.1.2 is still valid and applied to the
ered dis ontinuous XFEM problems here.
o

urring

Runge -Kutta

△tn ⇔ ci hn .

A

intermediate steps, i. e.,

ordingly, it is

onsider any

n ⇔ ni, tn ⇔ Tni = tn + ci hn ,

Alternatively to this approa h, it is of

subsequent dis retisation of the

ru ial to

onsid-

ourse also feasible to apply the

ohesive framework to this balan e

tually, this dis retisation is straightforward if the

and

ontribution.

A -

rossing dis ontinuity surfa e is nu-

meri ally identied; as it is presented, albeit only virtual, in the following.

Anyway,
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ansatz (4.55)2 is favoured

the volumetri

in this monograph.

For the numeri al

omputation of (4.54)2 , the surfa e of the
dis ontinuity itself needs to be spatially
dis retised.

This will be presented with

fo us on the herein used nite-element
types.

An

interse tionPSfrag
of 2-d
niterepla
ements

elements results in simple line segments.
Their dis retisation and numeri al integration follows straightforward. Thus, the
following

ohesive framework will mainly

fo us on the 3-d dis retisation. 3-d prob-

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.5: (a) Interse tion planes of hexahedrons, and (b) their triangulation.

lems are herein dis retised with 8-node hexahedron elements be ause of their superiority
over tetrahedron elements. Thus, their interse tion planes with the dis ontinuity surfa e
an result in shapes of triangles, re tangles, pentagons, or hexagons, see Figure 4.5 (a).
These shapes need to be triangulated for a sound numeri al integration s heme, see Figure
4.5 (b). Again, note that any eventually o
be

onsidered, i. e.,

Z

_

n ⇔ ni.

urring

Runge -Kutta intermediate steps must

The dis retisation of (4.54)2

t̄S,S ([[uS ]], n̄S ) · δuS daS

❀

Z

an be dened as

t̄nS,S,h (ahS,n , n̄Sn,h ) · δahS daS .

(4.56)

ΓS,h

S

For (4.56)2 , the dis retisation of the test fun tional δuS redu es to the dis retised enh
ri hment part δaS . This is the result of the a tivation of ohesive stresses solely by the
h
h
dis ontinuous displa ement eld aS,n . Note that δaS la ks the previous enri hment ψ ,
f. (4.52); the dis ontinuity itself is integrated over the dis ontinuity, in
overall integration. The dis retised values of the

ontrast to the

ohesive stress ve tor are

omputed as

follows:




t̄nS,S,h = (1 − dhn ) λS⊥ ahS,n · n̄Sn,h n̄Sn,h +µS∼ ahS,n − ah,⊥
S,n
{z
}
|
|
{z
}
h,⊥
h,∼
aS,n
aS,n
Therein,

with

 h
−a ubn
,

 dn = 1 − eh
in
h
,
un = max kaS,s k

s=0

❀ umax , dmax .

(4.57)

{umax , dmax }

are history variables. They need to be stored or updated, respe S ,h
. With them, the absolute maximum
tively, at ea h integration point on the surfa e Γ
distan e between the two sides of the dis ontinuity
maximum damage variable
for the

dmax ,

an be a

umax ,

along with the

essed at ea h time step.

orresponding

This is ne essary

orre t numeri al modelling of the assumed linear unloading pro esses, see Figure

3.16. The irreversibility of the damage is assured through



b
 1 − e−a un
: un ≥ umax 
dhn =
1 − dmax
 1 − un
: un < umax 
umax

with

un = kahS,n k .

(4.58)
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The numeri al

omputation and storage of the dis retised dis ontinuity surfa e will take

pla e in the referential

onguration, be ause of the materially xed surfa e

S 0.

Thus, the

element interse tion points of the dis ontinuity are stored per element. These interse tion
points form the omputational basis for the determination of the surfa e area elements
ΓSe ,h , and the orresponding normal ve tors mSe ,h , see Figure 4.6. The transport_ of the
ζi
ζ
referential interse tion points XS,e to their ree tions x̄ei on the virtual surfa e S reads
i
i
i
i
x̄ζei = F̄SS XζS,e
= XζS,e
+ ũhS (XζS,e
) + 21 ahS,n (XζS,e
).

(4.59)

Therein, the virtual deformation gradient (3.51) has been used. Alternatively, the
responding balan e equations
uration.

ould also be evaluated dire tly in the referential

or-

ong-

However, due to the homogenisation pro ess of the TPM, and the therefrom

originating spatial mixture balan e equations, this alternative is not

onsidered in this

monograph. Within this monograph, the element-wise dis ontinuity surfa e is not limited
to a plane, see Figure 4.11. Consequently, this results in multiple surfa e normal ve tors
S ,h
Their respe tive images in the a tual onguration n̄e
are omputed per triangle
ξi
ξ
element after the transport of the interse tion points XS,e → x̄ei . Prior to the identi-

,h
mSS,e
.

 ation of the nal position of the interse tion points in the stati  referen e element,
i
the points x̄e are lo ated in the global oordinate system of the a tual onguration.
As a byprodu t, the dis ontinuity surfa e area elements  globally and per referen e eleξj
ξj
j
j
ment  are omputed for both ongurations dAS,e , dAS,e , and daS,e , daS,e , respe tively.
j
ξ,j
j
Thus, the
an fa tor Ja = da / da
for the numeri al integration over the referen e
element is a known quantity. This yields to

Ja obi
Z

t̄nS,S,h (x) · δahS daS

J X
K
X

≈

j

ΓS,h

k

t̄nS,S,h (x(ξ jk )) · δahS (ξjk )wkj Jaj .

(4.60)

PSfrag repla ements
Note in passing that the integration points

ξjk

on the interse ting surfa e triangles

an be

elegantly identied by 3-d tetrahedron subelements; if the respe tive fourth node of the
tetrahedron is positioned on the triangle surfa e, regular triangle element shape fun tions
an be used.

(t0 )

(t)

i
XζS,e
mSS,h

x̄ζei

F̄SS
S 0 ❀ ΓSe,0,h
Ωhe,0

Figure 4.6: Transport of the dis ontinuity surfa e.

n̄Se ,h
_

S ❀ ΓSe ,h
Ωhe,n
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With these preliminaries, the nal form of the fully dis retised dis ontinuous balan e
equations reads

◦

V,h
R̊ni

M,h
R̊ni

 △Ů h (. . . , ah ) − U ′ h (. . . , ah ) 
S,ni
S,ni
S,ni
S,ni
div
=
δ P h dv
hn aii
Ωh

Z F
h

k ŮS,ni
(. . . , ahS,ni ) 
h
FR
h
g · grad δ P h dv
grad (P n + △P ni ) − ρ
+
F
R
γ
h
ΩZ
1 Ωhni − Ωhn h
v̄ h (Tni ) δ P h da −
+
δP = 0 ,
̺e ci hn
Γv,h
ZN 
Z

S,S ,h
h
S
h
h
h
=
TE (ŮS,ni (. . . , aS,n )) − Pni I · grad δůS dv +
t̄ni
· δahS daS
Z

ΩZh

ρ g · δůhS dv −

−

Ωh

Z

ΓS,h

t̄h (Tni ) · δůhS da = 0 ,

Γt,h
N
(4.61)

One

an see that  even though the dis ontinuous enri hment solely

ontributes to the
h
solid displa ement  both equations depend on the additional primary variable aS,n . This
again reveals the strong oupling of the TPM balan e equations. The notation of the

Runge -Kutta intermediate stages, indexed by i.

This

balan e equations

onsiders possible

is

essful numeri al implementation into the FEM-program PANDAS.

ru ial for a su

dis ontinuous dis retised BVP
Z

h ′
div(ůS )S

δ P h dv +

Z

kF
(grad P h − ρF R g) ·
γF R

grad δ P

h

1 Ωhn − Ωh0
δP h =
̺e
t
Z
= − v̄ h δ P h da ,

dv +

Ωh

Ωh

v,h

Z

(TSE − P h I) ·

grad

δuhS dv −

Ωh

Z

Z

Ωh

(TSE − P h I) · H

Ωh

grad

δahS dv +

Z

ΓS,h

ZΓN
t̄h · δuhS da ,
ρ g · δuhS dv =
t,h

ZΓN
t̄S,S ,h · δahS daS − ρ g · H δahS dv =
=

ZΩh

t̄h · H δahS da .

Γt,h
N

(4.62)
◦

′h
h
h
The variables {△ŮS,ni , US,ni , ŮS,ni } represent the enri hed ounterparts to those presented
h
h
in (4.21), and (4.22). The appli ation of the variational prin iple, i. e., δuS (δaS = 0),

PSfrag repla ements
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δahS (δuhS = 0),

allows a split-up for a

Furthermore, for the sake of

larity, the notation in (4.62)

intermediate stages to a more

Remark:

( · )ni

and

learer representation of the BVP equations.
ondenses the

ommon overall representation per time step

Within (4.61), one might wonder about the mixed

( · )n

in the internal uid ow

Runge -Kutta
n.

Runge -Kutta

quantities

ontribution. This is the result of the appli ation

of a single-step temporal integration s heme. For single-step s hemes, it is unne essary to

numeri ally store previous steps (intermediate stages). Thus, the step dieren es

( · )ni
with

yield to absolute dieren es

Zi := △Yni ,

s = 3 Runge -Kutta

e. g., for

Tn3 = tn + c3 hn
Tn2 = tn + c2 hn
Tn1 = tn + c1 hn
tn

( · )ni − ( · )n .

This relationship

stages, viz.

Z1
Z2
yn

Yn1
△1

Z3
Yn3 = yn+1

Yn2
△2

( · )ni−1 −

an be ni ely visualised

△3


△i = Yni−1 − Yni = Zi−1 − Zi





△i

❀
(ci−1 − ci ) hn



Yni − yn



⇒
ci hn

✷

4.3.2 Numeri al Integration
Depending on the
ities

ψ , jumps, kinks or other dis ontinution Πa . However, the standard Gauss ian

hosen global enri hment fun tion

an be present in the additional ansatz fun

integration s heme is only suited for element-wise smooth and

ontinuous ansatz fun -

tions.

Therefore, the numeri al integration needs to take element-wise dis ontinuities

into a

ount. In this

the

ontext, the

rossing dis ontinuity.

 divided into subelements.
are in general
the standard
integral

orresponding elements are divided into two parts along

These parts are then again  due to their unique geometry
For a sound numeri al implementation, these subelements

hosen to be of the same element type than their sour e elements. Thus,

Gauss

quadrature

an be applied again to the subelements.

Finally, the

ontributions of the subelements are added together to obtain the overall element

values, see Figure 4.7. For the most basi

element type, linear 2-d triangular elements,

Figure 4.7: Numeri al integration points of 2-d/3-d subelements.
the

onstru tion of subelements is quite simple. The subdivision pro ess for linear re t-

angular elements is numeri ally a bit more
4.8.

Furthermore, the sum of

ostly but also straightforward, see Figure

orresponding unique element edge numbers allows the
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identi ation of the
quite
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rossing position. The 3-d expansion of this pro edure

hallenging as various

ases must be

an be ome

onsidered. For details on this spe ial  plane

interse tion surfa es  subdividing pro ess on 3-d hexahedron elements, the interested
reader is referred to

Gehrli her

[84℄. However, the usage of 3-d hexahedron subelements

bears no relationship to the eort if the general

ase of non-planar interse tion surfa es is

onsidered. Thus, the 3-d subelementation pro ess will be

arried out with tetrahedron

elements. The previously dis ussed  per element  interse tion points are in general idenPSfrag repla ements
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Figure 4.8: Subdividing of 2-d triangular and re tangular elements.
tied by nodal s alar values. They are the result of global tra king strategy te hniques.
The s alar values are used to linearly interpolate the interse tion points. The interse tion
of the dis ontinuity surfa e with a 3-d hexahedron element
interse tion planes. All together, 255 dierent

an result in several dierent

ongurations (plus one zero- ase) are

possible. Therein, 130 interse tion planes are ambiguous. The remaining 126 interse tion
planes

an be dierentiated by seven prin ipal interse tion

ases, see Figure 4.11. These

ases dier in the number of interse tion points, and the number of separated element
nodes. The element-wise subsurfa es are dis retised by up to four triangle elements, re all
Figure 4.5. Note that the orientation of these triangle subsurfa es must be also taken into
a

ount for the distin tion of the interse tions. For a

orre t

al integration points and their integration weights, it is

omputation of the numeri-

ru ial to

onsider  at least in

the sequen e of node numbering  xed subelements. The seven prin ipal
subdivided by a xed tetrahedron s heme.

The

orresponding

ases are ea h

ongurations are then,

depending on their node numbering, turned and squeezed into this subelement s heme.
This allows a redu tion of

omplexity of the division pro edure.

The element-wise subsurfa es are

omputed by the so- alled

rithm (MCA), see Lorensen & Cline
19 The Mar hing Cubes Algorithm is

19

[129℄. The MCA

Mar hing Cubes Algo-

originally

omes from the eld

laimed by anti-software patent advo ates as a prime example

repla ements
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of

omputer graphi s. Therein, it is used to

eld) with polygonal graphi

ompute isosurfa es of spatial voxels (s alar

elements. Its appli ation is in general fo used on medi al

visualisations su h as CT and MRI s an data images. The algorithm uses an index to
8
a pre- al ulated array of 256 possible polygon ongurations (2 = 256) within a ube
(hexahedron).

In this monograph, the sign of ea h nodal s alar value of the referen e

hexahedron nite-element is interpreted as a bit in an 8-bit integer, see Figure 4.9. For
positive values, the appropriate bit is set to one; negative values result in a zero bit. The
binary sum of all eight element edges indi ates the polygon

onguration. The polygon

onguration is then looked up in the pre- al ulated array. A proper implementation of
the MCA in the framework of the XFEM

an be found in Appendix C.6.

All relevant 126

4
7

ξ3

e:7
e:6

6

points

e:5
e:9

e:8
e : 11

ξ1

0

e:0
e:1

e:2

The numbers in bra kets are the indi es to the over-

ξ2

e : 10

e:3

3

fa es are presented in Figure 4.11.
The interse tion
XζS,e , and the triangle normal ve tors mSS,h , inh
di ate the number of subelements Ωe,sub of the possible ongurations ( ongs) per prin ipal ase A to G.

5

e:4

ongurations of the interse tion sur-

all 15 possible prin ipal

ases, in luding the ambiguous

ones and the zero- ase.

1

The

orresponding

ongu-

ration numbers are based on the aforementioned 8-bit

[1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1℄ (nodal
❀ 11010100 (8-bit integer) ❀ 212 ❀ Case F

integer, e. g.,

2

values)

(11). In Figure 4.11, element nodes with negative values

Figure 4.9: MCA hexahedron.

are

oloured in red, positive ones in blue.

The

entre

of gravity of ea h triangle of the interse tion surfa e is depi ted by a yellow dot; their
orresponding normal ve tors are indi ated by a red line.

The interse tion points are

visualised with bla k dots, the subelement tetrahedrons with blue lines. The subelements
are indi ated by green numbers.

Gauss ian

Furthermore, the

emplarily depi ted for a se ond order integration; their

20

element nodes. Note that it is ne essary to identify
integration points for the

olouring is inherited from the

the dis rete position (side) of the

orre t appli ation of the XFEM enri hment. The integration

weights are s aled by the evaluation of a
(and the tetrahedron volume

Remark:

integration points are ex-

orresponding subelement
1
orre tion fa tor ).
6

Ja obi an determinant

The numeri al modelling of dis ontinuities within the XFEM does in general

not presume the dis retisation of the two sides of a dis ontinuity. Thus, the traje tory
of the dis ontinuity surfa es

_

virtual surfa e

S.

an only be revealed vaguely with the introdu tion of the

Alternatively, the position of the

dis ontinuity surfa es

in the

in the graphi s eld of the woes of patenting software. An implementation was patented despite being
a relatively obvious solution to the surfa e-generation problem, they
was developed,

alled Mar hing Tetrahedrons, in order to

ambiguity problem of mar hing

[Wikipedia℄

ubes with some

ube

laim. Another similar algorithm

ir umvent the patent as well as solve a minor

ongurations. This patent expired in 2005, and

it is now legal to use it without royalties sin e more than 17 years have passed from its issue date
.

20 Be ause of the hosen tetrahedron subelements, the identi ation an be numeri ally straightforward

implemented. One e ient implementation is the

omputation of ve determinants  out of

of the tetrahedron nodes with the respe tive integration point  and the test of their signs.

ombinations

4.3 The Extended Finite-Element Method (XFEM)

visualised

deformed mesh

an be

This derivation

an be a
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by a derivation of the original nite-element mesh.

omplished within a post-pro essing step. The post-pro essing

step is independent on the regular XFEM

omputation. Thus, the

omputation

an be

solely performed in the visualisation program. Consequently, the topology of the derived
mesh

an be modied arbitrarily without losing

additional sets of nodes are

omputational e ien y. Therefore, two

reated for ea h dis ontinuous element. Ea h set of nodes is

lo ated on one side of the dis ontinuity. The displa ement of the
then

orresponding nodes is

omputed with regular, enri hed ansatz fun tions

ůhS (XSS,v ) =

PSfrag repla ements

Ne n
X
j=1

o
 j
S ,v
j
j j
Υu (XS ) uS + ψ aS

with



XS ,v : L penetration points

 S
(v = 1, . . . , L) ,


 ψj
: dis rete enri hment .

of

ΓS0 ,h

(4.63)

S ,v
j
The evaluation of the regular ansatz fun tions Υu at the penetration points XS
of
S ,h
is straightforward. This kind of post-pro essed visualisation
the dis retised surfa e Γ0
S ,v
j
depends on the additional knowledge or storage, respe tively, of the variable set {XS , ψ }
S ,v
per dis ontinuous element. The spatial oordinates of the penetration points read xs =
XSS,v + ůhS . Other quantities on the additional nodes an be omputed analogously, but
of ourse without the additional enri hment. See Figure 4.10 for a 2-d visualisation of

XSS,2

XSS,2
+
Ωh,+
0 , Ne

ΓS0 ,h
Ωh0 , Ne

XSS,1
XSS,2

XSS,1
S ,1

−
Ωh,−
0 , Ne

XS









































xSS,2,−

xSS,2,+

xSS,1,+
xSS,1,−
Ωh , Ne + Ne+ + Ne−

Figure 4.10: Additional node set for the post-pro essing visualisation of a dis ontinuity.
this pro edure.
works of

For more details on this topi , the interested reader is referred to the

Remmers

[156℄ for 2-d triangular elements and

tetrahedron elements.
program PANPOST,

O'Brien & Hodgins

[146℄ for 3-d

Note in passing that be ause of the self-developed visualisation
f.

Rempler

[157℄, mixed element types

ould be visualised dire tly.

✷
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ζ
S ,h
h
| 11×Ωe,sub | 16×
3×XS,e | 1×mS

Case A (01)

1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128

ζ
S ,h
h
5×XS,e | 3×mS
| 14×Ωe,sub | 48×

Case C (05)

254
253
251
247
239
223
191
127

Case B (02)

38
208
49
50
200
196
70
76

ongs

176
98
100
152
145
112
140
137

248
244
242
241
236
230
31
220

217
47
206
205
55
59
185
179

3
9
17
6
34
12
68
136

48
144
96
192
252
246
238
249

79
157
155
103
110
143
115
118

ζ
S ,h
h
6×XS,e | 4×mS
| 16×Ωe,sub | 8×

15
51
102
240
204
153
Case E (09)

Case D (08)

ζ
S ,h
h
6×XS,e | 4×mS
| 16×Ωe,sub | 12×

Case F (11)

ongs

ongs

7
11
13
14
19
25
224
35

ζ
S ,h
h
4×XS,e | 2×mS
| 12×Ωe,sub | 6×

ζ
S ,h
h
4×XS,e | 2×mS
| 11×Ωe,sub | 24×

ongs

29
43
54
71
108
113
226
212

ongs

ongs

27
39
78
114
228
216
177
141

ζ
S ,h
h
6×XS,e | 4×mS
| 16×Ωe,sub | 12×

201
184
147
142

Case G (14)

23
46
57
77
99
116
232
209

Figure 4.11: Subdivision of 3-d hexahedron elements with tetrahedrons.

ongs

198
178
156
139

221
243
187
119
207
111
159
63
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4.4 Tra king Te hniques
A

ru ial point in the numeri al simulation of failure me hani s is the modelling of the

appearan e and the propagation of dis ontinuities.

The following

te hniques for a global tra king of displa ement jumps in the
At rst,

lassi al level-set fun tions will be presented.

hapter deals with

ontext of nite-elements.

They are nowadays a

hosen tra king method for 2-d simulations of strong dis ontinuities.

In this

For a

Osher & Fedkiw

omprehensive overview on this topi , see

numeri al implementation in the
dis retised.

ontext,

Stolarska

they have been  as far as the author is aware  rstly introdu ed by
Besides that, their main appli ation is found in the eld of modern

ommon
[177℄.

omputer graphi s.
[153℄.

For a sound

ontext of the XFEM, level-set fun tions are ve torially

Ve tor level-set fun tions have been generally introdu ed, and transferred

to the XFEM framework, by

Ventura et al.

[186, 187℄. During the development of this

monograph, ve tor level-set fun tions have been the rst examined methodology for the
numeri al tra king of dis ontinuities.
out to be numeri ally too

But the appli ation of this methodology turned

ostly for 3-d problems.

Global Tra king Algorithm (GTA) was

Therefore, the more sophisti ated

hosen to model 3-d dis ontinuities. The GTA is

introdu ed in Se tion 4.4.2. It is a robust and yet very elegant strategy to tra k strong
dis ontinuities in 2-d as well as in 3-d simulations. It has been proposed rstly by

et al.

[150, 151℄. This method has been adopted su

by, e. g.,

Dumstor & Mes hke

[51℄,

Cervera & Chiumenti

[73℄. The reader who is interested in a
is referred to

Jäger et al.

Oliver

essfully to simulate dis rete fra ture

omprehensive

[35℄, and

omparison of

Feist & Hofstetter

ra k path strategies

[112114℄. Note that, although the presented tra king te hniques

an also be extended to model multiple dis ontinuity paths, this monograph restri ts itself
to one single dis ontinuity path.

4.4.1 2-d Ve tor Level-Set Fun tions
Level-set fun tions identify geometri al areas and/or their movements without parameterising these. The identi ation pro ess is based on the representation of the border of
the geometri al area under study impli itly by a predened value; this value is most of all
hosen to be zero. Thus, the border is dened by

S 0 = {XS | φ(XS ) = 0}.

Without going

deeper into the eld of level-set fun tions, their prin iple will be introdu ed on the basis
of a 2-d example. At least in the

ontext of dis ontinuities, the most useful representation

of level-set fun tions is probably the signed-distan e fun tion. It is dened by

φ(XS ) = ±minkXS − XSS k ∀ XSS ∈ S 0 ,
With the

−
∀ XS ∈ {B +
0 , B0 } .

Euklid ean21 norm k · k, the sign diers on the two sides of a

(4.64)

losed interfa e

S 0.

The fun tion (4.64) allows an impli it des ription of dis ontinuities by storing representa+
−
tive values of it at dis rete points in the domain {B 0 , B 0 }. The signed-distan e level-set
21 Eu

lid of Alexandria

( 360 BC  280 BC): Greek mathemati ian, often referred to as the Father of

Geometry. His book Elements is one of the most inuential works in the history of mathemati s. It is
the basis for most geometri al systems, referred to as the 

Eu lid ean geometries that mathemati

non-

Eu lid ean geometry

ians dis overed in the 19

th

entury).

[Wikipedia℄

(in

ontrast to so- alled
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fun tion is ve torially dis retised for a sound implementation into the framework of the
XFEM by

Ventura et al.

are the nodes

[186℄. The dis rete points for the storage of representative values

XjS

of the underlying nite-element mesh. Note that only the dis ontinuity
j
∗
surrounding nodes j ∈ I are used to store representative values f˜ . Herein, these nodal
j
j
j
values are a data three-tuple f˜ = {f(XS ), H (XS )}. The three-tuple onsists of the oPSfrag repla ements
j
j
j
e ients of the losest point proje tion ve tor f = f(XS ) of the element node XS to the
S ,h
or line, respe tively, and of a modied
dis retised dis ontinuity surfa e S 0 → Γ0
j
j
value H = H (XS ) = ±1. The latter value identies the side of the dis ontinuity.

Heavi-

side

Here, in a 2-d setting, this dis retisation
results in a polygonal line

22

representation

XTIP
S,n

of the dis ontinuity, see Figure 4.12. Ea h

−s⊥
n

of the polygonal line segments interse ts
at least one nite-element. The a tual line
TIP
TIP
segment is denoted by sn = XS,n −XS,n−1 ,
and the previous one by sn−1 . Both line
TIP
segments end in the dis ontinuity tip XS,n
TIP
2
and XS,n−1 , respe tively. Let E n ⊂ R be
the element domain that

nite-elements whi h are

sn , b)
and c)

sn

fj
XjS

sb
α

fi
α/2

XiS
H = +1
ΓS0 ,h

XTIP
S,n−1

H = −1

ontains those

a) interse

ted by

ontaining one or both ends of
ontaining nodes whose a tual

sn ,

Figure 4.12: Nodal data update area.

los-

est point proje tion ve tor is shorter than the previous one. The nodes in this element
j
domain  and only these nodes  store the level-set data three-tuple f˜ . Thus, let F n
be the set of element nodes at time step

Consequently, the variable
step

n − 1.

The

F n−1

n

whose level-set data needs to be

represents the analogue node set of the previous time

omplete set of element nodes whose level-set data needs to be

(updated) is denoted by

F a.

determination of the nodal set

Now, there are three dierent

ases to

omputed

onsider for the

F a:

•

losest distan e to the dis ontinuity is a point proje tion on

•

hange of the

•

losest distan e to the dis ontinuity is a line to the tip

In Figure 4.12, the

omputed.

losest point proje tion from

sn−1

to

sn ,

sn ,
XTIP
S,n−1 .

omputation area of the nodal level-set data is marked yellow 

the update area is marked blue 

. With these preliminaries, the set

Fa

 and

an be dened

22 The only polygonal line representation of the dis ontinuity is a onsequen e of the approximation of

PNe

j j
j=1 Υ φ . This also
results in a smoothing of line kinks within an element. Alternative dis retisations for the approximation
h
of φ are dis ussed in
[187℄.

the level-set fun tion

φh

with linear nite-element ansatz fun tions, i. e.,

Ventura et al.

φh (XS ) =
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as:



Fa =

XjS ∈ E n : (XjS − XTIP
S,n ) · sn

≤ 0,

(XjS − XTIP
S,n−1 ) · sn−1 > 0
with

sb =

∨

b
(XjS − XTIP
> 0
S,n−1 ) · s

sn−1
sn
+
.
ksn−1 k ksn k

(4.65)

Note in passing that it may be ne essary for 2-d re tangular nite-elements to also imorre tion step after the determination of F a . The orre tor step assures that
XjS,e of an interse ted element  ontain level-set data. The therei
TIP
fore ne essary ondition reads (XS,e − XS,n ) · sn > 0. Finally, the nodal level-set values
are determined by

plement a

really all element nodes



⊥
H j (f j ) = sign (XjS − XTIP
S,n−1 ) · sn ,

 j

j
TIP
⊥
TIP
 −ŝ⊥
n (XS − XS,n−1 ) · ŝn , if : (XS − XS,n−1 ) · sn ≥ 0 ,
j
f =
j
 −(Xj − XTIP ) ,
TIP
if : (XS − XS,n−1 ) · sn < 0
S,n−1
S
s⊥
n
⊥
.
with ŝn =
ks⊥
nk
Ne
X
j
h
j
j
j
Υj φj .
❀ φ = φ(XS ) = H kf k and φ (XS ) =

(4.66)

j=1

Remark:

Besides the previous presentation of level-set

fun tions in the

ū

ontext of damage, their methodology is

also a reasonable me hanism for the modelling of material interfa es, e. g., voids in solids.

Level-set fun tions

an be used to model arbitrarily shaped voids in niteelement meshes without the ne essity of a re-aligning of
nite-elements be ause of the impli it

hara ter. Thus, to-

gether with the XFEM, arbitrarily shaped solid areas an
PSfrag
repla
ements
BVP
an be
be modelled, see
[119℄. In prin iple, any

Ko h

generated out of one single, xed nite-element mesh, see
the gure on the right side of this remark. Further possible
appli ation areas are, e. g.,

omputational uid dynami s

(CFD) and stru ture optimisation.

After the

✷

min

σ11

max

ombination of ve tor level-set fun tions and the XFEM, the numeri al im-

plementation of the

propagation me hanism of a dis ontinuity,

presented in the following. This is a

ommonly used approa h for 2-d

Note that this is based on the fundamental
3.1. First, the

based on SIF, is

on ept of system energy

ra k problems.

on epts of fra ture me hani s from Se tion

hange (3.27) for single-phase materials needs
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to be formally extended for its appli ation on multi-phasi
external energy

_

S

( ontour

C

S

dUext

ontribution on the dis ontinuity surfa e

), viz.

dUext =

Z



_

dU
❀ −
=
ds

The shift in

ontains a uid pressure

materials. Consequently, the

S
Z


(HT (TSE − P I)) n · ds da

Z


∂ui
∂ui S
TE,iℓ nℓ dc − P
ni dc
W n1 −
∂x1
∂x1
S
C
{z
} C|
|
{z
}
J
P

e1 -dire

tion reveals a uid pressure

_

with

ontribution

P

2−d

S ⇔ CS .

(4.67)

to the energy release

f. (3.32). Thus, the on ept of the J -integral yields for 2-d problems G(I,II) =
2
J − P = E1′ (KI2 + KII
). Re all that E ′ is onne ted to the 2-d hoi e of plain stress or
plain strain. In this ontext, the introdu tion of two independent equilibrium states of an
rate,

elasti ally deformed body is a
to numeri ally

ommon pro edure. The two equilibrium states are used

ompute the SIF. This numeri al

omputation is based on the so- alled

Yau et al.

intera tion integral between the two states, f.
[196℄. The rst state with the
(1)
S(1)
(1)
(1)
, TE,ij , and ES,ij orresponds to the real situation; the latter two
eld variables ui , P
quantities denote the oe ients of the stress and strain tensor. The se ond state with
(2)
identi al variables as the rst one but indexed with the supers ript ( · )
is an auxiliary
state.
(1+2)

J

The on ept of the J -integral for the sum of the two equilibrium states reads
− P (1+2) . After this formal extension of the J -integral to multi-phasi materials, it

an be straightforward shown that the uid pressure

ontribution reveals no intera tion
(1+2)
ontribution between the two states, if the pressure P
≡ P is onstant between the

two states. This yields

P

(1+2)

=

Z

CS

(1+2)

P

(1+2)

The assumption of

∂ui
∂x1

ni dc =

Z

CS

(1)

(2)

∂u
∂ui
+ i ) ni dc = P (1) + P (2) .
P(
∂x1
∂x1

onstant pressure is based on a foregoing assumption of the

of the dis ontinuity to an unlimited external uid reservoir. As a

(4.68)

onne tion

onsequen e, the overall

intera tion integral yields

J

(1,2)

2
(1) (2)
(1) (2)
= ′ (KI KI + KII KII ) = −
E

Z
Γ

(2)
 (1,2) ℓ ∂u(1)
∂u
S(2)
S(1)  ∂q
da .
W
δ1 − i TE,iℓ − i TE,iℓ
∂x1
∂x1
∂xℓ

(4.69)

Therein, the

ontour line integral is

onverted into a domain integral with the weighting

q(x), see Figure 4.13. The weighting fun tion is dened as q(x) = {1 ∀ x ∈
C 1 | 0 ∀ x ∈ C 2 | varying monotoni ally in-between}. C 1 and C 2 are two non-interse ting
ontours en losing the tip of the dis ontinuity. The monotoni ity of q(x) is a su ient
fun tion
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but not ne essary requirement. It is dis retised with regular FEM ansatz fun tions, viz.
P
q(x) = j∈I # Υj (x). The set I # is dened for all element nodes xj with kxj − xT IP k < r .
It is noted that the stress intensity fa tors are analyti ally independent of the radius r .
However, the

hoi e of numeri ally larger radii leads to better approximations of the

intera tion integral. The intera tion integral only has to be evaluated over those elements

rossed by the ir le around the dis ontinuity tip. In all other elements, the weighting
PSfrag repla ements
fun tion is onstant and does not ontribute to the intera tion integral, see Figure 4.13( ).
Besides, the restri tion holds that the dis ontinuity inside the

ir le must be straight.

Γ

q=1
r
C1 ≡ C

n

C

C2

0 < q(x) < 1
q=0
(b)

(a)

:q=1
:q=0

( )

Figure 4.13: Conversion of ontour integral (a) into domain integral (b) and dis retisation ( ).
With these preliminaries, individual stress intensity fa tors
stress intensity fa tors are obtained by the

an be

omputed. The real
(2)
KI,II = 0∨1.

hoi e of the auxiliary mode with

It follows that

(1: real)

KI

(1: real)

KII

=

E ′ (real, aux I)
J
2

with

′

=

E (real, aux II)
J
2

with

 (2)

 KI
=1 

: pure Mode

I

 (2)

 KI
=0 

: pure Mode

II

(2)



KII



KII

(2)

=0

=1

auxiliary state ,





auxiliary state .
(4.70)

This now allows the appli ation of the maximum hoop stress

Sih [70℄.

riterion, see

Erdogan &

For this riterion, the dis ontinuity growth is assumed to o ur in a dire tion so
S
that the hoop stress TE,θθ is maximum. This orrelates with the dire tion in whi h the
S
shear stress TE,rθ vanishes, i. e.,

S
TE,rθ

1
=√
2πr


1
θ 1
os
KI sin θ + KII (3
2 2
2

os θ



− 1) = 0 .

(4.71)

θ
= 0 ⇒ θ = ±π is irrelevant as it points in the ba kwards dire tion of
2
the dis ontinuity. Consequently, (4.71) be omes only zero for KI sin θ +KII (3 cos θ −1) =
The solution of

os
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0.

This yields the solution of the propagation angle



1  KI
±
4 KII

θS = 2 arctan

s

θS

with

KI
KII

2



+8 .

(4.72)

S
Thus, for the angle θS , TE,θθ is a prin ipal stress. With this, one an nd an equivalent
eq
Mode I SIF KI , expressed in relation to the maximum hoop stress, viz.

KIeq =
The parameter

KIeq

√

S
2πr TE,θθ
(θS ) = KI

os

3

θS
− 3KII
2

2
os

θS
θS
sin
.
2
2

(4.73)

provides a single measure of mixed-mode stress elds. It is used to

determine the material-dependent dis ontinuity growth under mixed-mode loading. For
c
a DIN EN ISO 12737 ompatible material strength parameter KI , the growth propagation
riterion then follows

KIeq = KIc .

Remark:

It has been shown in

(4.74)

Ko h [120℄ that the previously dis

ussed

ra k propaga-

tion me hanism annot be applied straightforward on linear triangle nite-element meshes.
The dis ussed me hanism only

(a)

onverges within a fair dis-

retisation level for  at least  linear re tangular elements.

(b)
repla ements

Regarding the ben hmark BVP in Figure 4.14 for pure
Mode

x2
r
2

x1
E = 1 · 104 LF2
ν = 0.3[−]

and pure Mode

loading, one

an observe a strong

omputation of

θS

with

linear triangular elements, see Figure 4.15. In Figure 4.14,
the variable
quantity.
(Mode

& Sih

I

F

denotes a for e quantity and

L

a length

Thus, the referen e solution of the given BVP
: θS = 0◦ , Mode II : θS = −70.5◦ , f.

[70℄)

Erdogan

an only be obtained with a rather high dis-

r

ould

ompen-

sate the dis retisation level. But the path independen y of

(a)

2

Figure 4.14: Pure (a) Mode I ,
and (b) Mode II
BVP ben hmark
(1 · 10−4 L).

the

J -integral

an only be preserved for straight dis onti-

nuities within the radius

r.

This restri tion

ity itself is highly dis retised. Alternatively, the numeri al
omputation of the
lar elements

ra k propagation with linear triangu-

an be repla ed by a prin ipal stress

riterion,

riterion shows a very good agreement of

ra k propagation results with experiments for even relatively

triangle element meshes.

ollides with

small sized nite-elements where the path of the dis ontinu-

see Se tion 3.2.4, in parti ular on (3.77). This
the numeri al

II

retisation level. Normally, a large radius

(b)

[L]

I

mesh dependen y for the numeri al

oarse linear

✷
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Mode

−10
−20

triangle
re tangular

0

20

60

40

80

II : θS [◦ ]

0

−62
−66

Mode

I : θS [◦ ]
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−70

100

triangle
re tangular

0

Number of nite-elements

100

200

300

Number of nite-elements

Figure 4.15: Convergen e behaviour of triangle and re tangular based nite-element meshes (r =
0.855 L) to pure Mode I , and Mode II ben hmark loading, see Figure 4.14.

4.4.2 3-d Global Tra king Algorithm (GTA)
Due to the numeri al

osts of a 3-d tra king of dis ontinuities with ve tor level-set fun -

tions, the Global Tra king Algorithm (GTA) is introdu ed.

The GTA is a robust and

yet very elegant strategy to globally tra k strong dis ontinuities in 2-d as well as in 3-d
simulations. The method  as far as the author is aware  originates, for its appli ation to
omputational failure me hani s, from
then, it has been applied su

Oliver et al.

[150, 151℄ and

essfully multiple times in the

Sin e

ontext of fra ture me han-

i s. The GTA methodology is based on the solution of a
like problem. Therein, the

Samaniego [163℄.

onstitutive heat- ondu tion-

hara terisation of the dis ontinuity results in an additional

eld of s alar-valued DOF. The additional DOF are interpreted as global level-set unknowns. As a onsequen e, arbitrarily shaped dis ontinuity surfa es an be des ribed
C 0 - ontinuously23 . This is the main reason for the robustness of the method. However,
the robustness is a hieved at the
PDE is only weakly
Thus, it

ost of solving an additional PDE. The additional GTA

oupled with the regular

ontinuum-me hani ally based equations.

an be solved within a post-pro essing step after ea h standard time step. The

solution pro ess of the additional PDE has been implemented in the FEM program PANDAS within a so- alled staggered algorithm.
The GTA s alar eld is denoted

φ(XS ).

For a

onstant level of

provided. Thus, the parti ular iso-surfa e of level zero
ri al representation of the dis ontinuity surfa e
stress

S 0.

φ=0

φ,

iso-surfa es

an be

is dened to be the geomet-

By the appli ation of the prin ipal

riterion (3.77), it is stated that the dis ontinuity surfa e runs perpendi ular to
∗
∗
∗
the maximum prin ipal stress dire tion nmax = n1 . The dire tion ve tor nmax  as an
S
eigenve tor of TE  is orrelated to the maximum eigenvalue λmax . As a onsequen e,
∗
the remaining two eigenve tors ni (i = 2, 3) are tangential to the propagating dis onti23 The ontinuity lass

C0

onsists of all

ontinuous fun tions. Furthermore, the

dierentiable fun tions whose derivative is

ontinuous; su h fun tions are alled
1
tiable. Note that a dierentiable fun tion might not ne essarily be C
ontinuous:

f (x)
′

f (x)

= x2 sin( x1 )
=−

1
os( )
x

+

2x sin( x1 )

for x 6= 0 and f (x) = 0 for x = 0 :
′

for x 6= 0 and f (x) = 0 for x = 0

lass

C1

onsists of all

ontinuously dieren-

ontinuous and dierentiable ,

: dis

ontinuous at

x = 0.
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nuity; the two eigenve tors span the dis ontinuity plane in the spatial

onguration. A

pull-ba k transport, along with a normalisation, is applied for their use in the referential
onguration, viz.

m∗2

∗
F−1
S n2
:=
∗
kF−1
S n2 k

m∗3

and

∗
F−1
S n3
.
:=
∗
kF−1
S n3 k

(4.75)

∗
By design, the GTA fun tion φ shall provide levels that envelope the ve tor elds m2 and
m∗3 . Those envelopes are perpendi ular to the gradient of φ. Thus, let φ be the solution
of the PDE. Thus,

m∗2 · GradS φ = 0
This motivates the
j∗ with

m∗3 · GradS φ = 0 .

and

onstitutive introdu tion of a tensor

G∗ := m∗2 ⊗ m∗2 + m∗3 ⊗ m∗3 + ǫ I
G∗
∗
tor j

Therein,
the ve

perturbation

G∗

and a

(4.76)

orresponding ve tor

j∗ := −G∗ GradS φ .

and

(4.77)

an be interpreted as an anisotropi
as a  ondu tion ux.

24

ǫ

thermal ondu tivity-like tensor and
∗
The tensor G has been modied with a small

in the meaning of  titious isotropi

ondu tivity.

This is a measure

to restore the ne essary ellipti ity of the otherwise rank-one tensor (for the dire tion
n∗max ). The ellipti ity guarantees that positive eigenvalues exist, a ru ial property for
the solution of the following weak formulation of the problem; rank-one tensors may
have null eigenvalues and

onsequently inherit a singularity problem. With (4.77), a eld

equation for the determination of an equilibrium

DivS

This

an be postulated as

j∗ = 0 ∀ XS ∈ B0 .

laries the terminology heat- ondu tion-like problem as (4.78) is

a heat ow problem of a stationary temperature eld.

Diri hlet ΓφD

With the

A

omparable to

ordingly, the problem is a

f. Se tion 2.6.4. Thus, the boundaries of the spatial domain Ω0 are split
and
ΓjN boundaries with φ = φ̄ on ΓφD , and j∗ = j̄∗ on ΓjN .
ommon pro edure of transferring a strong equilibrium eld equation into its

lassi al BVP,
into

(4.78)

Neumann

weak formulation,

f. again Se tion 2.6.4, the referential divergen e eld (4.78) yields

Z

∗

j · GradS δφ dVS =

Ω

ondition

oupling of (4.79) with the regular

of DAE (2.77). Furthermore, the linear
24 A value of

j̄∗ · mS δφ dAS .

ǫ = 10−6

(4.79)

ΓjN

Note that, in general, a ux-free boundary
the only weakly

Z

j̄∗ = 0

is assumed. One

an now see

ontinuum-me hani ally based system

hara teristi

of (4.79) is obvious. The spatial

has been applied for the numeri al simulations of this monograph.
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dis retisation of the eld variables reads

h

h

φ(XS ) ≈ φ (XS )
PSfrag repla ements

= φ̄ (XS ) +

j=1

δφ(XS ) ≈ δφh (XS )

The ansatz

Aφ,h ,

N
X

N
X

=

Υjφ (XS ) φj ∈ Aφ,h ,
(4.80)

Υjφ (XS ) δφj

j=1

the test spa es

T φ,h ,

the basis fun tions

Υjφ

∈T

φ,h

.

and so forth follow anal-

ogously to (4.2) and thus, won't be pointed out again. The dis retised approximation
φh (XS ) is not time-dependent. Consequently, a temporal dis retisation is obsolete; the
GTA problem is solely stationary. Thus, the fully dis retised weak formulation yields

weak formulation of GTA
R

φ,h

=

Z

j∗ (TSE ) · GradS δφh dVS = 0 .

(4.81)

Ωh

This linear system is solved after ea h a

epted standard time step in a post-pro essing
S
stress tensor TE needs to be
known. Therefore, its de omposed prin ipal stress dire tions and values are transferred
step. For the post-pro essing step, the a tual solid

Cau hy

ū = 0.01 TL
sli ing dis
 ut (BC)
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1

⇒
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2
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1
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Figure 4.16: Geometry-based initial Diri
into the referen e




















φ
min
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GTA BC.

onguration, and are then numeri ally stored at ea h integration point.

The prin ipal stress dire tions
the

hlet





















an be adopted e iently from the pre eding evaluation of

Rankine ra k propagation riterion.

The de oupled solution me hanism

implemented within a so- alled staggered algorithm. The most
of (4.81) is the proper

hoi e of initial

Diri hlet

an be

ru ial part in the solution

BC. From the multiple possibilities of

dening initial BC, e. g., mesh-dependent, per root-element, or geometry-based, only the
latter one is implemented in the numeri al simulations within this monograph.

The
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geometry-based initial BC have the advantage of mesh independen y. However, a exible
h
pre-pro essing step is needed for the determination of the initial values of φ̄ . Herein,
this is done by the

omputation of the

per element node. The sli ing dis

md

and its radius

rd .

losest point proje tion to a sli ing dis

is dened by its

entre point

Xd ,

 ut

its normal ve tor

This pre-pro essing step is visualised in Figure 4.16. Therein, an

exemplary re tangular blo k under tension is presented to test the GTA implementation.
This purely a ademi

BVP has the unit length

Diri hlet BC result in the  depi

φ,

L and the time unit T .

ted on the right hand side  isosurfa es of the s alar eld

and in the thereto perpendi ular maximum prin iple stress eld

that the zero level of

φ

With it, the initial

already

λmax .

It

an be seen

hara terises the designated dis ontinuity surfa e after

the initial time step. Regarding the numeri al simulation over time, the propagation of
the dis ontinuity (visualised by red dots), and the evaluation of the s alar eld
ni ely seen in Figure 4.17.

Jäger

an be

Although the results of this numeri al test BVP should be

rather interpreted in a qualitative way, the resulting dis ontinuity surfa e
omplian e to

φ

[112℄.
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Chapter 5:
Numeri al Examples
The numeri al examples are

omputed on the basis of the theoreti al aspe ts of the

pre eding hapters. All numeri al simulations have been

omputed with the FEM program

PANDAS. During the evaluation of this monograph, PANDAS has been extended to be able
to

ompute 3-d dis ontinuous problems with the XFEM. By design, this FEM program has

no restri tions about the number of
FEM

ore

ode is

oupled balan e equations. Its highly sophisti ated

apable of solving  in prin iple  arbitrary numbers of strongly

balan e equations simultaneously. Unfortunately, the
ompute weakly

ore

oupled

ode was not designed to also

oupled balan e equations non-simultaneously. As a

onsequen e of the

tra king of dis ontinuities with the GTA, the solution pro ess had to be extended by a
so- alled staggered algorithm. The implementation of this algorithm into PANDAS now
allows the solution of additional PDE in a post-pro essing step within ea h standard time
step. A

ompanying to this, the post-pro essing tool PANPOST has been developed to

visualise the results of those numeri al
program has also been extended to be

omputations.

Furthermore, this visualisation

apable to visualise strong dis ontinuities. Note

in passing that on top of that several additional software tools had be ome ne essary for
the development of the presented numeri al methodology. Thus, an extensive numeri al
toolbox has been developed as a side produ t.
The implementation of the numeri al tra king me hanisms, ve tor level-set fun tions and
GTA have been already shown in a small test BVP at the end of the
se tions. Before advan ing to the more

orresponding sub-

omplex numeri al examples of the

ombination

TPM and XFEM, numeri al studies on the AugFEM are rst presented. The subsequent
2-d numeri al example simulates the uid ex hange within a tear opening of a hydrated
tissue

ross se tion.

This BVP is

omputed within the tra king framework of ve tor

level-set fun tions. The nal 3-d numeri al examples address the problem of an avas ular
ne rosis of a human femur fra ture. The simulations are

omputed on a real live geometry

and validate the numeri al methodology that was proposed in this monograph.

5.1 Numeri al Study on the FEM and AugFEM
This numeri al example gives a brief overview over the
further details on this topi

apabilities of the AugFEM. For

the interested reader is referred to

The numeri al results of the FEM and the AugFEM are
two regularly rened meshes,

on erning

is assumed.

f.

Se tion B.2.

Ammann [2℄.

ompared to ea h other on

Perzyna-type

regularisation within a small-

For the sake of simpli ity, a single-phase material

The numeri al example is

template taken from

[158℄.

omputing time and memory requirement. The

following numeri al study uses a vis oplasti
strain approa h,

Rempler et al.

onsidering a 3-d BVP problem based on a 2-d

The BVP is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Due to symmetry

reasons, only a quarter of the tensile bar is dis retised.
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The numeri al studies were
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Figure 5.1: BVP: 3-d tensile bar, f. Rempler et al. [158℄.
omputed on meshes

onsisting of hexahedral elements as shown in Figure 5.4.

better resolution of the plasti
to initiate a shear band, the
position

x1 = 0 m, x2 = 0 m

uses a time-step size
varies.

A

zone, one third of the mesh is meshed ner.

Lamé

and

onstants

x3 = 0 m.

ontrol within the

von-Mises -type

yield

µ

and

λ

are weakened at the imperfe tion

Commonly for FE

Newton iteration s

riterion,

For a

In order

omputations, this BVP

heme, i. e., the time-step size

f. (B.10), determines the inelasti

material

behaviour. The exemplary motivated softening law from (B.12) is assumed. The material
2
2
parameters are hosen as µ = 81 000 kN/m , hsat = 0.99, λ = 118 000 kN/m ,
he =
2
40, η = 0.1 s, κ0 = 400 kN/m , r = 1. A linearly in reasing
boundary ondition

ū1

is applied with

was

ū˙ 1 = 1 mm/s

omputed with quadrati

Diri hlet

at one side of the BVP. The standard FEM solution

basis fun tions. The additional degrees of freedom for the

augmented FE formulation were dis retised using linear basis fun tions.

All numeri al

results are generated iteratively with a generalised minimum residual (GMRES) s heme,
whi h is pre onditioned by a level-3 in omplete LU fa torisation (ILU). An identi al
omputation

ode was used to

ompare the two methods. The existing FEM sour e

ode

has just been extended by additional DOF. The numeri al integration was implemented
with a

Gauss ian quadrature of order ve,

resulting in 27 integration points per element.

This fully integrated nite-element is highly re ommended for the 3-d plasti ity problems
dis ussed here.
The resulting surfa e load on the side

II

of the tensile bar is

AugFEM and the FEM, see Figure 5.3. The
lose to the standard FEM

ompared between the

omputational results of the AugFEM are

omputations, and the

omputations nish in a reasonable

time, see Table 5.1. For this example, this is due to mu h larger time-step sizes for the
AugFEM. This of

ourse is

harged by an in reased memory requirement sin e the addi-

tional degrees of freedom result in a larger stiness matrix. Visualising the ne king of the
tensile bar, the alternative method shows a sharp lo alisation of the plasti

deformation,

5.1 Numeri al Study on the FEM and AugFEM
see Figure 5.2. As one

111

an see, the width of the arising shear band is not mesh-dependent.

Instead, the shear band width is proportional to the vis osity parameter
[2℄. This proves that the presented AugFEM leads to

η,

see

FEM. Further on, it is shown that the AugFEM results in an advantage in
time

Ammann

omparative results to the standard
omputing

ompared to the standard FEM. Thus, by the transfer of internal DAE systems to

(a)

(b)

frag repla ements
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Figure 5.2: 3-d tensile bar: a umulated plasti strains εpv at deformation ū1 = 0.5 mm with
variable time-step size △t = 10−5 s omputed with the augmented FE formulation on
(a) 3040 and (b) 5520 hexahedral elements (deformation s aled by 3.0), f. Rempler
et al. [158℄.
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Figure 5.3: 3-d tensile bar: development of
the surfa e load on surfa e II for
su essive mesh levels with variable time-step size △t, f. Rem†
pler et al. [158℄. For details on
∗
and ompare Table 5.1.

Figure 5.4: 3-d tensile bar: nest mesh
with 5520 hexahedral elements, f.
Rempler et al. [158℄.

element nodes, the presented AugFEM is a sound alternative to the standard FEM for the
omputation of elasti -inelasti
of the AugFEM may o

material behaviour. Even with this show ase, a drawba k

ur for very lo alised inelasti

zones due to the additional global

variables that appear at ea h node. So there is still a large potential left for optimisa-
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tion, e. g., regional limitations of plasti

zones and su

eeding lo al enri hment as they

are known from the XFEM. The restri tion to a lo al enri hment will result in a redu ed
global system. Furthermore, there are several te hniques on the market to improve the
numeri al solution of larger systems, e. g.,
With the advantage in

for the fast

[121℄ and

Wieners

[192℄.

omputing time, it is possible to predi t the dire tion of plasti

deformation growth earlier. A
pro ess zones

Krabbenhoft et al.

ompanying this, early statements of designated fra ture

ould be given. For the future, the AugFEM may be the appropriate

hoi e

omputation of large plasti ity problems due to its implied advantage in feasi-

ble parallelisation. Sin e the a tual tenden y of multi- ore pro essor systems, the parallel
omputation of numeri al

omputations is be oming elementary. Further on, the method

an be quite dire tly extended to other regularisation te hniques su h as, e. g., gradient
plasti ity, without the ne essity of submerging to the integration point level.

Computing
time

Elements

3-d

h :Newton
3040

5520

Time steps

Newton
iterations

Memory
requirement
(average) [MB℄

standard AugFEM standard AugFEM standard AugFEM standard AugFEM standard AugFEM
FEM
FEM
FEM
FEM
FEM

≈ 34:03∗
End of

u

Integration points : 27
Ansatz for / εp : quad./lin.

[h:min℄

DOFs /
History
variables

45783

70353

1041

40

492480

0

7732

68

5143

254

586.6

2143.8

× 3.65

omputing (ū1 ): 0.14212 mm (FEM) vs. 0.5 mm (AugFEM)

≈ 127:02†
End of

34:03

127:02

79779 122079
894240

0

1682

51

3977

88

2470

333

1246.0 4503.8
× 3.61

omputing (ū1 ): 0.15185 mm (FEM) vs. 0.5 mm (AugFEM)

Table 5.1: Comparison of the standard FEM and the AugFEM on su essive 3-d mesh levels
with variable time-step size (△t is hosen depending on the Newton onvergen e). In
this test, it an be seen that in the same omputing time, where the AugFEM rea hes
the nal displa ement ū1 = 0.5 mm, the standard FEM simulation only arrives at a
displa ement of approximately 0.15 mm, f. Rempler et al. [158℄.

5.2 2-d Tear Propagation in Hydrated Biologi al Tissue
The following 2-d numeri al experiment simulates the tear propagation pro ess in an hydrated biologi al tissue.

In parti ular, the BVP, see Figure 5.5, is designed to model

human spleen rupture, see Figure 1.1.
rant of the abdomen (also
blood

The spleen is an organ in the left upper quad-

alled the belly). It lters blood by removing old or damaged

ells. Thus, it is one of the most blood-saturated organs in the human body. Con-

sequently, a spleen rupture permits large amounts of blood to leak into the abdominal
avity, it

an result in sho k and death. It is a situation that requires immediate medi al

attention. Note that this example is meant to provide rst basi

insights into dis ontin-

uous uid-saturated porous media. Thus, a rather elementary XFEM framework is used.
Consequently, the simulation results should be regarded qualitatively.

5.2 2-d Tear Propagation in Hydrated Biologi al Tissue
The symmetri

ross se tion is loaded under a pure Mode

edges are assumed to be drained (P 0

model,

f.

113

Se tion 2.6.1.

= 0).

The model

I

displa ement. Its surrounding

The tissue is modelled using a biphasi

onsists of a linear elasti

TPM

solid skeleton and a

vis ous interstitial uid. The XFEM is applied for the numeri al treatment of the tearing
me hanism. SIF are
stress

omputed to evaluate the tear extension regarding. A maximum hoop

riterion, see (4.69) and (4.73), drives the extension pro ess. The

the SIF uses the dis retised energy
is

onsidered as to be

omputation of

onguration s heme. The arising opening in the tissue

onne ted to an external uid reservoir and is thereby loaded with

diering pressures. Furthermore, ve tor level-set fun tions are used for the global tra king
of the dis ontinuity.

In this framework, only small deformations are

these assumptions, the appli ation of the
parameters are

hosen as given in Figure 5.5. It is a

ommon

material parameters for the simulation of biologi al tissue.
saturated tissues, like the here
material properties. Thus, a

onsidered.

With

ohesive zone model is omitted. The material
hallenge to nd proper

Espe ially very well blood-

onsidered spleen, highly dier in its in vivo and ex vivo
urate physi al experiments, as they are

ommon pra tise

BVP (material) parameters:
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Figure 5.5: BVP: ross se tion of hydrated tissue.
ti

th

t

for non-grown materials, are in general not available. Therefore, the parameters applied
here are based on in vivo experiments on pig tissue,
from

Cutnell & Johnson

[41℄, and

Bakovi¢ et al.

f.

Sailer

[162℄, and on

ontributions

[6℄. The spleen blood ir ulation has
S
been assumed to be four times higher than in the overall bulk (❀ n0S = 0.68).
The displa ement loading

ū = 4.0 mm

is linearly in reased in

t = 15 s,

see again Figure

5.5. In order to simulate the interstitial pressure development, three dierent tear pressure
a
3
2
b
2
c
3
2
loadings are applied, i. e., P 1 = −10 N/m , P 1 = 0 N/m , and P 1 = 10 N/m . The
pressure loadings are dire tly applied through
BC in order to model pressure

Diri hlet

impa ts expli itly. The impa t of these three tear pressure loadings to the inside of the
tissue is shown in Figure 5.6. Also, the interstitial uid ow (wF )  towards or away from
the tear opening  is indi ated by the pressure distribution

P.

Note, one

an observe that
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the tear further expands with in reasing

P

(a)

P

(b)

−103

0.0

P 1.

P

( )

101

0.0

103

0.0

Figure 5.6: 2-d hydrated tissue ross-se tion: varying interstitial pressure development inside the
tissue for three dierent tear pressure loadings.

5.3 3-d Fra ture of the Human Femur
PSfrag repla ements
The nal 3-d numeri al example addresses the
problem of femoral ne k fra ture of the human

F

femur. The femoral ne k is lo ated at the prox-

88

imal end of the femur, near the tip. This type
of bone fra ture is a

II

ommon injury that is trig-

gered already by relatively low external for es.

e3

93

Espe ially older people are ae ted by su h
fra tures be ause the natural des aling (osteoporosis) in reases the risk of fra ture.

1

type

e1

This

e2

F
III

of fra ture often disrupts the blood sup-

ply to the head of the femur. Depending on the
level of restri ted blood supply, portions of the
femoral ne k and femoral head

an die (avas-

I
[10−3 m]

ular ne rosis). This level highly inuen es the
hoi e of treatment. It is a

preserving measurements, i. e., xation of the
implants.

α

33

riterion for joint-

fra ture with s rews and/or plates or prostheti
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Figure 5.7: BVP: head of the human femur;
e2 -depth = 50 · 10−3 m.

The geometry of the BVP under study is depi ted in Figure 5.7. It is designed to represent the head of a human femur. Three surfa es are dis retised to apply BC. Only the
lower surfa e

I

is drained; this surfa e is also geometri ally xed.

External for es

±F

1 In lini al pra tise, two lassi ations of the femoral ne k fra ture have proven. The rst lassi ation,
after

Pauwels

[154℄, dierentiates three types of femoral fra tures by the angle between the horizontal

and the broken line. The se ond one, after

Garden [81℄, also takes the degree of dislo

head and the therefrom resulting restri tion of blood supply into a

ount.

ation of the femoral

5.3 3-d Fra ture of the Human Femur
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are applied opposing on surfa e II and III . The for es are s aled by the xed time-step
−3
size △t = 1.0 · 10 . The BVP is rotated by the angle α around the e2 -axis to ree t
the real life position of the femur. The numeri al model is based on the previous developed biphasi

ontinuum-me hani al model. Furthermore, all of the presented numeri al

methodology is implemented herein. The

ρSR
ρF R
γF R
µS0
λS0
γ0S
µS∼
λS⊥
The

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

2.1
1.0
3.24
2.36
1.98
1
1.0
5.0

·
·
·
·
·

104
104
104
108
108

orresponding parameters are

kg/m3
kg/m3
kN/m3
kN/m2
kN/m2

nS0S
α
F
κ
g
fc
a
b

· 106 kN/m3
· 105 kN/m3

hosen parameters and external loads are inspired by

& Auer

[82℄.

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

hosen as follows:

0.6
26◦
3.9 · 10−3
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.0 · 10−3
0.5

Krause et al.

kN
m/s2
kN/m2
1/m

[122℄, and

Gasser

Some additional assumptions have been made due to the la k of in vivo

2

material parameters . Consequently, the presented results of physi al quantities should
be regarded in a qualitative way. In this
extends per

ontext, it has been assumed that the fra ture

omputational time step, i. e., the

riti al value

extension is limited to one element-row per time step.
better

fc

is set to be zero.

omparability of the numeri al results. Nevertheless, the simulations are

3

on a real life geometry . Initially, the X-ray

The mesh generation is based

onverted into a hexahedron mesh. This has

been done by remeshing ea h tetrahedron element from its
hexahedron elements. As the

omputed

omputed tomography (CT) le has been

adapted to meet the requirements of FEM simulations.
on an initial tetrahedron mesh whi h was

entre of gravity with four

onsequen e, the resulting nite-element mesh

onsists of

randomly positioned and arbitrary shaped hexahedron elements. The nal mesh
of

2, 828

This

These simpli ations lead to a

8-node hexahedron elements and a total number of

28, 792

onsists

DOF. So, altogether

this kind of mesh requires an e ient and stable numeri al methodology.
The numeri al experiments are designed to gain insights of external parameters to the
internal distribution of pressure, uid ow, and the shape of the fra ture.

Variant A

 uts the mesh near the tip of the femur, see Figure 5.8. Re all, this  ut denes initial

Diri hlet BC for the GTA. These BC are meant to for
Figure 1.22 . This type of fra ture is

the femur head with a prostheti

e a typi al femur ne k fra ture, see

riti al be ause it often results in the repla ement of

implant. The numeri al

omputation of the shape of the

fra ture is in good agreement with radiographs. Furthermore, the presented methodology
allows insights to the
pressure distribution.

onsequent

Variant B 

hange of the interstitial uid ow and the internal
uts the mesh on the opposing side to variant A, see

Figure 5.9. It is positioned nearer to the body of the femur. These BC are meant to for e

2 Material parameters in the eld of biome hani s are typi ally measured ex vivo. Thus, the material
properties of living tissue is in general falsied.

3 The skeleton data have been obtained by

ourtesy of S. Van Sint Jan, Laboratory of Anatomy,

Biome hani s and Organogenesis, Université Libre de Bruxelles.
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Variant A (in

10−3

m):

T
XA
d = [−7, −14, 25] ei

T
mA
d = [1, 0, 1.5] ei

rdA = 7
Variant B (in n

10−3

m):

T
XB
d = [−20, −18, −12] ei

T
mB
d = [1, 0, 1.5] ei

Figure 5.8: Variant A.
a typi al intertro hanteri
good

rdB = 7

Figure 5.9: Variant B.
fra ture, see Figure 1.23 .

This type of femur fra ture has a

han e of healing. Treatment involves stabilising the fra ture with a lag s rew and

plate devi e to hold the two fragments in position.
in good agreement with radiographs.
tip of the femur. The results
method. With it, new
methodology

Remark:

The

omputational result is again

The shape of the fra ture is

urved towards the

onrm the benets of the presented numeri al simulation

oheren es

an be gained. In this

ontext, the presented numeri al

an a t as a virtual (numeri al) lab.

At this point the author of the mono-

graph would like to point out a general drawba k
of the GTA. In the

ontext of this BVP, the GTA

an fail to predi t the

orre t

ra k propagation sur-

fa e. This situation originates from a swit h of the
maximum prin ipal tensile stress dire tion. Oddly
shaped dis ontinuity surfa es
GTA is designed to

an o

ur be ause the

ompute perpendi ular surfa es

to that dire tions. If the maximum prin ipal tensile
stress swit hes its dire tion, the

omputed perpen-

di ular surfa e follows. This is visualised in Figure
5.10. The depi ted streamlines are

omputed from

the maximum prin ipal tensile stress dire tion. The
green surfa e represents the predi tion of a designated dis ontinuity surfa e for fault initial BC. This
limitation must be taken into a
similar ee ts

Figure 5.10: Stress dire tion streamlines and fault GTA disontinuity surfa e.

ount in the sele tion of proper BC. Note in passing that

an also happen within 2-d simulations, see

Dumstor

[50℄.

✷
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= ±3.6 · 10−3 kN)
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Variant A (F

GTA surfa e (φ), interse tion points

oloured in red

internal pressure distribution (P ,

−7.5

−3.7

0.0

2.9 · 100

6.9 · 101

1.4 · 102

[kN/m2 ])

−7.5

interstitial uid ow (wF ,

= ±18.0 · 10−3 kN)

−3.7

0.0

5.3 · 101

1.0 · 102

[10−3 m/s])

1.5 · 100

Figure 5.11: Computational results for variant A.
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Variant B (F

= ±3.6 · 10−3 kN)

Variant B (F

GTA surfa e (φ), interse tion points

internal pressure distribution (P ,

−2.5

−1.2

0.0

5.1 · 10−1

2.8 · 101

5.6 · 101

olored in red

[kN/m2 ])

−2.5

interstitial uid ow (wF ,

= ±18.0 · 10−3 kN)

−1.2

0.0

1.1 · 101

2.1 · 101

[10−3 m/s])

8.1 · 10−1

Figure 5.12: Computational results for variant B.

Chapter 6:
Summary and Outlook
The goal of this monograph was the development of a numeri al methodology for the
simulation of damage pro esses in multi-phasi
multi-phasi

materials.

Within the wide range of

materials, the fo us was in parti ular on the appli ability to biomaterials.

Therefore, fundamentals of

lassi al

ontinuum-me hani al eld theories have been intro-

TPM. With the aid of the TPM, it was
onsistent multi-phasi material model. Con-

du ed. This introdu tion was framed within the
possible to derive a thermodynami ally
stitutive settings
designed to

losed the

ontinuum-me hani al model used in this monograph; it was

onsist of two phases, in detail, a fully uid-saturated, materially in ompress-

ible solid. The porous solid skeleton has been modelled with a hyperelasti
strain energy fun tion. In order to take a
a

Ogden-type

ompa tion point of the porous skeleton into

ount, the strain-energy fun tion has been extended with a volumetri

term. The in-

terstitial uid has been assumed to be vis ous. Its interstitial seepage ow through the
solid skeleton was modelled with a

Dar y -like approa

permeability has been introdu ed impli itly.

h. Therein, deformation-dependent

A brief ex urs in material plasti ity was

ne essary for the understanding of the later presented extension of the FEM.

In advan e to the dis ussion on

ontinuum fra ture me hani s, a brief introdu tion into

the theoreti al fundamentals of fra ture me hani s has been given. Starting from stress

SIF. An energeti approa h,
J-integral, formulated a framework for the

on entration aspe ts, singular stress elds have motivated
together with the general introdu tion of the

numeri al omputation of SIF. This framework was interpreted as a rst approa h towards
the numeri al simulation of damage pro esses, albeit only for linear elasti

materials. The

ohesive fra ture theory has then been applied to transfer this rst approa

more general framework. Basi

strong dis ontinuity kinemati s have been founded on an

enri hed solid displa ement eld fun tion.
fun tion
As a

h into a

The enri hed part of the displa ement eld

onsists of the displa ement jump quantity and the

Heaviside step fun tion

.

onsequen e, the material deformation gradient was identied to inherit a singular

hara ter. Thus, a virtual surfa e, pla ed in between the two sides of a dis ontinuity, was
introdu ed in order to avoid possible in ompatibilities. The inuen es of jump quantities
over this

virtual surfa e have been taken into a

ount for the formulation of the overall

BVP. This has been done with respe t to global master balan e equations. Therefrom,
modied weak formulations of the volume and the momentum balan es resulted.

The

additional internal body volume of the opening of the dis ontinuity has been postulated
as an

internal uid inux.

introdu ed to derive the
formation problems
the biphasi

Furthermore, a transverse isotropi

potential fun tion was

ohesive tra tion for es on the dis ontinuity. With this, large de-

an be addressed. The investigation of the loss of ellipti ity, regarding

nite a ousti

tensor, revealed the

riterion for the solid skeleton.
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ommon

Rankine

ra k propagation
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The spatial and temporal dis retisation of the developed biphasi

ontinuum-me hani al

model have been presented for the FEM. Therein, the temporal dis retisation was based

Runge -Kutta methods

on single-step

. Prior to the dis ussion on the XFEM, its basi

prin iple was rst introdu ed using an example from the eld of elasto-vis oplasti

ma-

terial behaviour. This yielded to an augmented Finite-Element formulation for inelasti

AugFEM. The nal onsolidation of the XFEM and the TPM used

materials, the

a single enri hment for the numeri al dis retisation of the dis ontinuous displa ement
eld. The spatial dis retisation applied an additional internal
for the fully uid-saturated opening of the dis ontinuity.
hesive tra tion in the a tual

Neumann BC as an ansatz

The

omputation of the

o-

onguration was made possible with the transport of the

referential interse tion points onto the intermediate virtual surfa e. In order to meet the
requirements of the

Gauss ian integration s

dis ontinuous elements.

heme, a subdivision pro ess was introdu ed for

Hexahedron nite-elements have been

superiority over tetrahedron elements. In this
was based on the

MCA. Numerous

hosen be ause of their

ontext, the nding of the 3-d sub-elements

ongurations of the MCA have been investigated to

pre- ompute the xed sequen es of the sub-element node numbering. With these insights,
two tra king te hniques have been presented.

The rst, regarding a

ve tor level-set

fun tion, was used to numeri ally implement 2-d damage pro esses. The
propagation

riterion based on the numeri al

orresponding

omputation of the previously introdu ed

fra ture fundamentals. The se ond tra king te hnique, the

GTA, was implemented into

PANDAS within a staggered algorithm. The GTA made it possible to globally tra k 3-d
dis ontinuities with an additional dis retised, heat- ondu tivity-like s alar eld fun tion.

Three numeri al example BVP provide an insight to the pra ti al impa t of the theoreti al aspe ts of this monograph. All simulations have been

omputed with the (X)FEM

program PANDAS. The rst numeri al example proves that the AugFEM is a sound alternative to the standard FEM for the

omputation of elasti -inelasti

material behaviour.

The subsequent 2-d numeri al example simulates the uid ex hange within a tear opening
of a hydrated tissue

ross se tion. The last example shows the 3-d damage

apabilities of

the presented numeri al methodology on the fra ture of a human femur. The results
rm the benets of the presented numeri al simulation method. With it, new

on-

oheren es

an be gained.

This monograph su

essfully proves the proposed

ombination of the XFEM together

with the TPM as a sophisti ated numeri al methodology for the simulation of damage
in multi-phasi

materials. With this, it is now possible to simulate 3-d uid pro esses in

dis ontinuous porous media. Thus, biome hani al problems

an be addressed within the

safe frame of a numeri al laboratory to help the understanding of
provided framework, the problems to address are of
materials. Simulations based on this monograph

oheren es. Upon the

ourse not limited to biome hani al

an in general identify leaking pro esses

in rupture, fra ture impa ts to uid-saturated media, interstitial uid ow in

ra ked ma-

terials and more. Anyway, the self-understanding of this monograph is that of a rst, basi
step towards a more

omprehensive numeri al framework. The herein presented numeri al

methodology is far from being

omplete. There is mu h room for improvements until the
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methodology ree ts a universal appli ability. It is for example per design not possible to
address

avity problems with the herein used biphasi

material model. For that kind of

problems, it would be ne essary to add  at least  a third

onstituent, i. e., a

ible gas phase. Consequently, phase transition problems would a

ompress-

ompany this extension.

Every grown, living tissue exhibits several inhomogeneities regarding distribution and
alignment of its

omponents. Hen e, for a

pro esses in biologi al tissue, anisotropy

ir umferential numeri al modelling of damage
onsiderations are needed to be taken into a -

ount. Furthermore, the used 8-nodal hexahedron nite-elements are a rather elementary
dis retisation. It is highly re ommended to also implement stabilisation te hniques, or
alternatively,

Taylor -Hood -elements,

the solution. Another
dis ontinuities.

to over ome a lo king or os illatory behaviour of

ru ial point is of

In this

ourse the numeri al implementation of multiple

ontext, several implementation aspe ts are still open for dis-

ussion. However, an extensive numeri al toolbox 
to the main

ontaining ne essary side-produ ts

ontribution  has been developed that should simplify these future exten-

sions. Con erning the implementation aspe ts, a transfer of the provided a ademi
framework into a

ommer ial FEM-program would in rease its general usability.

ode

Appendix A: Tensor Cal ulus
This

hapter ree ts the tensorial expressions that are used within this monograph. The

notation is based on the work of
over this topi

de Boer

[17℄. Furthermore, a

omprehensive overview

an also be found in the online available le ture notes, see

Ehlers [57℄.

Note

in passing that most of the following was taken from those le ture notes. The following
relations are  unless otherwise stated  valid for arbitrary basis systems. Greek letters

{α, β}

{a, b} denote ve tors, and bold roman
majus ules {A, B, C} denote se ond order tensors; I is the identity element, and 0 the
zero element. The adjoint and the ofa tor of a tensor are denoted by adj ( · ) and cof ( · ).
denote s alar values, small boldfa e letters

A.1 Tensor Algebra
A.1.1 Colle ted Rules for Se ond-order Tensors
Produ ts of tensors with s alars, ve tors and tensors:

(α A) · B = A · (α B) = α (A · B)

α (β A) = (α β) A
A (α a) = α(A a) = (α A) a
(α + β) A = α A + β A

A · (B + C) = A · B + A · C
A·B = B·A

A · B = 0 ∀ A,

α (A + B) = α A + α B

αA = Aα

B≡0

A · A > 0 ∀ A 6= 0

A (a + b) = A a + A b
(A + B) a = A a + B a

if

(A.1)

a · (a ⊗ b) = a · A b

a = Ab
Ia = a

0a

= 0

The tensor produ t of tensors:

A B 6= B A

α (A B) = (α A) B = A (α B)
(A B) a = A (B a)

IA = AI = A

0A

(A B) C = A (B C)
A (B + C) = A B + A C
(A + B) C = A C + B C

= A0 =

0

(a ⊗ b) (c ⊗ d) = (b · c) a ⊗ d
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(A.2)
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The transposed and inverse tensor:

A−1 = (det A)−1 adj A

(a ⊗ b)T = (b ⊗ a)
(α A)T = α AT

A−1 = (det A)−1 cof AT

(A B)T = BT AT

−→ A−1
−1

T

a · (B b) = (B a) · b

AA

−1 T

T

A · (B C) = (B A) · C

(A )

exists if det A

= A

−1

A= I

T −1

= (A )

6= 0

=: AT −1

(A B)−1 = B−1 A−1

(A + B)T = AT + BT

(A.3)
The adjoint,

ofa tor, determinant and inverse of a tensor:

adj A = (cof A)T

det I

= 1

T

=

det A

adj (A B) = adj A adj B

det (adj A)

=

det (cof

det (A B) = det A det B

det A

(cof A)T = cof AT

det (α A)

det A

= α3 det A

det (A

−1

A) = (det A)2

= (det A)−1

+ B) =

det A

+ cof A · B+

+A · cof B + det B

(A.4)

The tra e operator:

tr AT = tr A

tr A = A · I

tr (A B) = tr (B A) = A · BT = AT·B

tr (α A) = α tr A
tr (a ⊗ b) = a · b

tr A B C = tr B C A = tr C A B

(A.5)

A.1.2 The Three S alar Prin ipal Invariants
S alar produ t representation:

IA1 = A · I

IA2 =
IA3 =

1
2
1
6

2
(IA1
− A A · I)

= tr A


= 21 (tr A)2 − tr (A A)

(A.6)

3
2
IA1
− 21 IA1
(A A · I) + 13 AT AT · A = det A

Eigenvalue representation:

IA1 = λA1 + λA2 + λA3
IA2 = λA1 λA2 + λA2 λA3 + λA3 λA1
IA3 = λA1 λA2 λA3

(A.7)
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For deformation tensors of the solid phase

(IS1 ≡ ) I1 = tr CS

ϕS (CS , BS ; FS ):
= FS · FS

= tr BS

(IS2 ≡ ) I2 = tr (cof CS ) = tr (cof BS ) = cof FS · cof FS

(IS3 ≡ ) I3 = det CS

(A.8)

= (det FS )2

= det BS

A.1.3 The Basi S alar Invariants
The three s alar prin ipal invariants from Se tion A.1.2
the so- alled basi
of a tensor

A,

invariants. The basi

an also be expressed in terms of

invariants are dened as the tra es of the power

i. e.,

JA1 = IA1 ,
2
JA2 = tr (A2 ) = IA1
− 2IA2 ,

(A.9)

3
JA3 = tr (A3 ) = IA1
− 3IA1 IA2 + 3IA3 .
Additional invariants, the so- alled mixed invariants, to the invariants of a single tensor

A

for two symmetri

se ond order tensors

A

J{A,B}4 = tr (A B) ,

and

B

are

J{A,B}6 = tr (A B2 ) ,
(A.10)

2

J{A,B}5 = tr (A B) ,
If

B

that,

is of rank one and

kBk = 1,

2

2

J{A,B}7 = tr (A B ) .

J{A,B}4 ≡ J{A,B}6 and J{A,B}5 ≡ J{A,B}7 . Note
B are then equal to zero, i. e., IB2 =
invariant IB1 is in this ase onstant.
then

onsequently, the higher prin ipal invariants of

IB3 = 0;

the only remaining basi

Cardano 's Method

A.1.4

The solution of a

hara teristi

polynomial

λ 3 − I1 λ 2 + I2 λ − I3 = 0

(A.11)

an be found by

1
λi =
3



q
I1 + 2 I12 − 3 I2

os



1
(θ + 2 π i)
3



with

θ = arccos

2 I13 − 9 I1I2 + 27 I3
2 (I12 − 3 I2 )

3/2

.

(A.12)
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A.2 Tensor Analysis
A.2.1 Co- and Contravariant Transport of Tensors
First-order tensors (ve tors):

hSk

FS ( · )

FTS −1 ( · )

hkS

aSk

F−1
S (·)

akS

FTS ( · )

Se ond-order tensors:

hSk ⊗ hSℓ

FS ( · ) FTS
T −1
F−1
S ( · ) FS

aSk ⊗ aSℓ

hkS ⊗ hℓS

FTS −1 ( · ) F−1
S
FTS ( · ) FS

akS ⊗ aℓS

Legend:
:

ovariant transport

:

ontravariant transport

: push-forward
: pull-ba k

A.2.2 Sele ted Rules for the Operators grad ( · ) and div( · )
grad (φ ψ)

= φ grad ψ + ψ grad φ

grad (φ b)

= b ⊗ grad φ + φ grad b

grad (φ T)

= T ⊗ grad φ + φ grad T

div(a

⊗ b) = a divb + (grad a) b

div(φ b)

= b · grad φ + φ divb

div(φ T)

= T grad φ + φ divT

div(T b)

= (divTT ) · b + TT · grad b

div(grad b)

T

=

grad divb

(A.13)

PSfrag repla ements

Appendix B: Me hani al Details
B.1 Co- and Contravariational Framework
The

on ept of the

ing a

o- and

ontravariational framework

orresponding example. Bodies with

system, i. e.,

urvilinear

h2

θ2

h1

3

h

urved boundaries need a natural

θi ; i = 1, 2, 3

θ1

a3

θ3

X = X(θi )

2

a

χ

i

x = x(θ , t)

a1

x

θ

:

:

natural

→
→

oordinates

urvilinear
ontravariant

referen e position
ve tor

θ2

X
O

oordinate

oordinates, see Figure B.1. For the following dis ussion on natu-

θ3

(t0 )

an be best introdu ed by regard-

:

a tual position
ve tor

1

i

χ = χ(θ (X), t) :

pla ement funtion

(t)

Figure B.1: Natural ( urvilinear) oordinate system in a tual and referential onguration.
ral (or fundamental)

ovariant basis systems, general, non-orthogonal and non-normalised

lo al base ve tors are rstly introdu ed as

gi :=

∂x
.
∂θi

(B.1)

( ovariant frame)

Note that the length of gi is proportional to the length of an innitesimal line element in
θi -dire tion. Covariant basis ve tors in a ongurational framework are then dened as

hi =
Therein,

hi

∂X
,
∂θi

ai =

∂x
.
∂θi

denote the basis ve tors in the referential

ve tors in the a tual
orresponding

(B.2)

onguration, and

ai

the basis

onguration. Ea h triple of them span a tangential spa e in the

onguration. For measuring ve tor-based physi al quantities (for e, dis-

pla ement, strains, stresses, et .) in a unique metri  system, metri
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oe ients need to
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be asso iated to base ve tors, e. g.,

f

= f i gi :

for e ve tor ,

u

= u i gi :

displa ement ve tor ,

W = f ·u :

(B.3)

work (expressed by s alar produ t) .

g repla ements
In this example, the ve tor
index, in

fi

and

ui

are

onstitutive denoted by a supers ript

ontrast to the subs ript index of their base ve tors.

laried in the su
along

oe ients

eeding illustration. Be ause the base ve tors

This notation will be

gi

hange their length

oordinate lines by design (re all, the base ve tors are not normalised or even

onstant along the innitesimal line elements), the

omponents of the

oe ients must

adjust analogously; otherwise the physi al quantities would be ome position dependent.
See Figure B.2 for a 2-d illustration of the above given example (B.3)3 on the
of work by a

orresponding s alar produ t. The metri

u

f 2 u 1 g2 · g 1 + f 2 u 2 g 2 · g2

 g ·g
= |gi | |gj | os(αij ) =: gij
i
j
 os(αii ) = 1

u 2 g2
f 1 g1

g1

omputation

are the abstra tion

= f 1 u 1 g1 · g 1 + f 1 u 2 g 1 · g2 +

f 2 g2
α

gij

W = f · u = f i u i g i · gi

f
g2

oe ients

with

u 1 g1

W = gij f i uj 6= f i ui

Figure B.2: 2-d illustration of variant s alar produ t.
of distan e and the

ause for a variant result of the s alar produ t. This is the

of the mixed terms gij for i 6= j . For example,
❀ W = f 1 u1 + (f 1 u2 + f 2 u1 ) os(α) + f 2 u2 .

if

|gi | = 1,

the

onsequen e

orresponding work yields

In order to obtain a s alar produ t that

is independent (invariant) of base ve tors for the determination of physi al quantities
by multipli ation of their
orthogonality

omponents, a

ontravariant basis formulation with following

ondition is introdu ed:

gj · gi = δij

with



|gj | =
6 1, |gi | =
6 1






 g 1 ⊥ g2 , g3 , g 2 ⊥ g 3 , g1 , g 3 ⊥ g1 , g2


δij = 1,





 j
δi = 0,

if

i=j

if

i 6= j

(B.4)
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PSfrag repla
ements
This orthogonality
ondition
an be alternatively dened by

PSfrag repla ements

∂θj
:= grad θj .
∂x

gj :=

(B.5)

( ontravariant frame)

The following relations hold:


gij gj = gi 

With this
ample


gij gj = gi 

o- and

(B.6)

gij gjk = δik .

ontravariational framework, the previously stated s alar produ t ex-

an be solved with resulting

oe ients whi h are invariant to the base ve tors,

see Figure B.3.

f

f 2 g2

g2

f2 g2

u
2

u g2

g2
f 1 g1

g

1

g1

u 1 g1 u 2 g 2

f1 g1

f

= f i gi = fi gi

u

= u j gj = u j g j

W = f · u = f i gi · u j g j
= f 1 u 1 g1 · g 1 + f 1 u 2 g1 · g 2 +
f 2 u 1 g2 · g 1 + f 2 u 2 g2 · g 2
√
= f i ui

u1 g 1

Figure B.3: 2-d illustration of invariant s alar produ t.

B.2 Plasti ity
In this se tion, geometri ally linear elasto-vis oplasti

material behaviour is introdu ed

for single-phase materials. Note in passing that in the following only non-α-indexed equations and physi al quantities appear be ause of the restri tion to single-phase materials.
Nevertheless, the governing equations and me hani al quantities are in prin iple identi al
to that of the mixture, re all
sive introdu tion on plasti

Truesdell 's metaphysi

al prin iple (2.35)3 . For a

material behaviour within a standard

omprehen-

ontinuum-me hani al

Simo & Hughes
[170℄, Naghdi [143℄, Haupt [97℄, Miehe et al. [137℄, Wieners [192℄, Mahnkopf [132℄, Ehlers
and an extended TPM framework, the interested reader is referred to

[59℄, and

itations therein; also, take note on the remark at the end of this subse tion.
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The momentum balan e (2.41)2 is simplied by assuming quasi-stati
and vanishing body-for e densities (b

Green-Lagrange an

= 0).

For the modelling of the inelasti

Perzyna-type regularisation is

behaviour, a vis oplasti

..

onditions ( x=

material

onsidered. It is assumed that the

strain tensor is geometri ally linear, re all (2.25). As a result, the in

Se tion 2.4 introdu ed stress tensors are taken to be approximately identi al:

P ≈ S =: σ .

0)

These assumptions lead to the equilibrium equations

= 0

div σ(x, t)

with

σ(x, t) n(x) = t(x, t)

with

(x, t) ∈ Ω(t)

T≈τ ≈

× [0, T ] ,

(B.7)

(x, t) ∈ ΓN (t) × [0, T ] ,

is the outward-oriented unit surfa e normal. Furthermore, let [0, T ] be a
d
xed time interval, let Ω0 ⊂ R be the referen e onguration of the domain Ω with
where

n(x)

the spatial dimension
and a

Neumann ΓN

d,

and let the domain surfa e be de omposed into a

boundary su h that

domain surfa e de omposition
strain tensor
approa h,

ε

ΓD (t = 0) ∪ ΓN (t = 0) = ∂Ω0 .

Diri hlet ΓD

Details on the

an be found in Se tion 2.6.4. The geometri ally linear
1
[ Grad + ( Grad )T ]. Due to the small-strain
2
an be de omposed additively into an elasti part εe and a plasti part εp ,

ε

is des ribed as

u

ε =

u

su h that

ε = εe + εp .

(B.8)

Hooke 's law, σ = 2 µ εe + λ ( εe · I ) I, for the linear elasti material response
depending on the Lamé onstants µ and λ, the onstitutive stress-strain relation is intro-

Regarding
du ed via

4

σ = C [ ε − εp ] .
4

Therein,

23

C = 2µ (I⊗I) T +λ (I⊗I) is the symmetri

The elasti

onvex s alar-based yield fun tion

F (σ; κ) = |σ | −

r

is the deviatori

As an example for isotropi
1 Ri

F

σ0 ,

material tangent.
is enveloped by a

whi h, for the present purpose, is set to a

von

tion

D

σD

, fourth-order elasti

material behaviour, limited by the equivalent stress

Mises 1 -type yield fun

Therein,

(B.9)

hard Edler von Mises

2
κ=0
3

with



 σD

= σ − 31 (σ · I) I ,


 |σ D | = p(σ D · σ D ) .

part of the stress tensor, and

|σ D |

is the

softening behaviour, it is assumed that

(B.10)

Frobenius 2
∗

κ = κ (εpv )

norm.

depends

(1883  1953): Austrian mathemati ian who worked in several engineering

[Wikipedia℄

dis iplines. His main area of work was the numeri al mathemati s. Therein, he is most famous for the
von Mises yield

2 Ferdinand

riterion.

Georg Frobenius

(1849  1917): German mathemati ian who's algorithm on Gruppen-

haraktere is of parti ular importan e in the eld of quantum me hani s. [Neue deuts he Biographie 5
(1961), 641.℄
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on the a
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umulated plasti

strain

r Z t̄
2
=
|ε̇p | dt .
3

εpv

(B.11)

0

The isotropi

softening behaviour is postulated as

∗

κ (εpv ) = κ0 {1 − hsat [1 − exp (−he εpv )]} ,
i. e., the progression of the material softening

an be

hsat and he . The initial stress parameter κ0
σ0 ≡ κ0 . The softening behaviour that is given

eters,
as

[69℄.

ontrolled by two material param-

is related to the equivalent stress
here is

omparable to

Note that the underlying mathemati al problem of plasti

ill-posed. As a

Louren o et. al

(B.12)

σ0

Engelen et. al

material behaviour is

onsequen e, the following boundary-value problem looses ellipti ity,

f.

[130℄. Thus, all deformation tends to lo alise into a zone of zero width.

One possible remedy to this problem is the appli ation of a regularisation te hnique, e. g.,
the elasto-vis oplasti ity approa h dis ussed here. In order to
balan e, the plasti

strain rate

The non-negative parameter
sisten y parameter,

f.

derived a

ζ

is, in general, known as the plasti
[170℄. In this

strain rate, while

Through the vis oplasti



F (σ; κ)
σ0

r

Λ,

multiplier

Λ

F (σ; κ) ≡ 0.

Thus,

∂F (σ; κ)
.
∂σ

,

ε̇p = Λζ .

multiplier or the

ontext, the parameter

on-

spe ies

ζ

an be

(B.13)

model of Perzyna-type [155℄, the vis oplasti

1
Λ :=
η

ow rule

determines its dire tion. For asso iated

ording to

ζ =

plasti

ζ

is perpendi ularly oriented on the yield surfa e

For a vis oplasti

omplete the momentum

needs to evolve from the plasti

Simo & Hughes

the magnitude of the plasti
plasti ity,

Λ

ε̇p

multiplier is given by

where η > 0 and r ≥ 1 .
η

the relaxation time

(B.14)

ontrols the evolution of

r is the vis oplasti
hxi = max{0, x}. Taking the

strains and the amount of vis osity, respe tively. Furthermore,

exponent, and the
pre eding

Ma aulay

3

ε̇p
3 William

bra kets

onsiderations into a

Herri k Ma aulay

h·i

1
=
η



F (σ; κ)
σ0

r

ow rule

an be evaluated as

∂F (σ; κ)
.
∂σ

(B.15)

(1853  1936): British mathemati ian and engineer who is usually given

redit for introdu ing singularity fun tions in the
the equation for the dee tion of beams
form is also referred to as 

are dened by

ount, the plasti

ontext of beam dee tions. Before

ould not be found in

Ma aulay 's method.

Ma aulay

losed form. This nding of the

[131℄,
losed
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Remark: In
a teristi

ontrast to the pre eding dis ussion on non-porous materials, a major

of porous materials is that they

hydrostati

loading

onditions, see Figure B.4(a).

porous materials under plasti loading
′
ow dire tion ε̇p ❀ (εSp )S is then the

2 2
−σ

an undergo plasti

I
−
I
PSfrag

an be

Furthermore, the volume

√

(a)

2IID

ontext,

asso iated &
non-asso iated ow dire tion
ontra tant
no volume hange
dilatant

(b)

−σ11

3 3
−σ

hange of

ontra tant or dilatant. A non-asso iated

g repla ements

II

deformations under purely

onsequen e, see Figure B.4(b). In this

repla ements

har-

I

Figure B.4: Example of single-surfa e yield riterion F for fri tional materials in (a) prin ipal
stress spa e (tension positive), and (b) in hydrostati plane, see Ehlers [55, 56℄
porous materials are also

alled fri tional materials. Thus, a more

omplex yield

rion than (B.10) is needed for the proper representation of these spe ial

of porous materials. As an example of a sophisti ated single-surfa e yield
fri tional materials,

Ehlers

[55℄ is

F = Φ1/2 + β I + ǫ I2 − κ = 0

Furthermore, for the
f.

Mahnkopf

rite-

hara teristi s
riterion for

ited:

with



 Φ =


 ϑ =

D
II (1

+ γ ϑ)m +

D
D 3/2
III /(II )

1 2
α I + δ 2 I4 ,
2

.
(B.16)

orre t determination of non-asso iated plasti ity, a plasti potential,

[132℄, must be dened:

G = Γ1/2 + ψ2 I + ǫ I2 ,
Γ = ψ1 II

D





1

+ α I2 + δ 2 I4 , 
2

❀

(εSp )′S = Λ

∂G(σ SE )
.
∂σ SE

(B.17)

D
S
In the above equations, I represents the rst prin ipal invariant of σ E (❀ σ) and II ,
D
S D
III
the (negative) se ond and third invariants of (σ E )
(❀ σ D ). The seven material
parameters
angles

Av i

ψ1

[61℄.

{α, β , δ , ǫ, κ, γ , m}, govern the shape of the yield surfa e. The dilatation
ψ2 need to be measured from experimental data. For details, see Ehlers &
✷

and
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B.3 Introdu tion to Congurational For es
The following introdu tion to
for elasti

ongurational for es is restri ted to isothermal pro esses

 single phase  homogeneous materials within the geometri ally linear theory.

Ehlers . For more details on
this topi , the interested reader is referred to, e. g., Kienzler & Herrmann [117℄, Müller et
al. [142℄ and Miehe & Gürses [136℄. With the aforementioned restri tions, the Clausius Duhem inequality redu es to an energy equation, viz.
The derivation pro ess is based on handwritten notes from

.
σ · ε − ρ0 ψ̇ ≥ 0

After a

.
Ẇ − σ · H= 0

❀


 W := ρ ψ ,
0
 H := Grad u .

with

Legendre -transformation (ζ := W − σ · H), the energy equation reads
.
Ẇ − (σ · H). + σ ·H = 0 .
∇( · ) := grad ( · )

Time integration and the ve tor derivative

Z

(B.19)



of (B.19) yields

.
W −σ·H+
σ ·H dt = 0 ,
Z
.
∇W − ∇(σ · H) + ∇(σ ·H) dt = 0 .
This

an be reformulated

div

4

T

(W I − H σ) +H
{z
}
|
=: E

T

13

div σ

T

T

− (∇σ) H +

13

∇(σ · H)
div (H

T

Z

.
∇(σ ·H) dt = 0 .

σ)

13

= (∇σ) T HT

+ (∇H) T σ T

= (∇HT ) σ

+ HT div σ

= ∇(HT σ · I) ,

= ∇(HT σ) I .

23

σ = σT

and

∇H = (∇H) T

following holds:
13

(∇HT )σ

=

(∇H) T σ T
13

→

(B.20)

as

4 Note the transformations:

With

(B.18)

∇(σ · H) =

div (H

T

σ) − HT div σ + (∇σ) T HT .

Furthermore, it is:

∇W = div (W I) .

(B.21)
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Therein, the

Eshelby

or

E , respe tively, an be identied.
div σ + b = 0 → div σ = −b into (B.21) yields

ongurational stress tensor

Insertion of the equilibrium

div E

ondition

Z

.
− H b −(∇σ) H + ∇(σ ·H) dt = 0 .
|
{z
}
5
=: A, see footnote
13

T

T

T

(B.22)

Appli ation of (B.18)2 results for (B.22) in

div E

13

T

T

T

− H b + (∇H) σ −
13

div E

Finally, the

Z

∇Ẇ dt = 0 ,

(B.23)

−HT b + (∇H) T σ T − ∇W = 0 .
|
{z
}
=: f

ongurational for e ve tor

f

is identied and the nal form of the

ongu-

rational for e equilibrium is:
div E

B.4 Modied
dα
dt

Z

Ψα dv =

B

Z

Reynold

[(Ψα )′α dv + Ψα ( dv)′α ]

with

B

Z



13

(∇σ) T

|

(B.24)

s Transport Theorem

∂Ψα
′

 (Ψα )′α =
+ (grad Ψα ) xα ,
∂t

′

( dv)′α = div xα dv ,

(B.25)

5 Separate investigation of the substitution

A=−

+ f = 0.

.
− ∇(σ ·H) dt = −
H
{z
}
=: B

T ·

B

=

=

Z

A, B ,

respe tively:

13
13

.
∇(σ· H)−[(∇H) T σ T ]· dt = (∇H) T σ T −

13 .
13
. 13
. 13
.
(σ) T HT + (∇σ) T (H)T − (σ) T HT − (∇H) T (σ)T
13 .
13
. 13
. 13
.
(∇σ) T (H)T + (∇ H) T σ T −(∇ H) T σ T − (∇H) T (σ)T
{z
}|
{z
}
|
.
13
∇(σ ·H)
T
·
T
−[(∇H) σ ]

Z

.
∇(σ· H) dt

B.4 Modied Reynolds Transport Theorem
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Reynold s

transport theorem is exS ,+
tended for a singular surfa e S̄(n̄
daS , n̄S ,+ daS )
interse ting a body

∂B +

B, see

Figure B.5. The surfa e
splits the body into the two parts,
B+repla
and ements
B−.
PSfrag
′
Let the surfa e move with the velo ity xS̄ . All

n

ontinuum-me hani al eld fun tions are assumed
to be

_

S
B+

ontinuous within ea h body part and on the

n̄S ,+

B−

surfa e itself. Due to the singular design of the sur-

n̄S ,−

_

fa e

S,

dis ontinuities in the eld fun tions over

the surfa e are possible. The interested reader is
referred to

Mahnkopf

[132℄ for more details on the

following derivation. Starting from the total, ma-

∂B −

terial time derivation of a ve tor-valued physi al
α
quantity Ψ integrated over the overall body B ,

n

Figure B.5: Surfa e interse ted body.

see (2.14), viz.

leads to

dα
dt

Z

Z h
i
′
∂Ψα
′
Ψ dv =
+ (grad Ψα ) xα + Ψα div xα dv ,
{z
}
|
∂t
′
B
B
α
div (Ψ ⊗ xα )
Z
Z
α
∂Ψ
′
dv + div (Ψα ⊗ xα ) dv ,
=
∂t
B
B
Z
Z
∂Ψα
′
=
dv + (Ψα ⊗ xα ) da .
∂t
B
∂B
α

With this, regarding now two motion fun tions
relation is obtained:

(i)

(ii)

dα
:
dt
:

(i) − (ii) :

dβ
dt
dα
dt

Z

B
Z
B
Z
B

α

Ψ dv =

Ψα dv =

Z

B
Z
B

Ψα dv =

dβ
dt

∂Ψα
dv +
∂t
α

∂Ψ
dv +
∂t
Z

B

′

χα → x α
Z

∂B
Z

and

′

χβ → xβ ,

(B.26)

the following

′

(Ψα ⊗ xα ) da ,
′

(Ψα ⊗ xβ ) da ,

(B.27)

∂B
Z
′
′
α
Ψ dv + [Ψα ⊗ (xα − xβ )] da .
∂B

Be ause the total, material time derivation in (B.27)3 is not ne essarily limited to be
′
omposed by the onstituents motion fun tions, the se ond velo ity xβ an be substituted
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by

′

xS̄ .

for

The separate evaluation of (B.27)3 for the two body parts then reads

dα
B :
dt
+

Z

dS̄
Ψ dv =
dt
α

B+

Z

α

Ψ dv +

B+
+

Z

∂B +
Z n
S̄

h
i
′
′
Ψα ⊗ (xα − xS̄ ) da
h ′
io
′
(Ψα )+ ⊗ (xα )+ − xS̄ (−n̄S ,+ ) daS ,
(B.28)

for

dα
B :
dt
−

Z

dS̄
Ψ dv =
dt
α

B−

Z

α

Ψ dv +

B−
+

Z

∂B −
Z n
S̄

Therein, quantities denoted by

_

two sides of the surfa e

S.

( · )+/−

h
i
′
′
Ψα ⊗ (xα − xS̄ ) da
h ′
io
′
(Ψα )− ⊗ (xα )− − xS̄ (−n̄S ,− ) daS .

represent the

(B.29)
orresponding limiting values of the

_

The normal ve tors of the two sides of the surfa e

ase re ipro ally oriented to the normal ve tor of the surfa es
and

∂B

_

n = −n̄S ,− .

Dening a single surfa e normal ve tor for
+
−
and taking into a ount that B = B ∪ B , as well as ∂B =

+/−

S

are in ea h

n = −n̄S ,+
= −n̄S ,− =: n̄S ,

, thus,

S as n̄S ,+
∂B + ∪ ∂B − ,

leads together

with (B.26) and the denition of general jump quantities (3.37) to the nal form of the
modied

dα
❀
dt

Reynold s transport theorem for a moving dis

Z

B

α

Ψ dv =

Z

B

∂Ψα
dv +
∂t

Z

∂B

α

′

(Ψ ⊗ xα ) da −

Z

S̄

ontinuity in a body:

′

′

[[Ψα ⊗ (xα − xS̄ )]] n̄S daS

(B.30)

Appendix C: Numeri al Details
C.1

Householder-QL

Algorithm

One of the most e ient te hniques for the numeri al omputation of eigenvalues and
m×m
eigenve tors of real symmetri matri es A ∈ R
is their QL-de omposition following

after a Householder transformation. For the purpose of this monograph, the HouseholderQL algorithm is only applied to 3×3 matri es (m = 3). The Householder transformation
redu es a symmetri

matrix

A

to tridiagonal form

P

by an orthogonal transformation

P := tridiag (A) = Q TH A Q H ,
where

QH

is symmetri

(Q H = Q TH ).

The basi

(C.1)

idea behind the QL-de omposition is

that any real matrix an be de omposed in the form P = QL , where Q is orthogonal
(Q −1 = Q T ) and L is lower triangular. The olumns of Q then represent the eigenve tors

m Ai , and the diagonal elements of L represent the eigenvalues λAi of A.

QL algorithm

an then be

IN) A = [ aij ]

with

S0)

then

The

Householder-

onstru ted as follows:

i, j = 1, 2, 3 .

QH = I ❀ P ≡ A .




1 0 0
a11
ℓ
0




 ❀ P =  ℓ a22 + v w a23 − u w 
S1) If a13 6= 0 then Q H = 
0
u
v




0 v −u
0 a23 − u w a33 − v w
√
a13
a12
, v=
, w = 2 a23 u + v (a33 − a22 ) .
with ℓ =
a12 a12 + a13 a13 , u =
ℓ
ℓ

S2)

If

a13 = 0

(s = 0; s < 3; s = s + 1), de ompose P s = Q s Ls
T
with P s+1 = Ls Q s (= Q s P s Q s ) .
For

OUT) Q = [ qij ] ❀ m A1 = [ qi1 ], m A2 = [ qi2 ], m A3 = [ qi3 ]
L = [ lij ] ❀ λAi = lii

Table C.1:

with

with

i, j = 1, 2, 3 ,

i, j = 1, 2, 3 .

algorithm for the numeri al omputation of eigenvalues λAi and
eigenve tors m Ai of real symmetri matri es A ∈ R3×3 (i = 1, 2, 3).

Householder-QL

137
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C.2

Newton

Algorithm with Radial Return

The following s heme shows a generalised

Newton

algorithm for the displa ement with

lo al nonlinear radial return at all integration points.
denoted

m,

the a tual time-step index is

should be extended by a time-step
Note that for the sake of
steps is waived herein.

u := △u

and

S1)

In time step

n,

Newton update.
Runge -Kutta intermediate

ontrol and a damping strategy for the

Consequently, the

and

hoose a start value

onditions and set

orresponding variables are substituted, viz.

m = 0.

n = 1.
u,h
uh,0
(tn ) satisfying the Diri hlet boundary
n ∈ A

h,m
h
h,m
h
h,m
D
Compute the trial stress σ trial,n = σ trial,n (un , εp,n−1 ), sn
= (σh,m
and
trial,n )

h,m
h h,m
Λ n = Λ n sn
by solving the equation (4.33) in every integration point. Compute
the residual

Rnh,m (δuh )

=

Z

S

h
n

h
ε(uh,m
n ), εp,n−1

Ωh



h

· ε(δu ) dv −

Z

t̄hn · δuh da ,

δuh ∈ T u,h .

Γt,h
N

uhn q
= uh,m
and update the inner variables by
n
= εhpv,n−1 + 23 |△εhp,n |. Set n := n + 1 and go to S1).

If the residual is small enough, set

εhp,n =

S4)

iteration index is

For a stable performan e, this algorithm

larity the general notation of the

uh0 = 0, εp,0 = 0, εhpv,0 = 0

Set

S3)

Newton

△u := ∆ .

S0)

S2)

n.

The

R hn(σhtrial,n) and εhpv,n

For every integration point

ompute the

onsistent tangent




C ε




 
h,m
ε
=
S h,m
C ε −2µ ∂Λh,m
ε · ζ h,m
n
n ζn −
n





2µΛh,m

h,m
n

εD − ε · ζ h,m
ζ
− h,m

n
n
sn
4

S h,m
n

by

if

h,m
fnh (sh,m
n , Λn ) ≤ 0 ,

if

h,m
fnh (sh,m
n , Λn ) > 0 ,

4

1
h,m
D
and the derivative of the return parameter ∂Λn
(σ h,m
trial,n )
sh,m
n
h,m
∂Λh
)
h,m
n (sn
. Let △un
∈ T u,h be the solution of the linear variational problem
∂s

with

=
ζ h,m
n

Z

h,m
h
h,m
h
S h,m
n ε(△un ) · ε(δu ) dv = Rn (δu ) ,

=

δuh ∈ T u,h .

Ωh
Compute the

S1).

Newton

update

uh,m+1
= uh,m
− △uh,m
n
n
n ,

set

m := m + 1

and go to

C.3 Newton Algorithm without Radial Return

C.3

Newton

Algorithm without Radial Return

The following s heme shows a generalised
displa ement and plasti

m,

algorithm for the

the a tual time-step index is

Runge -Kutta

larity the general notation of the

Consequently, the

Newton

n.

Set

orresponding variables are substituted, viz.

uh0 = 0, εp,0 = 0, εhpv,0 = 0

and

The

Newton

Note that for the sake

intermediate steps is waived herein.

{△u, △εp } := {∆ u , ∆ e }.

S0)

oupled system for

strain avoiding a lo al nonlinear radial return.

iteration index is denoted
of
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{u, εp } := {△u, △e} and

n = 1.

u,h
h,0
{uh,0
(tn ), Aε,h (tn )} and set m = 0.
n , εp,n } ∈ {A


h,m
h,m
= C εn (uh,m
ond invariant sn
=
S2) Compute the stress σ h,m
n
n ) − εp,n , its se q
2
h,m
h
D
|(σ h,m
|εh,m − εhp,n−1|, the
n ) |, the equivalent plasti strain εpv,n = εpv,n−1 +
3 p,n

h,m
1
D
h,m
h,m
return parameter Λn
(σ h,m
= Λhn sh,m
= sh,m
n ) and
n , εpv,n , the ow dire tion ζ n

S1)

In time step

n,

hoose start values
4

n

ompute the residual

h,m
Rmod,n
(δuh , δεhp )

=

Z

σ h,m
n

+

Z

Ωh

Ωh

S3)

If the residual is small enough, set
and go to

S4)

S1).

h

· ε(δu ) dv −

Z

t̄n · δuh da+

Γt,h
N


h
h,m h,m
εh,m
· δεhp dv .
p,n − εp,n−1 − Λn ζ n

h,n h,m
(uhn , εhp,n , εhpv,n ) = (uh,m
n , εp,n , εpv,n ).

For every integration point ompute

Set

n := n+1

h,m
fnh,m = F̃ (sh,m
n , εpv,n ) and the generalised deriva-

tives






0
∂Λh,m
n
=

r△tn h,m r−1 ∂ F̃
∂s


fn
η
∂s

Let

fnh,m

≤0

fnh,m > 0

0

r△tn h,mr−1 ∂ F̃ 


fn
η
∂εp

u,h
h,m
{△uh,m
, T ε,h } be the solution
n , △εp,n } ∈ {T
Z
Z
h,m
h
h
△σn · ε(δu ) dv + △εh,m
p,n · δεp dv−
ΩZh

−

Ωh

 ∂Λh,m
n

∂s

Ωh

++
△σ h,m
· ζ h,m
n
n






=

∂Λh,m
n
.
∂εp

of the linear variational system

h,m
h

∂Λh,m
2 △εh,m
p,n · (εp,n − εp,n−1 )
n
dv−
δεhp · ζ h,m
n
h,m
h
∂εp 3
|εp,n − εp,n−1|
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−

Z

Ωh



Λh,m
h,m
n
h,m
h,m
h,m
h
h,m
h
△σ
·
δε
−
(△σ
·
ζ
)(δε
·
ζ
)
dv = Rmod,n
(δuh , δεhp )
n
p
n
n
p
n
h,m
sn

h,m
with △σ n
=
h,m+1
h,m+1
{un
, εp,n }

4



h,m
C εn (△uh,m
Finally, ompute the Newton update
n ) − △εp,n .
h,m
h,m
h,m
= {un , εp,n } − {△un , △εh,m
p,n }, set m := m + 1 and go to S1).

C.4 Area of a 2-d Polygon
The following program

omputes the area of an arbitrary shaped 2-d polygon.

fun tion is also valid for the area
1

This

omputation of triangle or re tangular nite-elements.

# !/ usr / bin / env python

2
3
4

# --- import external libraries
from math import *

5
6
7

# --- global vars
X = 0; Y = 1

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

# --- polygon example
p1 = [+1 .0, +0 .0 ℄; p5 =
p2 = [+3 .0, +0 .0 ℄; p6 =
p3 = [+4 .0, +4 .0 ℄; p7 =
p4 = [+3 .0, +4 .0 ℄; p8 =
polygon = [ p1, p2, p3,

[+2 .0, +1 .0 ℄
[+1 .0, +4 .0 ℄
[+0 .0, +4 .0 ℄
[+1 .0, +0 .0 ℄
p4, p5, p6, p7, p8 ℄

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

# --- ompute area of a 2 -d polygon
def Area2DPolygon ( polygon ):
area = 0 .0
j = 2; k = 0; n = len ( polygon )
polygon.append ( polygon [0℄)
polygon.append ( polygon [1℄)
for i in range (1 ,n +1) :
area + = ( polygon [ i ℄[ X ℄* ( polygon [j ℄[ Y℄ -polygon [k ℄[ Y ℄))
j += 1; k += 1
return area /2 .

26
27

# --- start program
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if __name__ == ' __main__ ':
# --- ompute polygon area
print Area2DPolygon ( polygon )

28
29
30

The fun tion

1

Area2DPolygon()

de omposes a 2-d polygon into triangles. The in luded

summation of the area of these triangles is preferred for e ien y. But to avoid any overhead from

i, one must extend the polygon array up to polygon[n℄
polygon[n+1℄ = polygon[1℄ with n representing the number of the

omputing the index

= polygon[0℄

and

nodes of the polygon. This

omputation gives a signed area for a polygon; and similar to

the signed area of a triangle, it is positive when the verti es are oriented
around the polygon and negative when oriented

ounter lo kwise

lo kwise. Thus, this fun tion

ould also

be used to e iently test a polygon's global orientation.

C.5 Volume of a 3-d Mesh
The following program

omputes the volume of an arbitrary shaped 3-d obje t that

on-

sists of a surfa e mesh made up from triangles. The pro edure is also valid for the volume

omputation of tetrahedron and hexahedron nite-elements. For hexahedron based

nite-elements the six surfa es need to be triangulated. Therein, it is
orientation of the triangulated surfa es into a
1

ru ial to take the

ount.

# !/ usr / bin / env python

2
3
4

# --- import external libraries
from math import *

5
6
7

# --- global vars
X = 0; Y = 1; Z = 2

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

# --- hexahederon example
p1 = [ -0.5 , -1.0 ,+1.5℄; p5 = [+0.5 , -1.0 ,+1.5℄
p2 = [ -0.5 ,+1.2 ,+1.7℄; p6 = [+0.5 ,+1.0 ,+1.5℄
p3 = [ -0.5 ,+1.0 , -1.5℄; p7 = [+0.5 ,+2.2 , -1.5℄
p4 = [ -0.8 , -1.0 , -1.5℄; p8 = [+0.5 , -1.0 , -1.5℄
hex_sur1 = [ p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 ℄; hex_sur4 = [p3 , p7 , p8 , p4 ℄
hex_sur2 = [ p1 , p5 , p6 , p2 ℄; hex_sur5 = [p1 , p4 , p8 , p5 ℄
hex_sur3 = [ p5 , p8 , p7 , p6 ℄; hex_sur6 = [p2 , p6 , p7 , p3 ℄
hex_elem = [ hex_sur1 , hex_sur2 , hex_sur3 ,
hex_sur4 , hex_sur5 , hex_sur6 ℄

19
20
21
22

# --- triangle -> tetrahedron volume
def SignedVolumeOfTriangle (p1 , p2 , p3 ):
v321 = p3 [ X ℄* p2 [ Y ℄* p1 [ Z℄
1 The original idea for this fun tion is based on

http://goo.gl/8Gkm0.
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v231 =
v312 =
v132 =
v213 =
v123 =
return

23
24
25
26
27
28

p2 [ X ℄* p3 [ Y ℄* p1 [Z ℄
p3 [ X ℄* p1 [ Y ℄* p2 [Z ℄
p1 [ X ℄* p3 [ Y ℄* p2 [Z ℄
p2 [ X ℄* p1 [ Y ℄* p3 [Z ℄
p1 [ X ℄* p2 [ Y ℄* p3 [Z ℄
(1.0/6.0)*( - v321 + v231 + v312 - v132 - v213 + v123 )

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

# --- volume of triangle based surfa e mesh
def VolumeOfMesh ( mesh ):
volume = 0.0
for tri in mesh :
volume += SignedVolumeOfTriangle ( tri [ X℄, tri [Y ℄, tri [ Z ℄)
return abs ( volume )

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

# --- start program
if __name__ == ' __main__ ':
mesh = [℄
# --- triangulation hexaedron surfa es
for surf in hex_elem :
tri1 = [ surf [0℄ , surf [1℄ , surf [2℄℄
tri2 = [ surf [2℄ , surf [3℄ , surf [0℄℄
mesh . append ( tri1 )
mesh . append ( tri2 )
# --- ompute mesh volume
print VolumeOfMesh ( mesh )

The fun tion

2

SignedVolumeOfTriangle()

al ulates the signed volume of a tetrahedron

based on a single surfa e triangle and topped o at the origin. The sign of the volume
omes from whether the triangle is pointing in the dire tion of the origin. The normal of
the triangle is itself dependent upon the order of the verti es or nodes, respe tively.

C.6 Mar hing Cubes Algorithm (MCA)
3

The MCA uses an index to a pre- al ulated array of 256 possible polygon ongurations
8
(2 = 256) within a ube. The iso-level (levelset value) of ea h nodal s alar value of the
ube is interpreted as a bit in an 8-bit integer. For nodal values higher than the levelset
value, the appropriate bit is set to one, lower values result in a zero bit. The binary sum
of all eight element edges indi ates the polygon
of the

ube edges with the

onguration. The interse tion position

orresponding triangles is

omputed by a linear interpolation

of the nodal s alar values.
1

# !/ usr / bin / env python
2 The original idea for this fun tion is based on

3 The implementation of the MCA is based on

http://goo.gl/Y0FFp.
http://goo.gl/lGnOC and http://goo.gl/lGnOC.
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2
3
4

# --- iso - level ( levelset value )
level = 0.0

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

# --- hexahederon example
n0 = [+1 , -1, -1℄; n1 = [+1 , +1 , -1℄;
n2 = [+1 , +1 , +1℄; n3 = [+1 , -1, +1℄;
n4 = [ -1 , -1, -1℄; n5 = [ -1 , +1 , -1℄;
n6 = [ -1 , +1 , +1℄; n7 = [ -1 , -1, +1℄
elem_hex = [ n0 , n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 , n5 , n6 , n7 ℄
elem_val = [ -1.1 , +1.2 , +1.3 , -1.4 , +1.1 , +1.2 , +1.3 , +1.℄

13
14
15
16
17
18

# --- MCA : edge table
edgeTable = [
0 x0 , 0 x109 , 0 x203 , 0 x30a , 0 x406 , 0 x50f , 0 x605 , 0 x70 ,
0 x80 , 0 x905 , 0 xa0f , 0 xb06 , 0 x 0a , 0 xd03 , 0 xe09 , 0 xf00 ,
0 x190 , 0 x99 , 0 x393 , 0 x29a , 0 x596 , 0 x49f , 0 x795 , 0 x69 ,
...

45
46
47

0 x69 , 0 x795 , 0 x49f , 0 x596 , 0 x29a , 0 x393 , 0 x99 , 0 x190 ,
0 xf00 , 0 xe09 , 0 xd03 , 0 x 0a , 0 xb06 , 0 xa0f , 0 x905 , 0 x80 ,
0 x70 , 0 x605 , 0 x50f , 0 x406 , 0 x30a , 0 x203 , 0 x109 , 0 x0 ℄

48
49
50
51
52
53

# --- MCA : triangle table
m = -1; triTable = [
[m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m℄,
[0 , 8, 3, m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m℄,
[0 , 1, 9, m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m℄,
...

304
305
306

[0 , 9, 1, m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m℄,
[0 , 3, 8, m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m℄,
[m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m , m ℄℄

307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314

# --- linear interpolation of edge interse tion
def interpolate ( p1 , p2 , valp1 , valp2 ):
if abs ( level - valp1 ) < 0.000000000001: return p1
if abs ( level - valp2 ) < 0.000000000001: return p2
if abs ( valp1 - valp2 ) < 0.0000000001: return p1
mu = ( level - valp1 )/( valp2 - valp1 )
p = ( p1 [0℄ + mu * ( p2 [0℄ - p1 [0℄) ,
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315
316
317

p1 [1℄ + mu * ( p2 [1℄ - p1 [1℄) ,
p1 [2℄ + mu * ( p2 [2℄ - p1 [2℄))
return p

318
319
320
321

# --- MCA : interse tion surfa e ( triangles )
def ube ( pos , val ):
ubeIdx = 0

322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331

pnts = [[0.0 , 0.0 , 0.0℄ for i in range (12)℄
if val [0℄ < level : ubeIdx |=1
if val [1℄ < level : ubeIdx |=2
if val [2℄ < level : ubeIdx |=4
if val [3℄ < level : ubeIdx |=8
if val [4℄ < level : ubeIdx |=16
if val [5℄ < level : ubeIdx |=32
if val [6℄ < level : ubeIdx |=64
if val [7℄ < level : ubeIdx |=128

332
333
334

et = edgeTable [ ubeIdx ℄
vi = interpolate

335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

et ==0:
et &1:
et &2:
et &4:
et &8:
et &16:
et &32:
et &64:
et &128:
et &256:
et &512:
et &1024:
et &2048:

return 0
pnts [0℄
pnts [1℄
pnts [2℄
pnts [3℄
pnts [4℄
pnts [5℄
pnts [6℄
pnts [7℄
pnts [8℄
pnts [9℄
pnts [10℄
pnts [11℄

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

vi ( pos [0℄ , pos [1℄ , val [0℄ , val [1℄)
vi ( pos [1℄ , pos [2℄ , val [1℄ , val [2℄)
vi ( pos [2℄ , pos [3℄ , val [2℄ , val [3℄)
vi ( pos [3℄ , pos [0℄ , val [3℄ , val [0℄)
vi ( pos [4℄ , pos [5℄ , val [4℄ , val [5℄)
vi ( pos [5℄ , pos [6℄ , val [5℄ , val [6℄)
vi ( pos [6℄ , pos [7℄ , val [6℄ , val [7℄)
vi ( pos [7℄ , pos [4℄ , val [7℄ , val [4℄)
vi ( pos [0℄ , pos [4℄ , val [0℄ , val [4℄)
vi ( pos [1℄ , pos [5℄ , val [1℄ , val [5℄)
vi ( pos [2℄ , pos [6℄ , val [2℄ , val [6℄)
vi ( pos [3℄ , pos [7℄ , val [3℄ , val [7℄)

349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359

ntriangle = 0
tt = triTable [ ubeIdx ℄
triangles = [℄
for i in range (0 ,16 ,3):
if tt [ i ℄!= -1:
triangles . append (( pnts [ tt [i ℄℄ ,
pnts [ tt [i +1℄℄ ,
pnts [ tt [i +2℄℄))
ntriangle +=1
return ntriangle , triangles , ubeIdx

C.6 Mar hing Cubes Algorithm (MCA)
360
361
362
363
364

# --- start program
if __name__ == ' __main__ ':
# --- ompute interse tion surfa e ( triangles )
print ube ( elem_hex , elem_val )
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